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PREFACE

111 endeavoring to lay before my students truths embodied

in the evolution of tooth form, I have been hampered as others

undoubtedly have been by the relative inaccessibility of the

essential literature. One cannot refer the undergraduate

student to all sources of information Avith Avhich one would

like him to become acquainted. They are too scattered and

too numei'ous to permit a student whose time is very limited

and who is as yet only upon the threshold of the subject to

glean those essential data which he ought to possess. From the

profusion of material in the Anatomical Museum of Western

Reserve Univ-ersity I have gathered typical examples of the

various mammalian dentitions and have briefly presented these,

allowing them for the most part to tell their own tale ; for in

the compass of so small a volume it is unavoidable that the

writer's thoughts outstrip his pen and his conclusions lie often

beyond the matter presented.

It has not been possible nor do I think it necessary to draw

the attention of the reader to all theories and conceptions re-

garding the evolution of teeth. The views of Schwalbe and

Bolk, for example, find no place within these pages. This is

not because the Avriter has underestimated or brushed lightly

aside the work of certain investigators. The volume has for

its aim the presentation of essentially American views regard-

ing the evolution of tooth forms, views which so far have not

been made the basis of an introductory handbook. It is extra-

ordinary that the Tritubercular Theory of Cope and Osborn

iir its more recent garb should find so small a place in the

various treatises upon comparative anatomy of teeth. Noav

that facts 4n embryology hitherto regarded as incompatible

11



12 PREFACE

can be perfectly harmonized \^itli tlie paleontological record there

is, to the Avriter's mind, no reason for further hesitation in

accepting as a fundamental basis of mannnalian tooth forms

the Cope-Osborn theory clothed in its most modern guise. All

other interpretations have been made subservient to this and

the reader's mind is not distracted by reference either fre-

quently or fully to other views.

It has been the intention of the Avriter to illustrate three

fundamental principles of life: the marvellous potentiality for

adaptation exhibited by organisms in general through the con-

tinual creation of the absolutely new; the occurrence of adapta-

tions always in one of several definite directions; the frequency

of pause, reversal, oi' secondaiy pi-ogressiou, in other words tlie

discontinuous character of evolution.

In every field it has been liuniaii foi-tune to discover first the

laws of blood and iion, to gain an impi*ession of ii-revocable

immutable implacable pitiless Foi'ce unsoftened by one touch

of tenderness. Only with the fuller biological k-iowledge comes

the vision that ''if the courses be departed from, the ends

will change" and fui'ther that the courses can be and con-

stanlly are departed fi-om. One recollects hoAv Claude Bcr-

nai'd's spirit revolted from the views cuirent forty years

ago when he wrote: "It is not by struggling against cosmic

conditions that the oi'ganism develops and maintains its place;

on the contrary, it is by an adaptation to, an agreement with

these conditions. So the living being does not form an excep-

tion to the great natural harmony which makes things adapt

themselves to one another; it breaks no concord; it is neither

in contradiction to nor struggling against general cosmic

forces; far from that, it forms a member of the universal

concert of things, and the life of the animal, for exam-

ple, is only a fragment of the total life of the universe."

At this time Avhen the soul of France typifies the spirit of

emancipation from all that is hide-bound and cruelly inexora-

ble, it is delightful to remember that Bernard's fellow-coun-
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ti'yman Bergson has first applied the newer and grander bio-

logical interpretation to the philosophy of life.

The author recognizes that a Dental Anatomy course of

today calls for the description mainly of livdng types which,

however, can only be properly presented by constant reference

to ancestral forms. Hence, although the following pages deal

mainly with recent dentitions, the paleontological viewpoint has

been adopted wherever it has been possible to do this without

ovei'burdening the text. To have elaborated more upon the

paleontological aspect Avould have greatly increased the size of

the volume and made it more than a simple introduction to the

study of teeth.

In the preparation of this manuscript the author is indebted

to many investigators who by personal contact or by their Avrit-

ings have influenced his thought. It is not possible to mention

all by name, nor has it been thought advisable in so elementary

a book to include a literature index.* To the late Professor

A. H. Young, to Professor Grafton Elliot Smith and to Pro-

fessor Arthur Keith I owe that debt of gratitude which can be

acknowledged but never paid for my training in comparative

anatomy. To Professor H. F. Osborn, Dr. W. D. Matthew and

Dr. W. K. Gregory whose work has so greatly influenced me
and upon whose Avritings I have so largely drawn I am happy

also to declare my indebtedness. To Professor B. A. Bensley's

work I oAve the conception of the fundamental plan of this

volume. For recent encouragement and the material resources

with AA^hich the Anatomical Laboratory here is so richly provided

I am under obligation to four gentlemen. Dr. Hamann my pred-

ecessor and colleague has spared no effort to acquire AA^hat-

ever has heen necessary to equip the IVIuseum Avith CA^ery adr

vantage for the Avork. IVIr. G. G. Marshall has provided us

Avith a large collection of Ohio IMammals. The Hon. NcAvton D.

Baker Avhen Maj or of Cleveland and his indefatigible Com-

*A few selected references to recent literature upon the subject of teeth and allied

problems mentioned in this volume are presented as an appendix upon page 282. This
list is merely intended to refer the student who desires a wider acquaintance with
the subject to certain original articles from which he will be able to obtain a more
comprehensive view and an introduction to the literature.
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missioner of Parks Mr. F. Al])er placed the resources of the

Cleveland Zooloo^ical Park completely at my disposal. To all

these gentlemen I would gratefully acknoAvledge my indebted-

ness. Professor P. A. Budington of Oberlin and Mr. W. H.

Cathcart of the Western Reserve Historical Society's Museum
have shoAvn me many kindnesses.

The great majority of the illustrations are photographs from

specimens in this laboratory but for some I am indebted to the

kindness of other wiiters. Figs. 570 and 80 are photographs

of specimens loaned to me by Professor Budington from the

museum of the Zoological Laboratory of Obei'lin College. By
Dr. Matthew's couitesy Fig. 1 is reproduced fi'om his work

Climate and Evolution. Fig. 2 is modified from Prof. V. But-

tel-Reepen's work Man and His Forerunners. Figs. 3, 4 and S6 I

are from Comparative Dental An<itomi/ by Drs. Thompson and
|

Dewey. Fig. 5 is from Tomes' well-known Dental Anatomy.

Dr. Gregory very kindly made a modification of his Fig. 2

Orders of Mammals for incorporation as Fig. 8 of this work and
,

also permitted me to copy Fig. 94 from his Studies on the Evolu- t

tion of the J^rimates (Part I). Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12B are taken

from Dr. R. Broom's writings (see Appendix). Owing to war

conditions it has ])een impossible unfortunately to communi-

cate directly with Dr. Broom in order to secure from him an

expressed Avillingness foi- the utilization of his figures. Yet I

feel sui'e this pei'mission would leadily have been granted had

it been possible to reach Dr. Broom himself. Fig. 12A is from

the late Professor H. G. Seeley's monograph on Diademodon

(Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc, 1894, vol. 185, p. 1029).

Professor H. F. Osboi-n and the Macmillan Company have

kindly allowed me to reproduce Figs. 13 and 14 from Evolution

of Mammalian Molar Teeth. Figs. 15 and 16 are obtained

through the courtesy of E. S. Goodrich, Esq., and J. W. Gidley,

Esq., respectively. On account of the transportation diffi-

culties then affecting the United States the works (noted in the

Appendix) of these two gentlemen from which these figures were

I
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originally taken were inaccessible to nie at the time Avhen I

was completing the list of illustrations. I am therefore in-

debted to Professoi" Osboi'n and the Macmillan Company for

the opportunity of copying the repi'oductions of these two

illustrations from Evolution of Mammalian Molar Teeth. It

will be observed that the mandibulai* molar in Fig. 15 Avas

redrawn for Professor Osborn's woi*k ; this accounts for the

differences in nomenclature from the original figure. For

the specimens from which Figs. 56A and C Avere made I am
indebted to Dr. IM. J. Cramer and IVFr. B. H. Broadbent respec-

tively. Professor Keith has kindly allowed me to reproduce

from liis works Figs. 59 and 98. I have the opportunity to

include Fig. 84 through the courtesy of Oldfield Thomas, Esq.

Fig. 87 is copied fi-om Dr. Otto AValkhofiP's monograph Der

Unterkiefer der Anthropomorphen nnd des Menschen in the late

Professor Soloiika's series Sfndieit iiher E nf wickelmigsgeschichte

der Tiere, heft 9.

I have enjoyed the assistance of sevei'al of the depai'tmental

staff in the pi'eparation of this woi-k. Mr. Cf. P. Leonhart has

prepai'cd a number of the .specimens many of which have been

photogi'aphed by ^Fiss Alice Thing. The index is largely the

work of ^liss W. Kothenbecker. T am under special personal

obligation also to my secretary ^Frs. K. W. Merrell for many
suggestions made in the course of writing the manuscript as

well as for the lechnical ])i-epa]'ation of the sheets for the

press.

T. Wtxgate Todd.
Clovolaiul, Oliio,

Doc. 1, ]917.

The transformation of the United States into an armed camp,

heartening and inspiring to all who have been privileged to

live in the midst of it, has been responsible for unforeseen

deky in the publication of this volume. One after another

those by whose joint labor the book should have been produced

months ago, have taken up other duties in the cause for free-
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dom. It has also provided the author with the welcome op-

portunity of putting to practical application lessons learned

in hospital and laboratory during the last decade concerning

the generation and regeneration of bone. I am happy there-

fore to acknoAvledge my indebtedness to Dr. N. AV. Ingalls for

undertaking to see this manuscript through the final stages of

the press.

T. W. T.

Curling Heights Military Hospital,

London, Ontario.

May 24, 1918.
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MAMMALIAN DENTITION

CHAPTER I

ENVIRONMENT AND THE EVOLUTION OF
VERTEBRATES

The relation of ^lan to otlier .Maiiiiiials—Geological changes

since the first appearance of land vertebrates—Influence

of the division of land masses upon animal evolution

—

Preservation of bones and teeth—Relation of climate to

evolution and migration—Definition of evolutionary

terms—Valuations and mutations.

That Avhich fires the imagination, which encourages us to

follow all the devious paths of niannualian tooth development

in the study Ave are undertaking, is the evolution of ourselves.

Our chief interest naturally centers around our own dentition.

When Ave come to ask ouivselves Avhat characters of really fun-

damental importance differentiate us from other animals Ave

find these are singularly few. The perfection of the erect pos-

ture, the poAver of speech and the great increase in the parietal

association area of the brain separate us pei'haps most clearly

fi'om even our nearest animal relatives. Other features such as

size and certain charactei's of the teeth are by no means con-

fined to our OAvn particular history ; they are shared in com-

mon Avith other animals. We cannot isolate ourselves from

our nearest mammalian kin Avith Avhich Ave are classed in the

order Primates.

If in the attempt to trace our OA\^n history Ave folloAv back

the ancestors of the Primates to their earliest beginning Ave

23



24 MAMMALIAN DENTITION

find ourselves already at the parting of the ways where the

various orders of Mammals diverge. We must then realize that

all Mammals are members of one great tribe and that Ave can-

not consider the origin of one family or even of one species

Avithout referring eventually to the ancestors of others.

Mammalian history covers a colossal period of time. Not a

century, not a millennium but eons are occupied in the evolution

of the mammalian class. During this period incalculable in

Fig. 1.—Zoological regions on north polar projection. (After Matthew.) The
unshaded areas around the continents indicate the extent of the continental shelf and
thus show the greatest possible land connections permitted by the theory of Isostatic
Ualance.

human thought the earth has seen considerable changes;

periods of heat and cold have followed each other ; the ground

has sunk beneath the sea and risen again above it; yet, and this

is very important, the main confines of land and water in all

probability have remained appi'oximately the same. If one

turn to an ordinary map of the Avorld on Mercator's pro- i

I



ENVIRONMENT AND EVOLUTION OF VERTEBRATES 25

jection the intimate relation to each other of the land sur-

faces is not apparent. Indeed from a zoological standpoint this

map is useless. On the other hand if one look at a map on

north polar projection (Fig. 1) one sees immediately that Asia

and America are closely related across the Bering Strait and

also by way of Europe and Greenland. Nowhere is the sea

deeper than some 600 feet. If, thei'cfoi'e, the land were raised

by this amount there would be actual continuity between these

various land masses and animals would be free to roam from

one to the other provided the conditions of climate Avere not

unfavoral)le. Very different is the case in the southern hemi-

sphere. Around Antai'ctica is a sea of gi-eat depth separating

this land from Australia, South Africa and South America and

also isolating these various land masses from each other. No
gentle undulation, no slight i-ise of the earth's surface could

obliterate this sea. It is doubtful if these land masses have ever

been connected; if animals could pass from one to the other at

any time except across the ocean.

The alternate rise and fall of the land with consequent Avith-

drawal and encroachment by the sea is known by the term

Isostatic Balance.* Around each continent, extending under

the sea for a variable distance, is the continental shelf. The

mountains and the higher lands are constantly Avashed aAvay

by river action or by glaciers and the sediments deposited in

the shalloAv Avater upon the continental shelf. Thus land is

formed at the mouths of rivers, l)eing transported from its

original situation in the interior. The Aveight of this made land

is supposed to have some influence in causing the crust of the

earth beneath it to sink and in consequence to bring about the

elevation of the land remote from the coast. Whether or no

this theory be justifiable Ave knoAV at least that land is con-

stantly removed and as constantly raised ancAv. With these

*It is beyond the province of this volume to consider the arguments in support and
in controversion of the vexed theory of Isostatic Balance. Those who are specially
interested in the relation of this theory to the problems of mammalian evolution and
migration cannot do better than study carefully the papers by Matthew: Climate
and Evolution, Ann. New York Acad. Sc, 1915, xxiv, 171; and Barbour: Some
Remarks upon Matthew's "Climate and Evolution," Ann. New York Acad. Sc, 1916,
xxvii, 1.
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changes of alternate lowering and raising of the earth's sur-

face the climate changes. In general a low marshy ground

possesses a warm equable humid climate ; a high plateau induces

a cold variable and arid climate ultimately ending in glacier

formation. The character of the land and the nature of the

climate are intimately associated Avith each othei'.

The continents have joined and separated again in the regions

already indicated not once but several times; most islands also

have varied in their relationship to the adjacent greater land

masses. Britain and Japan are comparatively young islands;

they have not been separated from the adjacent Eui-asiatic con-

tinent long enough for the production of marked insular

changes in the types of animal life occurring upon them. Mada-

gascai* on the other hand has not l)een connected with Africa

since the life time of the early Mammals and we find in conse-

ciuence that the modern fauna of this island differs very con-

sidei'ably fi*om that of the neighboi-ing continent. New Guinea

and Austi'alia form portions of a still oldei* island: between the

Australasian archipelago and the furthest extension of the

Oriental Region represented by the islands of Java and Borneo,

there lies a channel of deep water formed by the Strait between

the islands of Bali and Lombok and by the Macassar Strait

separating Borneo from Celebes. This barrier of water is

known as Wallace 's Line and it has been said that no land has

ever bridged across this channel since before the time when

^lammals of modei'u type came to be. It is doubtful how-

ever if this statement should be accepted in the light of modern

investigation. The fauna of Celebes is difficult to hai-monize

Avith the view that the island has been entirely separated from

the Oi'iental Region for so long a period. Many authoi'ities

now believe that Wallace's Line has never existed except in

theory. It is cei'tain however that the modern type of pla-

cental Mammals Avith but fcAv easily explained exceptions,

never penetrated Australia and the neighboring islands until

taken there by Man. With the foregoing exceptions the only

Mammals found in the great Australasian archipelago are the

I
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pouched creatures known as Marsupials. Animals similar to

these in essential respects once ranged over the rest of the

world but long ago, being less adaptable to the changing en-

vironment, became extinct and Avere replaced by the rising

group of placental ^Eammals. In Australasia the Marsupials

still remain relatively unhampered until recent years by the

annoyance of powerful rivals. New Zealand has been aii island

since before the time when Mammals first appeared and none

existed there until brought by Man. There are then two types

of island, continental like Japan and oceanic like Xew Zealand

;

upon the foi'mer Ave expect to find a fauna very similar to that

of the neighboring continent Avhereas upon the latter the animal

life Avill have developed special local adaptations or peculiari-

ties. The connection of an island Avith a neighboring conti-

nent has an important bearing upon the nature of its fauna. If

the intervening sea is shallow its breadth is unnnportant; if it

has been recently nonexistent there Avill be no marked differ-

ence between the island fauna and that of the main land; if

the sea has existed for a great period of time independent

evolution Avill have taken place in the island fauna and great

differences between it and the continental animals Avill noAV be

apparent.

The anatomy of animals Avhich are noAv extinct and the his-

tory of those Avhich still roam the earth are naturally studied

mainly from the bones and teeth, the indestructible portions

defying time Avhich are transformed into fossils. These are

the skeletons of creatures Avhich have fallen into SAvamps, into

marshes or occasionally into asphalt pools and dying there have

been preserved. They are the skeletons of animals over-

Avhelmed by dust or snow storms and buried. Occasionally an

animal has been overtaken by the ice, frozen into a glacier and

in this manner preserved until the glacier has melted. Early

in the present century Ave heard of avoIa^cs glutting themseh^es

upon the carcass of an age-dead Mammoth ncAvly released from

a melting glacier, before the animal Avas obtained for the Petro-

grad Museum. The Russian steppes are today • occasionally
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the scene of the extermination of vast herds of cattle or sheep

in a blizzard; the camels which wander half Avild amid the

ruins ef Asiatic towns are probably the descendants of those

domesticated animals surviving the dust storm in which their i

owners perished. In such several ways are preserved the relics

of ancient faunas but rarely are they undisturl)ed; the action

of rivers and still more that of glaciei-s has cleaned from the

slate of history many of the poor remnants that remained and

not once but many times has the slate been cleaned since Mam-
mals first appeared.

In the more northei'n part of Europe, Asia and America Ave

must not expect to find deposits of animal remains in such

profusion as in the rej^ions fui-thei" south which have not been

exposed to j^-lacier action. The southei-n continents of Africa

and South America have been stated to be the ofreat primary

centers of mammalian distribution on account of the quanti-

ties of fossils preserved there in deposits of all geological epochs

since the first Mammals appeared. They may have been sec-

ondary centers but it is altogether doubtful if Mammals origi-

nated upon either one of them.

The relation of climate to evolution and to dispersal of ani-

mals is most impoi'tant. If we note the periods of alternate

cold and Avarmth Ave find that it is in the former alone that

great strides are taken by animal life. In the accompanying

ta])le (Fig. 2) it Avill be observed that it Avas dui-ing the glacial

phase of the Devonian period that land animals in the form of

Amphibia first appeared. Again during the cold stage of the

Permian Ave note the rise of Reptiles and pi'obably the first

beginning of the mammal-like creatures. On the other hand

during the Avarm moist Jurassic epoch Ave find the Amphibia

Avhich have by this time evolved into a very numerous group

decadent and already disappearing. The Reptiles, a vast and

miscellaneous host, some of them stupendous in size, begin to

disappear during the Cretaceous period Avhich included a Avarm

moist stage sandAviched between tAvo glacial phases. During

this epoch Ave note also the rise of archaic Mammals Avhich be-
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came especially iiumei'ous during the Avarm moist Eocene and
then gradually j^ave place to modern types of Mammals Avhieh

evolved durin^r the cold Pleistocene known usually as The

Glacial Period.

From the foregoing it is apparent that periods of cold have

a stimulating influence upon animal life Avhereas Avarm equable

climates by theii' enervation result in deterioration and final

extinction of the type. Extermination is preceded by increase

in size and by lethai'gy ; this is natural since it is easier to ob-

tain food as a rule in a Avarm climate and life is much less

strenuous. In the colder environment the animal must be aleit

and vigorous to maintain its existence. In some obscure man-

ner climate has a marked influence upon the evolution of dif-

ferent types in adaptation to the ever-changing environment

for Ave note the successive domiiiniit ty])es Amphibia, Reptilia

and ]\rammalia.

Litimately associated with the eiiviroiniient is the dispersal

of animals. It stands to reason that a creatui*e which is not

capable of changing its life habits to suit its changing cii'cum-

stances must migrate Avhen the climate changes in oi'der to fol-

JoAV the receding Avai*mth and maintain an unchanged environ-

ment. Paleoiitology shoAvs us that these migrations have '

usually been from north to south exactly as Ave Avould expect

since Ave have observed that it is the cold phase Avhich stimulates

pi'ogressive evolution.

Before going further Ave should differentiate cleai'ly betAveen

the terms pi'imitive, generalized, advanced, and specialized as

applied to ^Mammals. A primitive animal is one Avhich has re-

tained many of its ancestral or archaic characters; it may be

very specialized but it cannot be generalized nor can it be

advanced. A generalized animal may be primitive and usually

is in some respects; it is not specialized because it retains the

ability to change its life habits Avith changing enviromnent.

An advanced animal may be generalized or it may be specialized

but it Avill not be primitive; it has changed greatly from the

ancestral type. A specialized animal may be primitive or ad-
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vanced ])ut it lias lost its power of adaptation to changing

environment and is therefore not generalized.

We wonder in what manner changing environment has in-

fluenced the evolution of the vast number of mammalian types

which exist or have existed on the face of the earth. The most

closely related species are not found living together; they will

alwaj's be separated by some barrier of mountain or Avater. In

species formation it is usual to consider at least four aspects,

—

variation, heredity, selection and segregation* of which the

last has already been touched upon. Regarding variation it is

necessary to define the term more precisely. Those variations

which are heritable are knoAvn as mutations. Obviously there

can be three types of mutation, those without effect upon the

relation of the animal to its eiiviroimieut, those Avhich pi'oduce

a type less in harmony with its enviromueut, and those which

render it in closer harmony. Of these the persistence of the

first is accidental ; animals exhibiting the second must ulti-

mately become extinct by the action of natural selection; those

in Avhich the thii-d type of mutation occurs become dominant

and persistent. Segregation permits of the independent evolu-

tion of mutations which we shall eventually find occur linked

in vast numbers appearing always in certain well defined direc-

tions through the inherent tendencies of the germ-plasm. We
are concerned in this book with those mutations only which are

of importance in the I'elation between the animal and its en-

vironment.

We are indebted to Waagen, an Austrian paleontologist, for

*It must be conceded that these aspects differ greatly in complexity and the mean-
ing of all except the fourth varies according to the concept of the writer. Of them
segregation is simply one environmental factor; selection is not creative, but in Os-
born's metaphor a sieve for the results of interaction of environment (animate and
inanimate surroundings), ontogeny (laws and forces operating in the development of
the individual) and heredity (laws and forces operating in the germ-plasm) ; variation
is the expression partly of environment, partly of ontogeny as just defined, partly of
heredity. Further there is interaction of which we are as yet utterly ignorant between
the forces of heredity on the one hand and those of environment and ontogeny on the
ether. The initiation of new characters is not the special perquisite of any one of
the-three factors environment, ontogeny, heredity, but is common to all. Thus upon
closer examination it is seen that the lour terms used in the text, though apparently
simple enough, are really the expression of considerable confusion of thought. The un-
known agency which works through heredity and is termed by Bergson the original
impetus, we shall discuss in Chapter XX I. For further information along these lines,

consult Osborn.^ Tetraplasy, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sc, Phila., 1912, series 2, xv, 273
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first pointing out the transformation of one form of animal into

another. Ten years after the publication of Darwin's Origin of

Species Waagen showed that minute and inconspicuous changes

of form occur constantly in the history of a race. These

changes which he called mutations are heritable and gradually

accumulate in successive generations until they become recog-

nizable. The most important of Waagen 's observations was

that these accumulations of mutations occur ahvays in definite

directions. This means that there is a certain limited number

of types of response which it is possible foi* the gerin-plasm to

exhibit. That these responses are adaptive has been clearly

shown ])y Osborn. One scarcely likes to use either of the

terms ordered response or choice of response in this connection

because of the anthropomorphic significance Avhich these

phrases have come to possess. The former suggests a creative

plan and the latter a mentality on the part of the organism by

no means implied in these pages and carrying us further into

the realm of philosophy than we can go in this volume. We
cannot expect to understand why the germ-plasm should re-

spond in a particular manner until we attain more complete

knowledge than we have today of the interaction of the forces

of heredity wdth the various factors composing the environ-

mental stimulus. Throughout the succeeding pages, however,

the reader will find in the evolution of teeth ample evidence

of limited and definite types of response comparable with those

to which attention was first drawn in Invertebrates by Waagen.



CHAPTER II

THE DENTITION OF LOWER YERTEP>RATI^:S

The relation of teeth to scales—Attachment of teeth—Teeth

of Fishes, Amphibians and Reptiles—Evolution of ''cusps"

—The pi-onounced development of certain teeth.

Teeth as popularly undei'stood may be defined as calcified

papillae of the skin secondai-ily implanted in the ])ones of the

jaAvs and subservino- the pui-pose of mastication. That this is

but a crude conception will appear upon the slio-htest reflection

for it is based only upon cei'tain oenei*ally recoo-nized features

of our own dentition and one cannot thiid< for a moment that

our teeth sp]'anj>' into existence fully foi-med and adapted at

once to their pi'esent function. It is indeed only after a long*

period of evolution, of constant modification and adaptation to

circumstances that the present form and characters of our teeth

have developed. To understand even oui' own dentition intel-

ligently it is necessary to trace it back to its earliest beginning

and to follow cai'efully the successive steps by which it attained

its present condition. Upon discussing oui* definition more in

detail Ave shall find that it becomes merely a generalization

more or less exact and of limited applicability.

If we examine the jaws of a Dogfish or Shark (Fig. 3) we
shall observe that the horny scales of the skin are continued

over the framcAvork of the jaAvs into the mouth and that on the

rounded surface of the jaAvs these scale-like structures assume

the form of simple triangular teeth in successive roAvs. Hence

we shall be less surprised at the suggestion that the teeth are

in reality modified dermal appendages. But if next Ave take the

head of a Pike (Fig. 4) Ave do not see this simple transition and

further Ave irote the appearance of small but distinct tooth struc-

33
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turcs upon the walls of the pharynx and the branchial arches

beyond the limit to which Enll)ryology has taught us the exter-

nal skin has penetrated. It is plain then that teeth cannot in i

1

l-iR. Jaws of Shark to show formation of simi^le triangular teeth from dermal scales.

(After Dewey-Thompson.)

every case be dermal in origin l)ut may sometimes develop from

the surface layer of the alimentary canal itself. Thus we see

that structures finally similar may in the beginning arise in

quite different manner from dissimilar tissues.
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The vei'v fact that we have chosen fish in tliis first illustra-

tion indicates that the occuri'cnce of teeth is l)y no means con-

fined to the higher animals. Analogous sti'uctures have indeed

been found in some Invertebrates l)ut it would not help our

present purpose to consider these. AVe must note however that

teeth of a simple pattei*n exist far down in the vertebrate

scale.

Fig- 4.—Jaws of Pickerel to show the occurrence of teeth upon the palate. (After
Dewey-Thompson.) Teeth are not confined to the jaws themselves.

Another point to notice is that Avhereas the teeth upon the

jaws of the Pike are firmly united to the undei'lying bone those

of the palate are hinged so that thej^ can be made to lie flat'

against the buccal lining, their tips pointing toward the throat,

by small fish as prey passing through the mouth. If however
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the small fish should attempt to wriggle out again and resist

being SAvallowed, its baekwai-d movement causes these palatine

teeth to rise and form a forest of spears whose points are all

directed toward the throat, effectually preventing the escape

of the victim. The attachment of teeth to their foundation is f

by no means uniform and although we are accustomed to think

Kig. 5.—Section of palatine toi.

hinged character of tlie attachment
change in position of the tooth.

1 > (Ksox lucius). (After Tomes.) The
liic underlying bone is shown. This permits

of teeth in Man and all Mammalia as socketed in bone yet in lower

forms teeth may be attached to underlying tissues in one of

several ways (Fig. 5). In Sharks indeed the teeth are not fixed

to the underlying jaws at all but simply held in place in the

integument.

Very few fish can be said to masticate their food even in
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limited degree and hence once again our genei-alization falls

short of completeness. Many Mannnals, the domestic Cat

among them, use their teeth only for seizing and dividing their

prey not for masticating it. Teeth are then in the first place

prehensile organs and only later become modified for dividing,

crushing or masticating food. For the mere seizing and hold-

ing of prey the conical teeth seen in many fish are perfectly

satisfactory and it is with such simple forms that our study

must commence.

The numerous modifications of foi*m, structure and attach-

ment of teeth as exemplified by Fishes have no immediate con-

cern for us since our o])jeot is the investigation of the mam-
malian dentition and we may therefore pass on at once to con-

sider teeth in higher forms.

On an evolutionai'y plane higher than that of the Fishes Ave

find the now specialized and aberrant group Amphibia Avhich

includes the Frogs. Toads, Newts and Salamanders. Upon ex-

amination the upper jaw of the Frog shows a row of small

conical teeth firmly ankylosed to the underlying bone and pro-

jecting but little from the surface of the soft tissues lining the

mouth while the lower jaw is edentulous. There are other teeth

upon the palate, the so-called vomerine teeth, also simple and

small but we shall not stay to consider them. The Frog is not

limited to one set of teeth alone; successional teeth originally

developed at the iiuier aspect of the older teeth eventually

undermine the bony pedestal of the last mentioned and com-

plete their development in what was originally the pulp cavity

of their predecessors, ultimately being fused w^ith the bony tis-

sue precisely as are the teeth on the jaws.

Higher in the scale than Amphibians are the Keptiles which

comprise Lizards, Snakes, Turtles and Alligators. All of these

have become specialized although the Lizards perhaps less

than the rest. But all modern Reptiles are far removed from

the main evolutionary track which we intend to follow. Never-

theless amolig them are to be found many interesting modifica-
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tions of tooth structure one or two of Avhich may be mentioned

as of special significance for our purpose.

The jaws of the Iguana (Fig. 6) shoAv an experiment of

Nature in producing a type of tooth somewhat more complicated

than the simple cone. Careful examination of these shows that

most have not one single point or tip but several, often seven

in fact, of which the central one is the largest and the most

prominent. We see then that by veiy little modification a

Fig. G. j;iv.> 1 l-uar.. 'U.a.a .:;' l : ilala, 81.1-1). This is an experiment of

Nature in producing teeth with niort than one tip or cone. The .simpler teeth are

these iu the front of the mouth; the more advanced occur further hack near the areas

of muscular attachment.

tooth with many tips can originate. A further point Avhich is

worth our careful attention is that in the Iguana the teeth near

the front of the mouth and below the nostril retain almost

Avithout exception the simple conical form. The more com-

plicated teeth in this animal are most numei'ous further back

on the jaws near the areas of muscular attachment.

The skull of the ^Mississippi Alligator (Fig. 7) shows that

certain teeth may consistently grow to a greater size than
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othci-s. Ill this specimen the Ihii-d and ninth in tlie ui)per jaw

and the first, foni'tli and eleventli in tlie lower have attained

greater size than the rest. The yonng' Alligator when just

hatched has as many teeth as the adult but the teeth are re-

placed fi'om time to time by successors. Nevertheless, at what-

ever age the animal be, on examination it will always be found

to possess these particular teeth lai'ger than theii- felloAvs.

Fig. 7.—Jaws of Alligator (Alligator mississipiensis 81.4-1). The teeth are implanted in

bony sockets and certain teeth are constantly larger than others.

A character again exemplified in the Alligators but not in

other Reptiles is the impb^ntation of the tooth into a socket.

The tooth itself like that of the ]\Iammal consists of dentine

with a cap of enamel on its projecting surface and a sheathing

of cement around its implanted portion. Though the teeth of

th^ Alligator resemble those of the Mammal in possessing

sockets in the jaws they are not strictly comparable for

Avhereas the socket in the case of the Mammal is produced by
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the growth of the tooth itself its occurrence in the Alligator

precedes the eruption of the tooth.

The Reptiles form a large and miscellaneous assemblage of

creatures but their most numerous and more primitive repre-

sentatives are extinct. We must not expect to find among the

living examples of this class the types which will interest us

most. In fact the Reptiles may be subdivided into primitive,

mammal-like and ])ird-]ike forms, of Avhich all the first and

second g?'oui)s and many of the third are extinct. Modern

Reptiles ai'e all moi*e or less closely allied to the Birds and it is

interesting to note that the teeth in many of them, the Turtles

for example, have been replaced by horny covei'ings for the

jaws as in Birds. We now know that several at least of the

ancestral foi'ms of Bii*ds possessed truly reptilian teeth.

A rapid survey has shown us the following suggestive facts.

Teeth already occui- in the lower vertebrate forms. They ai*e

at first simple conical outgrowths of surface epithelium Avhich

nmy or may not be attached in one of vai'ious ways to the un-

derlying jaw. Ill higher forms the projecting part oi* crown

may become sul)divided into more than one point and this sub-

division is liable to occur with greater frequency in the teeth

situated on the jaw near the areas of muscular attachment

rather than in those located near the middle line in the front of

the mouth. Certain teeth, as shown in the Alligator, become

larger and more poAverfuI than the rest and these characters

are also shared by the replacing teeth. Lastly the imbedded

part 01' root of the tooth becomes implanted secondarily in a

socket in the jaw bone. AVith these observations in mind avc

are now ready to coimnence the study of the origin of the

mammalian dentition itself.



CHAPTER III

THE ANCESTRY OF THE IVIAMMALIA

Geoloo-ical dawn of mammalian life—Differences between Rep-

tiles and ]\Iammals—Origin of mammal-like Reptiles

—

transfoi'mation of the limbs—develoi:)ment of the brain

in mammal-like Reptiles—CVnodonts—Protodonts—Multi-

tnberculates—Triconodonts—Tritnborcnlates—the parent

form of mammalian teeth.

In the present volnme the study of mammalian teeth is the

essential object. By comparison of tooth forms zoological rela-

tionships of the various Mammals and of Man will be indicated.

To institute comparisons of real value we must have a standai'd

and this standaixl will necessarily be the primitive type of

mammalian dentition. It is obviously futile to search for

parent or stem forms among the considerably specialized Mam-
mals existing today. Even among the remains of extinct

Mammals ancestral to and simpler in form than those now liv-

ing it is unlikely that the actual parent form* Avill be found

although the fossil Mammals of an earlier day may be expected

to show indications more or less clear of what that parent form

must have been. Our search for indications of the features of

this daAvn type of ^lammal must then be among the fossilized,

fauna! relics of earlier geological periods.

With the exception of such rarities as the imprisonment of

entire Mammoths in the ice fields of Siberia and the preserva-

tion of portions of the skin of gigantic Ground Sloths in the

caves of Patagonia the only vestiges of extinct Mammals left

tonis are teeth and bones. Scarcely ever is a skeleton found
complete and very frequently the component bones themselves

*Presuniing,.^s is probable, that all mammalian orders had a common ancestral
stem form.

41
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are broken. Often there is merely a portion of a limb or a

mandible exhibiting an imperfect complement of teeth, a frag-

mentary skeleton on which to base our reconstruction of the

animal to which it once belonged.

If then the rocks hold the secret of mammalian ancestry,

in what geological stratum may we expect to find it. Some au-

thors have conceived the histoi'y of ^[animals reaching to very

early times but it appeal's proba])le that Ave need penetrate no

furtlier into the geological past than the Permian epoch to attain

our goal. Examining in succes.sion the Mammals of former

periods, receding always further into the dim and more imper-

fectly known ages of the Avorld's history, oi* even comparing

the more primitive membei-s of the mammalian class existing

today with those more advanced, we note the occurrence of

reptilian features more pronounced and moie numerous the

more primitive the type. From this fact we realize that Mammals
must have been derived originally from reptilian forms al-

though from foi'ms very unlijxc those Reptiles which exist in

modern days.

Tlici'c must liavc been a time a\1kmi cci'tain ci-eatui'cs were

ti-aiisfoi'med from the cold to the Axarm-blooded type and Avith

this change the ^lammals first ai)i)eai-ed. Similar ti'ansfoi'ma-

tion of a different group of Reptiles brought about the origin

of Birds to Avhich rather than to Mammals all modern Reptiles

are related. The story of the Birds howevei* lies beyond our

present scope.

It is true that the oi-ganization of a biannual dilfers very

greatly from that of a typical Reptile but in this account it is

unnecessary to deal in detail with the characters of the body as

a whole. We shall confine our attention to a few points illus-

trated by the dentition and the skull (Fig. 8). The mammalian

mandible is constituted by a single bone* the representative of

the reptilian dentaiy. The mandible in the Reptile on the

contrary is more complex and is formed by several elements.

^Although the angular and surangular are not usually recognized many Mammals
show a mere rudiment of the former and Ornithorhynchus possesses ves'.iges probably
of both.
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Of these the deiitary bears the teeth; the angular and surangu-

lar lie near the hinder end; the articular forms a joint with the

I
quadrate bone of the skull, a bone which has disappeared as

such in the Mammal ; the splenial lies upon the inner side of the

dentary. Not only does the mammalian mandible differ from

that of the Reptile in consisting of a single element but the

Ml.
-Art.

pang

Fig. 8.—Morphology of the Mandible and Auditory Ossicles (after Gregory,* Orders
of Mammals. Rull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1910, vol. 27, fig. 2, p. 124).

A. Mandible of a Permian Therocephalian (Lycosuchus vanderrieti, after Broom).
Ang., angular; Ar., articular; D., dentary; p. an., processus angularis; Qu., quadrate;

S. ang., surangular; Sq., squamosal; z. Sq.. zygomatic process of squamosal.
B. Skull and mandible of Cynognathus platyceps (composed from figures by Broom).
Abbreviations as in A. Mk., Meckel's cartilage; P. art., prearticular (Williston, i. e.,

the dermal medial extensi>n of the articular); St., stapes.
C. Developing mandible and auditory ossicles of Kangaroo (Macropus, after Bens-

Ity).

Abbreviations as in foregoing. In., incus; Ml., malleus; n.ant., processus anterior
mallei; Pr. ar., prearticular; St., stapes (turned back); Ty., Tympanic ring.

articulation of the bone with the skull is essentially dissimilar.

In ihe Mammal the articular and quadrate disappear as such,

*This illustration has been modified by Dr. Gregory since the publication of his
monograph. The Orders of Mammals, from which the figure was originally taken. By
kind permission j3f Dr. Gregory the most recent modification ct the figure is here re-

produced.
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possibly to become auditory ossicles the malleus and incus

respectively,* and the dentary itself forms with the glenoid

fossa on the squamous temporal a new and secondary articula-

tion which tends to lie above the plane of the cheek teeth and

not at or below their level as in Reptiles. In the Alligator

some teeth project more than others although all are alike in

shape. In the earliest Mammals it is ahvays the first maxillary

tooth Avhich takes on a caniniforuL character, the incisors are

relatively simple and the postcanine teeth become increasingly

complex backwards. Whereas all reptilian teeth possess only

a single fang, the roots of the cheek teeth and occasionally of

the incisors and canines in the Mammal are subdivided.

In the skull as in the jaws we shall refer onl}^ to certain

features of special present significance. In the Reptile the

anterior nai*es are completely surrounded by bone ; in the

Mammal they are not. The reptilian condition is largely due to

an upgrowth of bone from the premaxilla forming an osseous

narial septum to which is attached the i<j<j tooth utilized by the

hatching Re])tile foi- tlie j)uri)ose of chipping open the egg.f

In ^Mammals the oi'bit is separated from the temporal fossa by

the postorbital process of the frontal and not by a special bone,

the postorbital, as in Reptiles. The tempoi-al fossa and coro-

noid process of the mandible providing attachments for the

temporal muscle, and the zygomatic arch and ramus of the

mandible for the attachment of the masseter are well devel-

oped in typical ^I annuals. The hard palate in the Reptile is

formed by the premaxillae alone so that the posterior nares

open into the mouth. In the Mammal on the other hand the

horizontal processes of the maxillary and palate bones forming

a septum between mouth and nose and thus forcing the latter

to open into the pharynx, constitute the so-called secondary

hai'd palate behind the incisive or anterior palatine foramen.

*It must not be supposed that all writers are in agreement concerning the fate of

these elements. Wliat we do know is that the elements disappear as such. The malleus,

incus, tympanic ring, interarticular cartilage of the temporo-mandibular joint and even
the zygomatic process of the squamous temporal have been claimed as representing the

quadrate.
fThis bone is represented in the young Monotremes and, according to Broom, in the

young of some Marsupials (Macropus, Trichosurus).
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The mammalian skull shows two laterally i^laced occipital con-

dyles whereas the Reptile possesses a single median condyle

ventral to the foramen magnum.

During recent years Dr. Broom and ^Ir. Watson have given

much attention to the subject of premammalian Reptiles and

the former has summarized in a tentative but attractive man-

ner various features of the pro])able evolution of Mammals.

We owe largely to Broom the elucidation of a group of fossil

carnivorous Reptiles found in South Africa and belonging to

Permian and Triassic times. In the earlier period the Thero-

cephalia alone were present ; in the Triassic the Cynodonts also

appeared. It is undoubtedly from one or other of these related

groups that the mammalian ancestor arose but it must not be

supposed on that account that the first ^Mammals appeared in

Africa. From the history of the Insect ivora and other mam-
malian orders Ave learn that the early IMammals very probably

evolved in the Northern hemisphere and that the less adaptable

members of the class, as previously suggested, migi*ated south-

ward when the climate in the north changed. Upon this hypoth-

esis we should find in South Africa only the more specialized

primitive membei's of the group. We do not look to any one of

these South African foi-ms as the actual mammalian ancestoi*

but we know that in many features they must closely resemble

it. Existing Fishes and Reptiles, none of which are at all

close to the hypothetical line of mammalian descent, have al-

ready taught us certain lessons in the phylogenetic development

of tooth forms. Thus it is with the South African fossils: none

of them represents the actual mammalian ancestor but from

them we can reconstruct stages in mammalian evolution Avith a

fair degree of probable accuracy.

In the Therocephalians the first maxillary tooth became
caniniform and with this change the temporal muscles in-

creased considerably in size and strength. In its turn the

growth of the tempoi'al muscle brought about an enlargement

of the temporal fossa and induced the appearance of the coro-

noid proces*^ in the mandible. A zygomatic arch of mammalian
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type also appeared for the first time. In consequence of the

development of the coi'onoid process and the jyveatly increased

size of the dentary element in Avhich the teeth are lodged the

Therocephalian -mandible began to assume a somewhat mam-
malian appearance.

The Cynodonts in general Avere much more mammal-like

than the Therocephalians. They possessed a secondary palate,

a large median unpaired vomer and two occipital condyles.

The dentary increased so greatly that it constituted almost the

entire mandi])le. The teeth diffei'cntiated into incisors, canines,

premolai's and molai's. According to Bi'oom it i^ })robable that

these mandi])ular and dental changes together with a narrowing

and deepening of the snout resulted in the foi'mation of the

secondary palate. The method of articulalion of the mandible

with the skull even in Cynodonts is howevei' still typically

reptilian.

If then Di". l^i'oom's theoi-y pi'oves coi*rcct we may take it

that in Triassic times the mammalian ancestors were either

Cynodonts or Cynodont-like Therocephalians. One feature dis-

tinguishing these ci'eatures from other moi'e primitive Reptiles

was the possession of well-developed limbs by which the animal

was raised off the gi'ound. Oui* common Iloi-ned Toad has

limbs developed to the stage of suppoi'ting the body above the

ground only in the act of Avalking. It can represent for us the

early Reptile flattened dorso-venti'ally, the limbs of which be-

sides subsei'ving the moi-e pi'imitive function of locomotion are

becoming adapted also for the purpose of support. It has been

suggested that the similai' change of gait exhibited by the

Thei'ocephalians Avas due 1o development of the brain but it

is altogether inconceivable that at so early a stage of animal

history the brain could have such influence upon the body. It

is more natural on the conti*ai'y to ])elieve that conversely

changes in the bi'ain resulted fi'om the altei-ed mode of locomo-

tion. The Cynodonts show a relatively gi'eat development of

the cerebellum Avhich seems to be accounted for by the increased

coordination of movement entailed by the ncAv Avalking habit
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Aelurosuchus

Diademodon

Mammalian
Ancestor Sesamodon Galesaurus

Nyth0 8auru9

Cynognathus

Gompho^nathus
Fig. 9.—Genetic relationships of the principal known Cynodonts. (After Piroom.)

ancT greater aotivity. It is Broom's interesting surmise that

this greater activity ultimately brought about the develop-

ment of the warm-blooded Mammals.
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After this brief "eneral outline it will ])e instructive to

turn to some of the Cynodonts most nearly related to Mammals
in order to observe the gradual appearance of mammalian
traits.

The two South African Triassic Cynodonts Bauria and i

Sesamodon are probably nearest to the direct line of mam- t

malian evolution. Although almost certainly a Cynodont Bau-

]ia retains many of the Therocephalian features and thus rep-

resents a comparatively early ancestral stage. In spite of the

fact that it is less mammal-like than eei-tain other Cynodonts

Bauria exhibits some mammalian characters which the higher

forms have lost. Sesamodon is interesting because it displays most

of the mammalian characters of IJaui'ia and in addition presents

the majority of those found in other higher Cynodonts. The

j'elations of the various mammal-like Keptiles, now to be dis-
'

cussed, to each other and to the hyi)othetical mannnalian an-

cestoi' ai-e diagi-ammatically shown in Ih-oom's table (Fig. 9).

Examination of the restored skull of liauria (Fig. 10) shows

that the teeth fall into incisoi-, canine and premolar-niolar series.

The last mentioned ai'C numerous, c()Mii)aratively small, and

simple in foi'iu ; the canine as in Maninials is represented by the

first nmxillary tooth. The dentary element forms the greater

part of the mandi])le which exhibits a well marked coi'onoid

process but articulates with the skull in typical reptilian fash-

ion by a joint between the articular element and the quadi-ate,

the latter invisible in the illustration because of the laterally

overlapping squamous. The skull no less than the mandible

and teeth pi'esents a general mammal-like appeai'ance. The

temporal fossa is large and incompletely separated fi'om the

orbit by a process of bone which though analogous is not

homologous with the ])rocess separating the temporal fossa from

the orbit in IManinmls. In the Cynodont this process is formed

by a special bone, the postoi-bital, which disappeaivs in the

Mammal and is replaced by the postorbital process of the fron-

tal. The zygomatic arch is not powerful and no process arises

fi'om the zygomatic bone to meet the postoi-bital. Strikingly
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unlike the niniinnalian condition is tlie sepai'ation of the nostrils

from each othei' in Baiiria not ])y cai'tila^e only but by an up-

wai'dly (lii'ected pi'ocess of the pi'emaxilla such as occurs in

Ampliibians, Birds and many other Reptiles. Another ele-

ment in the skull of the Cynodont not usually found in Mam-
mals althoujih occuri-ino^ in cei'tain foi-nis which have retained

Fig. 10.—Side vii-w oi restored skull of I'.auria cynojjS. (After Rroom.) Al)l)revia-

tions as in Fig. 8, A. Fr., frontal; Ju., zygoma; I.a., lachrymal; Mx., maxilla; Xa.,
nasal; Pa., j)arictai; Pmx., premaxilla; PoO., postortital; Smx., septomaxillary

xevy ])riniitivc features (Oi'nilhorhynchus, Echidna, Dasypus)

is the septomaxillaiy which in liaui'ia appears on the face

between the nasal and the i)remaxilla but as we shall see

later becomes ])ai'tly subiiicr<i:ed in Sesamodon and retii'Cs into

the nose itself. In the iindirfcreni iaied condition of Ihe pre-

Aud Gr.

Fig. 11.—Side view of restored skull of Sesamodon hrowni. (After Rroom.) Al)-
breviations as in Figs. 8-A and 10. Aud. Gr., groove for lodgment for external auditory
caral.

molar-molai' sei'ies, the absence of a complete postorbital arch,

the^large frontals and the condition of the septomaxillary Bau-

j

ria approaches more closely than Sesamodon to the probable

mammalian ancestor.
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In Sesamodon {Fi^. 11) as restored by Broom we see a Rep-

tile in eei'tain respects even moi-e niannnalian in appearance

than Banria. In this Cynodont the lower canine was long

enough probably to overlap the maxilla when the jaws were

closed; the first upper postcanine tooth is more conical than

those succeedin<^ it and illustrates the varyin^r characters of

the cheek teeth for which however Ave shall do better' to con-

Fig. 12. -A. I'alalal view of lift niasilla of Diailenuxlon niastacus. (After Seeley.)

T*. lyateral view of the left dentary of Diademodoii niastacus with occlusal view of the

stv«Mi lower molars of the right s'dc. (After Hrooiii. ) Note the tuliercular character
of the crown, the elevation of the hitcral cus|)S and the transverse elongation of the

single roots of the maxillary teeth. In the mandibular molars note the smaller rounded
crown and the single transverse ridge on the occlusal surface.

suit the illustration of Diademodon; the zygomatic is more

l)()werfully built and sends a process upward; the mandi])ular

articulation i)crmits limitinl antero-posterior movement which is

probably to be associated a\ ith the flat thick crowns of the
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mol.nrs. Tii tlie occipital region of Sesainodoii we note two

condyles as in Mammals instead of the partially subdivided

single median condyle reminiscent of Reptiles found in Bauria.

The frontals like those of Bauria and unlike those of other

Cynodonts enter into the formation of the oi'bits as they do in

^lammals. Unlike the condition in Bauria the separation of

orbit and tcm])()ral fossa is comi)lete owing to the lai'ge size of

the p()st()rl)ita! bone, an element non-existent in the ^lammal.

Before leaving tliis imi)()i-taiit tiiouj) i1 is necessary to refer

to certain features illusti-ated by otlier and more specialized

species. Vei-y significant is the possibility in many Mammals
of a hiteral movement of the cheek teeth when the jaws are

closed and the incisors locked. This i)i-imitive ti'itui'ating move-

ment is already foreshadowed in Sesamodon and in Cynogna-

thus (see Fig. 0).

The numbei- as well as the character of the teeth is impor-

tant. Aelurosuchus, the cheek teeth of which are not known,

possessed on each side five incisoi-s and a canine in the upper

jaw, four and a canine in tin* mandible; its dental formula can

therefoi'C be expi-essed:

i;.c;,pv,.M-.'.

Diademodon, (Fig. F2) anothei' Cynodont de.sci'ibed by See-

ley and Broom, possessed foui- picmohn's and seven molai'S; its

formula thei'cfore is:

I?, ("M»4. ^I--

The lower prenu)lars increase in size from before backward

and the foui-th projects more from the mandible than the first

molar. Each displays two cusps, a larger outer and an inner.

The molars are much bigger teeth than the premolars but never-

theless exhibit the reptilian character of a single root. Those

of the upper jaAV are larger; they are broader transversely,

compressed antero-posteriorly and between them the lower

molars occlude. Each of the mandibular molars, like the pre-
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molars presents an onter and an inner cusp connected hy a well

developed slightly concave ridge dividing the crown into a

posterior half which engages the cori-esponding maxillary tooth

and an anterior half which occludes Avith the maxillary tooth

next in front. The larger outer cusp fits between and internal

to the corresponding cusps on the two upper teeth with which

the lower molar occludes. In addition to the main cusps and

ridge each molar presents a number of small cusps on both

anterior and posterior margins. The crown of each maxillary

molar exhibits two lateral cusps of which the anterior is the

larger and three medial cusps decreasing in size from before

backwards. Some smallei* cusps lie along the posterior margin.

From the prominent anterioi* lateral cusp a transverse ridge

connecting with a cusp on the medial aspect divides the crown

uito two pai'ts Avhich occlude with the lower teeth as previously

indicated. It is to be observed further that the elevation of

the maxillai'y molai' crown was probably greatest in the mid-

dle of the sei'ios so that from front to back of the jaw the

molai's, as in many mammalian foi-ms, exhibited a convex curve.

Although at one time thought to be of herbivorous habit it

as noAv believed that Diademodon was a carrion feeder: its den-

tition seems to indicate a degenerate carnivorous type. The

temporal muscles must have ])een enlarged as in Carnivores

and the molars though woi-n show no such great attrition as

might be expected to result fi'om a vegetable di^t. But the

crowns are flat-topped, the cusps not very well marked and

the last molar smaller than the preceding tooth, all features

indicating departure from the primitive type.

The features of the Cynodont dentition have been dwelt

upon in some detail since they show so many striking analogies

to the dentition of mammals and seem to illustrate a tendency

shared in common with the ^lammalia and other mammal-like

creatures to develop along certain general lines. This inherent

tendency on the part of teeth in phylogeny to respond in some-

what similar fashion to similar environmental conditions will

frequently engage our attention in the succeeding parts of this
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book. It may be wondered how teeth which seem so stable

should have the power of change. The changes which we ob-

serve ai-e not those betAveen one generation and the next, but

the accumulated modifications of many successive generations.

As stated in the first chapter the.se changes are probably due to

the occurrence of minute abrupt mutations linked in vast num-

bers and appearing adaptively in certain definite directions.

We are as yet in the dark regarding the manner in which these

modifying mutations are correlated oi* induced. They occur

as if in rcsj)onse to mechanical i-e(juirements but though they

resemble ac(iuii-ed chai-actci's they arc transmissible.

THE PROTODONTA

Another group of animals occuning in Triassic times calls

for some attention. We know but thiee members, all tiny crea-

tures two of them from the upper Triassic of Xoi'th Carolina.

They have been cla.ssed as ^lammals since the mandible of each

apparently consists of a single bone. But we cannot abso-

lutely eliminate the possibility that some elements entering

into the formation of the mandil)le during life are unpreserved

in the fossil remains.

The two North Cai-olina mandibles are represented in Fig

13; the upper is that of Microconodon: the lower Dromathe-

rium. The latter shows differentiation of the teeth into in-

cisors, canines, premolars and molars, and we may infer that

this was true of the former also. In each case the molars are

larger and display more cusps than the premolars. The jaws

are unlike those of ^lammals since the condyle and coronoid

process with the intervening sigmoid notch are but poorly de-

veloped and in Dromatherium the incisors extend down on to

the front of the symphysis. Further both mandibles differ

from those of the Mammals of the next geological period, the

Jurassic, in presenting a considerable diastema directly behind

the canine yet the molar teeth unlike those of Reptiles show
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a depression at the base of the crown indicating incipient divi-

sion of the root into two.

Although these fragmentary specimens undoubtedly repre-

sent stages in the evolution of the ^lammal they are probably

too specialized to ])e actual mammalian ancestors. Having

noted their mammal-like characters we can but say as Ave said

of the Cynodonts that Mammals probably arose from some

Fig. 13.—Mandibles of Microconoilon teiurrostris (ujipcr figure) and Dromatherium
sylvestre (lower figure). (After ()sl)orn.) The niaiulihle of Microconodon is seen
from the lateral and that of Dromatherium from the iiicsial aspect. Ahhreviations.

—

a., angle; c., canine: en., condyle; cr., coronoid; i., incisors; mg.. groove for Afeckel's
cartilage; m., molart,; ])., premolars; lb. the fourth or fifth molar of Microconodon and
il), the second molar of Dromatherium both much enlarged.

creature lilvc them: tliat Xuturc was trying liei* liaiul and tliesc ''

represent one of lier many exi)eriments wliicli, since it did not

ultimately succeed, was discarded after trial.

THE MULTITUBERCULATA

Another group of Mammals ]*epresenting one of Nature's trial

efforts is that known as the ^Eultitubei'culates. These animals

like the Protodonts first appeai'cd in the Triassic but lingered

on until the Basal Eocene when they finally became extinct.

From cei'tain skeletal features we infer that they were mar-

supial in character but in no direct way allied to modern Mar-
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supials. The most distiiictivo ti'ait of the ^hiltitul)ei'eulates is

the many-eusped api)earaiicc of the molar teeth. Since these

animals existed at a period so early in mammalian history and

because of the fact that the probable ancestors of modern Mam-
mals when first encountered* present molars with several cusps

it has been suj^j^ested that the existing; mamnmlian dentition

may have been derived from that of a primitive anccvstor with

many-cusped molars. This hypothesis is known as the Primi-

tive Polybuny Theoiy. Later investi<z:ati()n has shown that the

Multituberculatc dentition probably is either of independent

origin or dei'ived by induction from the primitive Pi'otothei-iaii

dentition, and although some modei'ii ^Mammals i-ecall this type

in certain features, the featui-es in (luestion are in reality sec-

ondai-y i-esults of convei-gent evolution. The .Multituberculates

therefoi-e ai-e no longer considered as the pai'cnt stem of modern

mammalian forms.

THE JURASSIC MAMMALS

It is in the next geological period, the Lower Jurassic, that we
find the first examples of mandibles which we can be sure are

mammalian and they indicate immediately that Ave are once

again observing Nature's experiments. The Jurassic Mammals
cleai-ly fall into two categories each (piite distinguishable from

the other, the Triconodonta and the Trituberculata. Of these

as of so many other fossil aninmls the mandible is the bone by

far most commonly found.

The Triconodonta

In the mandibles of certain Triconodonts illustrated in Fig.

14 can be observed a low lying sessile condyle recalling in its

position the articulation of the Cynodonts, a broad coronoid

process and an angle more or less inflected as in recent Mar-

supials. The teeth of Triconodon show three cones arranged

in an antero-posterior line. Of these the middle one tends to be

*See section- on Trituberculates.
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the highest. In Meiiacodoii the two smaller cones lie somewhat

on the internal or lingual aspect of the larger middle one.

Spalacotherium presents the two lesser cones adjoining at their

bases on the inner aspect of the larger middle cusp, their tips

being directed respectively forward and backward. In all

(i^n>¥^^t;^

l''ig. 14.—Jaws of Jurassic Triconodoiits. (All after Osborn.—Menacodon and the

upper figure of Triconodon originally after Marsh. Enlarged.)
^

A. Mesial aspect, Tnconodon, America. i

B. Mesial and C. lateral asjiects, Menacodon, America. 1

D. Mesial aspect, Spalacotherium, America.
,

E. Mesial aspect, Triconodon, England. .
J

these mandibles the molar teeth show a strong intei'iuil ridge
|

or cingulum.
,

The most generalized of all the Ti'iconodonts is Amphilestes
j

with the dental formula: i

I-,Cy,l-,M

which is identical with that of the Cynodonts previously men-

tioned. The premolars in this group as in the Cynodonts

steadilv increase in size from before backward to culminate
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in the 'last wliich projects more than the first molar. It should

also l)e noted that in Ti'ieonodon the fonrth postcanine tooth

alone is replaced by a successor.

It Avas from Ti'iconodont mandibles that Co])e many years

ago foi'mulated his theory of a migration of the lesser cones

from their original position to foim ultimately a triangle Avith

the larger cusps. This view is not held at the present day but

in view of its histoi'ic imi)ortance as an early "enunciation of

the Theory of Ti'ituberculy we shall recapitulate the two

propositions in the original preseiilatioii of the theory by Cope

and Osborn.

(1) In the more advanced Tricoiiodoiits the upper and lower

molar crowns are shaped like I'cvei'sed triangles shearing ])ast

each othei'. In the upper jaw the triangulai* three-cusped

crown is called the irigon; in the mandible the trigonid. In

essence the Ti'itu])ei'cular Theoi-y calls for the derivation of

modern mammalian molar teeth from similai* reversed triangles

and this part of the theory is still held to be correct. In the

upper molar the large intei-nal cusp foi-ming the apex of the

trigon is called the protocone. \\\ the lower molar the outer

cusp which at first was thought to be homologous Avith this

since it also forms the apex of the triangle is the protoconid.

The paracone and metacoue, the former in front and the latter

behind, lie at the basal angles of the upper molar triangle and

the analogous paraconid and metaconid occupy corresponding

positions on the loAver molar croAvn. The suffix id was given

to the cusps of the mandibular teeth to distinguish them from

the supposedly homologous cusps of the upper teeth. It is

noAv recognized hoAvever that the protoconid is the homologue

of the paracone and not of the protocone.

(2) According to the original enunciation of the Trituber-

cular Theory the para- and metacones or -conids primitively

lay in a straight line Avith the main cusp but later in phylogeny

their positions relative to this cusp alter and tlius the trian-

gular croAvn Avas formed. It may possibly be that such a mode
of evolution did occur in the molar teeth of the. Jurassic Tri-
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coiiodouts but it is no longer considered probable that such
a cusp Diigration took phice in any other group of Mammals
recent or extnict.

The Trituberculata

The other group of Jurassic ]\Ianimals, known as the Tritu-

berculates, differs quite extensively from the Triconodonts.

Amphitherium which is represented by the mandible only is

probably the most genei'alized species known. It appears to

have possessed five premolars and six molars, each of these

pr<i
Pf^

pa**
me<* me^

Fiff. 15.— Lateral asDcct, m.Mi(iil)Ic of Aiiipliitlierium i)icv()stii. Middle Jurassic,
l-iiglaiid. (After (ioodricli, iCnlarRed.) Restored right niaiidilnilar molar of Amphi
tl'crium prevostii. (After (loodricli.) A. mesial aspect; 15. lateral asi>ect; Abhrevia-
tions, a, angle; ac, condyle; cp., coronoid jirocess; m.. molars; nie"'., metaconid; mg.,
groove for Meckel's cartilayre; p., premolars; pa"'., paraconid; pr''., i)rotoconid; Ta''.,

talonid. Note the l.ifanged character of the cheek teeth, a typically manimalian feature,
the conical i)remolars and tiie i)rimilive tubcrculo-sectorial molars. The angle in this

species is partly inflected.

postcanine teeth ])eing provided with two roots. The total

number of postcanine teeth is the same as in the Triconodonts

and in the Cynodonts previously described. Since the teeth

of the actual specimen are somewhat worn the enlarged re-

stored models (Fig. 15) give a better idea of the molars of

this animal. These differ greatly from the Triconodont molars.

The large central protoconid is very prominent and, as in the
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)i'egoinji" g'l'oiip, occupies the buccal aspect of the tooth. The

paraconid unlike the condition in the Triconodont is not sub-

equal with, but smaller than, the nietaconid which lies internal

rather than postero-internal to the protoconid. There is also

a further structui-c. a kind of heel, developed on the posterior

aspect of the tooth; this has I'cceived the name taJonid. In

Amphitherinm there is but one cusp, the cntoconkl* upon the

heel. No cinj^ulum is developed. The lower molars of Amphi-

therinm differ very considerably from those of Ti-iconodonts

in the relationship in size between the paraconid and metaconid,

in* the position of the metaconid relative to the protoconid and

in the absence of the internal cin<2^ulum. The mandible also of

Amphithei'ium is built upon a plan slightly different from that

of the Ti'iconodont. The angle is not inflected in one species

though it is in anotlier and whereas the condyle seems to be

sessile and the coronoid process broad' in Amphithei'ium itself

the related form, Peramus, shows a narrowing of the coronoid

and a slight suggestion of a neck on the condyle.

In Amphitherinm as in the Triconodonts there is a shai'p

differentiation between premolars and molars and the former

teeth increase in size from before backward until the last is

even more elevated than the first molar. In both respects

these Jurassic Mammals i-esemble Diademodon. The tooth

formula

:

P-.M-..

is fairly characteristic of all these three types and may have

been a primitive feature inherited by both Triconodonts and

Trituberculates from a remote common ancestor but the marked

differences between the teeth of the two Jurassic groups of

Mammals indicate that they must have evolved on long separate

and divergent lines.

We knoAV the upper jaAvs of three examples of the Tritu-

berculates and to these should probably be added a fourth. As
* Behind the metaconid. Later we shall find that two other cusps develop on the

heel, the hypocojiid behind the protoconid, and the hyt^oconulid axially and pos-
teriorly.
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a type molars of Dryolestes are figured (Fig. 16). The upper

molars are dissimilar in form from the lower molars and in this

the Tritubei'culates differ from the Triconodonts. The upper j

molars again are very wide transversely and larger than the

lower molars. The protocone on the inner side of the crown -

fits like a pestle into the mortar-shaped talonid of the corre-

sponding lower tooth. Paracone and metacone are present and t

between the latter and the protocone a smaller cusp, the meta-

Fig. 16.— Molar teeth of Dryolestes sp. Jurassic, America. (After Gidley.) Upper
ligure. Left ui)l)er molars (left) and first right upper molar (right). Lower figure.

Left upper molar, lateral (right) and posterior (left) views. Dryolestes represents

a stage in which the ui)per molars, though more numerous (8) than in higlier Mammals,
were narrower antero-postcriorly.

conulc. On the buccal side of tlie para- and mctacones are two

outlying cusps, the pardsfi/le and nietastyle.

In later Mammals we shall see that as the talonid grew

larger and more prominent the protocone became depressed.

A further cusp, the hypocone, began to appear from a spur-like

internal cingulum and fitted into the trigonid of the lower

molar next behind. The hypocone is the cusp of the talon or
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heel of the upper molar. Whereas the talonid may have even

three cusps the talon never possesses more than one. These

facts are mentioned at this stage merely to indicate in what

manner the upper molars increase in complexity. No hypocone

is exhibited by the molars of Jurassic Mammals. If one ex-

amine the postcanine teeth of modern or even of Tertiary Mam-
mals the strikint^' similarity of the last premolar to the first

molar sug-trests that the premolars represent stages in the

development of the molars. This resemblance gave rise to the

Premolar Analogy Theory the basic principle of which is

that the premolars exhibit simpler stages in the formation of

the molars. Premolars Avere distinctly mai'ked off fi*om molars

even in Triassic times (Diademodon, Protodonta). The simi-

larity which they exhibit to the molars in Tertiaiy and in

recent Mammals has been explained on this account as an

example of convergent evolution. But we have already noted

that there has been no migration or rotation of cusps as was

formerly thought to have occui'red in the ancestral history of

Mammals and, further, that the paracone of the upper molar

and not the protocone is the i*eal homologue of the pi-otoconid

of the lower tooth. There is therefore no reason for retaining

the Scott-Osborn view that the outer cusp of the upper pre-

molar is the homologue of the inner cusp (protocone) of the

molai'. Inasmuch as the premolars in many Mammals increase

in complexity from before backward up to the fourth which

resend)les but is less complex and moi*e primitive than the

first molar, it now appears likely that as exemplified by some

mammalian forms the premolars do represent stages in the

history of the molars. In the Horse the premolars have taken

on a completely molariform appearance ; in the Dog they have

shown little tendency to become molariform at all. These are

not examples from Avhich information can be gleaned regard-

ing the relationship of premolar patterns to stages in molar

formation. The dentition of the Tapir illustrates the case much
better for in the premolar series of this animal each succes-

sive tooth is more molariform until the last is barely distin-
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guishable from the first molar. In the main then the Pre-

molar Analogy Theory as presented at the present day is

correct.

The latest presentation of the Theory of Trituberculy as set

forth by Gregory, Avhile emphasizing the belief that the para-

cone actually represents the summit of the primitive reptilian

crown and is therefore homologous with the protoeonid, insists

that the pi-iiiiitive condition of the molars in both jaws was

one of I'eversed ti'iangles oi* Avedges, that the uppei' and lower

molar crowns wei*e not alike but strikingly dissimilar and that

there has been no migration of the cusps which originally ap-

peai'ed in the situation whei'e they now exist. According to

this ''Wedge" Theoiy the ancestors of the Trituberculates were i

neither Triconodonts nor Protodonts but some unknown Cyno-

dont with transversely widened upper molai's. In Tritubercu-

lates the upper molars may indeed be called tritubercular

whei'eas the lower teeth have always possessed a heel or talonid

in addition to the trigonid and are therefore more properly

termed tubei'culo-sectoi'ial teeth. We shall follow these same

types in the diffei'cntiation of the teeth of modern iVFammals

and we shall note that of the two the lower molar is the more

sta])le in pattei-n.

Kecent search among fossil animals foi- a pai'ent type of

later Mammals has established the claim that modern !Mam-

mals originated from Jurassic Ti*ituberculate-like forms but

the ancestry of the Trituberculates themselves is obscure.

In computing the relative age of marsupial and placental

Mammals it is interesting to speculate upon the precise relation-

ship of the Trituberculata. Trituberculates like Amphitherium,

as indeed Triconodonts also, exhibit many characters now

best illustrated by the Marsupials. But many of these fea-

tures may be and probably are specializations and indicate

merely that the animals are not directly in the mannnalian

ancestral line. The same features may be found in the more

specialized Placentals. Varying inflection of the mandibular

angle for example is exhibited in slight degree b}^ several
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modern placental Mammals. For the present tiiei-efore it is

probably safest to consider that the Trituberculata represent

a class of animals fi'om which both Marsupials and Placentals

have arisen.



CHAPTER IV

THE TJET.ATTOX BETWEEN LIRE HABTTS AND
DENTITION

THE MARSUPIALS

Distinctive featui'es of maniinalian sulx'lasses—Orig'in of Mar-
supials—Cliaractei's of pi-imitive and of marsupial skulls

—

Plexodont Theory—Description of marsupial dentition

—

Aberi'ant forms—Reasonableness of the persistence of the

tritubercular tuberculo-sectorial dentition—The marsupial

milk dentition—Reversion, divergence and parallelism in

ovolul ion—Si)e('ies foi-niation.

In the last cha])tei' the oi'i<iin of inodei'n ]\rainiiialia has l)eeii

considered and the Jurassic TritulxM'culates have been indi-

cated as exhibit in^j; most cleai-ly the features which pi'obably

characterized the ancestor of the ^lammals of today. Instead of

followiiii? the theme in Paleontoloofy it is now j^ioposed to dis-

cuss existing IManimals and to show by these whenever pos-

sible the adaptation of teeth in i'es})onse to animal habits and

environment.

We have used the tei*ms nKirsuptu] and phicenial on several

occasions and it now becomes imperative that these terms

should be clearly defined. Existing Manniials are divided into

egg-laying (oviparous) aiul non-egg-laying (viviparous) sub-

classes. The modern representatives of the former, the Duck-

bill and the Spiny Anteater, Ave shall discuss in due course

and shall find that they are survivals of a very early primitive

type of Mamnml. Such primitive ^[animals, qmong which must

be referred the Pi'otodonta already described, are known as

Prototheria. The higher subclass comprising the viviparous

64
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Mammals received fi'om Gill the name Eutheria. This term
unfortunately was used in a more restricted sense by Huxley
to signify merely the Placentals and their immediate ancestors.

The Marsupials and their ancestors (from Avhich also the hy-

pothetical placental ancestors arose) Huxley considered a sub-

class in themselves and termed the group the Metatheria. This

subclass is now considered an infraclass of the subclass Theria
(Parker and Haswell) the other infraclass being the Eutheria
(Huxley). The relations of these various groups are pre-

sented in diagrammatic form below, the terms being used in the

significance which Huxley gave them to signify successive

stages of evolutionary development (after Bensley).

Monoticmatu Marsupial! Placentalia

Eutheria
Huxley)

Metatheria
(Huxley)

Prototiieria

A placental Mammal differs fi'om a ^larsupial in its more

advanced type of placentation and in I'emaining in the uterus

until it has attained a higher degree of development. From
the chorion of the fetus in the placental Mammal villi pene-

trate into the maternal mucosa to form a ''placenta." No pla-

centa is formed in the case of the ^larsupial* and the young are

born in a very immature state. After birth they are placed

by the mother in the marsupium or pouchf where they attach

"The Marsupials differ quite considerably in the form of their placentation, the
I'andicoot (Perameles) and the Dasyure (Dasyurus) presenting a type most nearly
like that of true Placentals.

tThe pouch is present in most but not in all Marsupials.
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themselves to the maternal teats, remaining thus until capable

of looking after themselves until Avhich time they are nourished

by injections of milk induced by periodic contractions of the

breast musculature. The pouch is really a mere fold of abdom-
inal skin and is temporarily or permanently^ present according

to the species. The IMarsupial represents a very ancient type

of Mammal probably older than the Placental.

In addition to the distinguishing characters relative to birth

and the genital organs Marsupials present other features some

of which we may note as differentiating them from placental

Mammals. Of these the inflection or inbending of the mandibu-

lar angle is a chai'actei- present in all but one of the Marsu-

pials although occurring to a less extent in the Insectivores

and in a few liodents. The condyle is low and sessile and the

sigmoid notch shallow. The brain case is relatively nari'ow

and in consequence the zygomatic ai-ches pi'oject very ob-

viously. The sutures tend to remain open long after the animal

reaches adult life. The nasal bones increase in breadth back-

ward. The malar or zygomatic forms part of the glenoid fossa.

The tympanic remains throughout life a simple ring unfused

with surrounding bones. The great wing of the sphenoid forms

part of the tympanic bulla. Fenestrae or openings occur in the

hinder part of the palate. Not all the foregoing features are

truly primitive but taken together they clearl}^ distinguish

the skull of a Marsupial from that of a placental Mammal.

In the Marsupial there may be as many as five incisor teeth

m each side of the upper jaw whereas in a placental Mammal

there are rarely more than three. The incisor teeth in the

Marsupial usually differ in number in upper and lower jaAvs.

The premolars are never more than three in number, the

molars usually four and sometimes more.* In Placentals four

premolars and three molars represent the maximum.! A fur-

*In order to bring the Marsupials into harmony with placental Mammals some
writers describe the first molar as a premolar, thus attributing to the Marsupial four

premolars and three (or more) molars. The older usage is followed in this volume.

tExcept in a few Placentals, for example the I.arge-eared Wolf of South Africa

(Otocyon) which has four lower molars on each side. In some Armadillos and in

some Cetacea the postcanine teeth are increased in number.
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ther featui'e of the dentition in the IMarsupial is the fact not

clearly explicable at present that only one tooth at most

namely the last tooth preceding the molars possesses a successor.

This condition also occurs in the Jurassic Triconodon.

It is probable that the reduction of the milk dentition in

Marsupials is a secondary specialization like the pouch forma-

tion and associated peculiarities relating to birth. The Miocene

Santa Cruz foi'mation of Patagonia has yielded the skeletons

of certain undoul)ted Marsupials Avhieh show no fenestration

of the palate. In these animals the milk dentition is not so

greatly reduced as in modern Mai'supials nor incidentally as

in the Jurassic Triconodon: the canines and one or two post-

canine teeth (milk molars) possess successors. The enamel of

the teeth also in the only form in Avhieh it has been microscop-

ically examined I'esonbles the enamel of placejital ]\Iammals.

It may thei*efoi'e be inferi-ed that in divei'ging from their an-

cestral prototypes modern IMarsupials have specialized in many
features.

Among the existing ^Nlarsupialia are foi-ms almost as minute

as the smallest Placental, othei-s large like the Kangaroo and

powei'ful like the Tasmanian Wolf. Inhabiting only Aus-

tralasia and the Amei-icas, repi-esented indeed but sparsely in

the latter continent, they compi'ise the last remnant of a host

which once inhabited the entire northern hemisphere.

The Marsupialia comprise arboreal, terrestrial and fossorial

animals. Some of the teri'estrial forms run, others leap, a

few are semiaquatic. In respect of diet there are insectivorous,

omnivorous, carnivoi'ous and hei'bivorous species. Yet with

all this variation in life habits the IMarsupials belong to a single

mammalian order; all are relatively closel}' akin. Hence they

form a group in which may be traced better than in any other

the structural modifications of teeth associated with change of

habit. ^Marsupials as an infraclass are very ancient and the

precise relationships in ancestral history of the suborders exist-

ing today ai'e not very clear. They are probably all derived
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from some sfeiieralized Polyprotodont form of the Upper

pJurassic.

The most primitive ^Mammals were probably small insec-

tivorous or insectivorous-omnivorous forms with teeth resem-

bling those of the Tj'itul)ercu]ates and of sloAv-moving terres-

trial or arboreal habit. It may be advantageous at this point

to enumerate certain features characteristic of the primitive

Mammal and at the same time to state the relationship of these

primitive features to the marsupial skull. By comparing the

following ta])les it will be clear that, although modern ^Marsu-

pialia display' a greater number of primitive features and may
l)e assigned a longer ancestry than placental ^Mammals, yet in

cei'taiu respects the latter ])rcsont more ])i'iiiiitive traits.

Primitive Character3

Found Ixdifkkrkntia' ix Maustimal.s and Placentai.s
Size: Small.
Tketii: Adjusted for insectivorous omnivorous diet.

Incisor rows parallel or ol»li(iuely inclined to each other.

Canines larj^e.

Premolajs increase in si/e backwards.
Molars increase in size backwards.
Milk dentition well represented.

Mandibi.e: Condyle sessile; at or about the level of the teeth.

Coronoid broad.

Si<;moid notch shallow.

Anj^ie inflected.

Skull: Riain case very narrow.
Zygomata projecting.

Sutures open.

Nasals l)roader l)ehind.

Lachrymal extends on to face.

Features Differentiating Infraclasses of Theria*

Mctatheri-a (Marsupials) Euihcria (Placcntals)

Teet]! : Upper incisors often Ui)per incisors never more than 3

more than '?>. (except shrews),
Premohirs never more Premolars may be 4.

than 3.

Molars usually 4. Molars rarely more than 3, (Ceta-

cea, Armadillos, Otocyon).

*It is not to be supposed that each of these characteristic features is to be found in

every example of marsupial or of ])latental Mammals.
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Only one siiccessional Milk dcnitition usually well repie-

tooth at most (last soiited.

premolar).

Different teeth modified P4
for sectorial purposes. Ml "^^^^^^^^ ^^ sectorial or carnas-

sial teeth.

Mandible: Condyle sessile. Condyle with neck.

Sigmoid notch shallow. Sigmoid notch deep.
Angle inflected. Angle rarely or but slightly in-

flected.

Skull: Brain case very narrow. Brain case broader.
Zygomata p r o j ecting Zygomata projecting less.

greatly.

Sutures remain open Sutures close earlier.

late.

Nasals broader behind. Xasals broader anteriorly.

Malar reaches glenoid Malar does not reach glenoid fossa.

fossa.

Palate fenestrated. Palate not fenestrated.

Befoi-e passin<>- to tlie actual (les('rii)tion of marsupial denti-

tions, it is oi)p()rtune to refei' to an intei'pretation of tooth

evolution Avhieh has not yet been mentioned, namely that de-

veloped by the late Dr. Ameghino and known as the Plexo-

dont or Progressive Simplifieation Theory. The oldest

Mammal known which approximates the modern type, Pro-

teodidelphys, from the Ci'etaceous of South America presents,

as would l)e expected from its Trituberculate ancestry, a tuber-

culo-sectorial type of molai*. We have already noted that this

type of molai' when first encountered is fairly fully developed

and nothiuii' is kn()\\n of how it evolved.

According to Ame^hino it is probable that the molar type

developed rapidly and to do this must have resulted from the

fusion of a number of teeth each presenting a simple conical

ci'own and a single root. Furthermore according to this

theory, as in the Polybuny Theory previously discussed, all

simpler forms of teeth found among Mammals today have re-

sulted from progressive simplification. A little reflection upon

the features of the reptilian and early mammalian teeth pre-

sented in the foregoing pages will convince the reader that

the basal assumptions of this theory are not warranted. It

may therefore be dismissed as untenable.
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We shall now proceed to the consideration of the dentition

of the Marsupialia as a study in the adaptation of tooth forms

to life habits. As a standard a fairly primitive type of animal

must be taken. It must fulfill at least many of the require-

ments already laid down: thus it will be of small size, of in-

sectivorous (or insectivorous-omnivorous) diet and of terres-

trial or arboreal habit.

An animal fulfilling the foregoing requirements is the tiny

Fig. 17.—Occlusal view of drnlitP.n in M arsui.ial .\l(.u^e < 1 'liasclngalc tli
_

9.211-2). Compare the ui)|)er molars with those of Dryolestes (Fig. 16) and the lower

molars with those of Am!)hitherium (Fig. 15). The scale in th's as in all succeeding

illustrations indicates millimeters.

Australian :Marsupial Mouse (Phascologalc flavipes). A glance

at the photograph (Fig. 17) shows the marsupial character

in the fenestrated palate, the inflected mandibular angle and

participation of the malar bone in the glenoid fossa. The tooth

formula is:

I^, c|,p|,M j.totol46.
o 1 <j "4

The incisor rows approaching each other obliquely, the well
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marked canines, the triangular transversely elongated upper

molars and the typical tuberculo-sectorial lower molars indi-

cate its primitive character. The characters of the molars re-

call at once the appearance of Jurassic Trituberculates. The

sharp needle-pointed cusps and the presence of pronounced

styles upon the upper molars (Fig. 18) proclaim its insectiv-

orous diet. Nevertheless there are certain features which sug-

gest that even in this animal some specialization occurs. The

incisors on each side of each jaw are one less in number than

in the American Opossums which in this respect are still more

primitive. Again the third lower premolar is smaller than the

second indicating that the former tooth is undergoing reduc-

Fig. 18.—Lateral aspect of skull of Marsupial Mouse (Phascoiogale flavipes, 9.211-2).
Note the typical needle-like insectivorous cusps and the forceps-grip between the pro-
cumbent lower incisors and the median upper incisors. Very plainly shown are the
two-rooted condition of the upper premolars and the deep groove analogous to sub-
division on the upper canine root (see p. 3).

tion. In the main hoAvever Phascoiogale may be said fairly to

represent a very primitive type of Marsupial.

Eeference to Fig. 18 shows that all the lower incisors are

procumbent and form a forceps-like occlusion Avith the simi-

larly procumbent upper median incisors, a trait characteristic

of the insectivorous dentition. The upper median incisors have

their tips approximated though their bases are set widely

apart.

Regarding the molars it should be remembered that the pro-

tocone of the upper tooth fits into the talonid of the correspond-
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ing lower as a pestle in a mortar. Again the trigonid of the

lower tooth shears behind the trigon of the upper next in

front. Hence the protoconid and paraconid of the lower molar

correspond to one blade of the shears while the metacone and

metastyle of the upper form the other blade. It is especially

important to emphasize this as a preliminary to the discussion

later of carnivorous adaptations in teeth. Equally important

is it to remember in connection Avith omnivorous and herbiv-

orous modification that the first indication of triturating action

is the mortar and pestle relation of the talonid with the proto-

cone. Once these fundamental relationships of the upper

and lower molars to each other are fully understood the reason

for the imperfect development of the last member of both series

becomes obvious. Having no lower molar to shear behind it

/ the last upper has developed no metacone oi' metastyle. Also

^ the last upper tooth being reduced and possessing an imper-

fect protocone the talonid of the last lower molar is incom-

pletely formed.

The carnivoi'ous adaptation of teeth is next introduced, first

because it is simpler and more direct in its evolution than the

hei:bivorous modification and secondly because there is a direct

succession toward this adaptation in the family Dasyuridae to

Avhich Phascologale belongs.

Sarcophilus ursinus, the Tasmanian Devil, a purely carniv-

orous, powerfully built and very ferocious animal inhabiting

Tasmania alone, is becoming rapidly exterminated by the farm-

ers as the penalty of its depredations on the stock. This ugly

and nocturnal animal, illustrated in Fig. 19, kills every creature

which falls in its way and is not too large to attack: even

sheep are not infrequently victims of its bloodthirstiness. The

size of the skull is shown by the millimeter scale. The animal

is about as large as a terrier though much thicker set and Avith

shorter limbs.

The tooth formula is:

4 1 *^ 4
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The mandible as in all purely carnivorous animals retains the

condyle on the level of the molar teeth. The coronoid is elon-

gated and in consequence becomes less broad. The jaws are

greatly foreshortened, packing all the teeth closely together

and reducing the antero-posterior extent of the incisor portion.

The shortening of the jaws is associated with the elimination

of the last premolar, a process already foreshadowed by its re-

duction in size in Phascologale. Such shortening is not neces-

sarily characteristic of a carnivorous dentition ; it occurs only

Fig. 19.—Dentition of Tasmanian Devil (Sarcophilus ursinus, 9.211-5). An examjilc
of the short-jawed Carnivore with reduction of the premolar series. Compare the
obliquity of the upper molar shear with that in Fig. 17.

in certain genera. The milk molar preceding the third pre-

molar in most Marsupials, like its successor, does not occur in

Sarcophilus.

Turning attention to the incisors, it is observed that these are

small and more or less identical with each other except the

upper median teeth which as in Phascologale retain the sepa-

rated bases and approximated tips.* The incisor rows how^ever

*This feature is better marked in some specimens than in others. It is not very
clearly exhibited in the skull figured.
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are almost transverse since these teeth are no longer required

as forceps but form rasps for cleaning flesh from bones.

The canines are powerfully developed as is natural in a

carnivorous type.

In the molars the development of shearing action is pro-

nounced and all triturating function is practically eliminated.

In conformity with the adaptation of the molars to a pure

shearing function the following modifications have occurred.

In the upper teeth the protocone and paracone are reduced

and the two anterior styles are nonexistent. On the other

hand the metacone and metastyle are greatly developed. With
the reduction of the pi'otocone the hinder margin of the tooth

swings round to bring the sheai'ing edge more in line Avith the

direction of the dental arch. This will be apparent if a

ruler is applied on the figure to touch the metastyle and

metacone oi the third upper molar. The straight edge will

pass across the second premolar of the opposite side. If the

same test is applied to the third upper molar of Phascologale,

the straight edge Avill pass thi'ough the second molar of the

opposite side. In the lower molars the protoconid and para-

-conid are strongly developed and together form a shearing edge.

The metacone is nonexistent though it is repi'esented on the

last tooth by a small cingular cusp. In all the talonid is greatly

reduced, being represented by a small entoconid and an ob-

viously decadent hypoconid. The last upper molar having no

shearing function is very degenerate and since there is prac-

tically no protocone on this tooth the talonid of the last lower

molar is also vestigial.

Another type of carnivorous adaptation, this time retaining

the long jaw, is represented by Thylacinus cynocephalus, the

Tasmanian Wolf (Fig. 20). The most striking feature of this

animal which is larger than and almost equally ferocious Avith

Sarcophilus is the fact that the jaws instead of being fore-

shortened are lengthened, especially in the premolar region.

This elongation has not interfered Avith the typical carniv-

orous arrangement of the incisors but has resulted in the re-
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tention of the third premolar Avhich since it is the largest of

the premolar series represents an even more primitive condi-

tion than that of Phascologale. On the other hand the milk

me

Fig. 20.—Dentition of Tasmanian Wolf (Thylacinus cynocephalus, 9.211-4). An
example of the long-jawed Carnivore. Compare the molar shear with those of Figs. 17
and 19. Note the excavation immediately in front of the canine on the upper jaw for
reception of the elongated lower canine.

molar Avhich is replaced by this tooth is small, functionless and

shed very early.

The dental formnla is:

M-. total 46.

The incisors are arranged in almost transverse rows, the

typical carnivorous rasping position. All the upper teeth are

incurved and the median incisors do not show^ the separation

of bases and the approximation of tips found in Sarcophilus.

The canines present the usual carnivorous size and strength.'

The molars are modified for shearing actian as in Sar-
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cophilus but their general plan is not quite the same nor is

the talonid so extensively reduced. The metacone and meta-

style in the upper teeth and the protoconid and paraconid of the

lower exhibit the typical carnivorous exaggeration and the

posterior border of the upper teeth is swung round as in Sar-

cophilus. The metaconid in the lower molars is nonexistent.

As can be seen from the retention of protocone and talonid in

unreduced form the last molar in both upper and lower jaws is

more developed than in Sarcophilus. Indeed in the mandible

the third molar presents the primitive character of being the

largest of the series and has the best developed talonid into:

which fits the comparatively large protocone of the last upper

molar.

The lengthening of the jaws, the presence and large size of

the third promolai* and the characters of the molars just men-

tioned indicate at once that Thylacinus is no near relative of

Sarcophilus. Kathei* these two animals present in common a

carnivorous adaptation of the teeth but they have attained

some similarity in tooth form by quite dissimilar stages. (Even

their ancestors are only distantly 7'elated.) Sarcophilus is a

modified Dasyure and Phascologale represents a primitive stage

in its evolution. Thylacinus had with Phascologale a remote

common ancestor but that is the extent of the relationship.

So fai- in tooth adaptation the emphasis has been placed

upon the shearing action of the trigon and trigonid. Next

must be considered the development of the grinding or trit-

urating action of the heel or talonid of the lower molar

in conjunction Avith the protocone of the upper. An example

of specialized omnivorous dentition is to be seen in Thalacomys

minor, a Rabbit Bandicoot (Fig. 21). The present specimen

is from South Australia. Its food consists of insects and Avorms

together with roots, bulbs, berries, fallen fruits and other

vegetable substances. In pursuit of these it must often dig

and this fact has given rise to the mistaken idea that the

animal lives in a burrow. It is about as large as a small rabbit,
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lias long ears and silky fur but a long tail with a crest of hair

on the dorsal surface. The tooth formula is:

l|, CpPf.M
J.

totaUS.

The jaws are elongated and associated with this feature is

the retention of the primitively large third premolar.

The upper incisors, five in number on each side, also repre-

sent a stage as primitive as that of the American Opossum.

Although they and the lower incisors retain the insectivorous

Fig. 21.—Dentition of Rabbit Bandicoot (Thalaconiys minor, 9.213-1). This is a
very specialized form of omnivorous dentition. It is also one of the extremely rare
instances where .-i cusp (the metacone) has apparently migrated. The elongation of the
body of ihc third lower molar (one form of hypsodonty) is very clearly shown.

arrangement and the latter are also somewhat procumbent

the croAvns are flattened laterally and increase in antero-pos-

terior length.

The canines present the great length usual in primitive

Mammals.

The molars are quadrituberculate teeth adapted for grinding

rather than for shearing insects or flesh. Unfortunately the

dentition is somewhat Avorn in the specimen flgured and

some cusps are not so clear as could be wished. By tracing their
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history through less specialized members of the familj^ the

method by Avhich the molars have attained their present form

is clearly demonstrated. In the upper teeth the protocone re-

mains large, the paracone is small and what at first appears

to be this cusp is really part of the parastyle (style b. Bens-

ley). A remarkable and almost unique feature is the migration

of the metacone toward the palate so that this cusp comes to lie

immediately behind the protocone except in the last molar

in which it retains its normal position. The fourth large cusp,

occupying what is noi*mally the situation of the metacone upon

the crown, is really tlie mesostyle (style c. Bensley). Unlike

the condition found in the carnivoi'ous dentitions just described

the metastyle is eliminated and the metacone has taken on a pestle

action somewhat similar to that of the protocone. This peculiar

conduct of the metacone is the single known instance of migration

of a cusp in the teeth of modern Mammals and as such it is

worthy of note. Only in oneorder (Amblypoda) is a similar

condition found even among Tertiary Mammals. jMigration of

cusps in animals of Ti-ituberculate origin is therefore of the

rarest occuri'cnce and this is significant in I'elation to (Jregory's

presentation of the Wedge Theor}- (See page 62).

In the lowei' molars thei'e are two striking featui'es, great

increase in size of the tah)nid and the reduction of the trigonid.

The foi'mer is clearly a grinding adaptation, the latter the

natural result of an increasingly hei'bivorous diet. In the

talonid which is raised as high as the trigonid there are two

cusps, the entoconid and hypoconid except in the last tooth.

The talonid fits itself as a mortar for the pestle-like action of

the pi'otocone. In the trigonid, although the paraconid is lost,

there still exists a part of the shearing ledge i-unning from the

site whei'e this cusp once lay to the protoconid: this with the

two remaining cusps of the ti'igonid bounds a second mortar-

like area against which occludes the metacone of the upper

tooth next in front.

Yet another point should be observed in the molars of Thala-

comys. The grinding of roots and other vegetable substances
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which are of necessity mixed with earth must entail greatei^

wearing of the molars than the purely insectivorous or carniv-

orous habit. In Thalacomys this has been provided for by the

marked elongation of the body of the tooth, one variety of a

condition knoAvn as hypsodonty. In other animals the term

hypsodonty is used to indicate marked elongation of the cusps

themselves.

A much more general form of omnivorous dentition is that

presented by Petaurus breviceps the Lesser Flying Squiri-el

Fig. 22. —Dentition of Lesser Marsupial Flying Sciuirrel. (Petaurus breviceps,
9.222-3). Example of an omnivorous dentition forecasting in many features the evolu-
tion of the herbivorous adaptation. Note the elongated lower median incisors and the
quadrilateral crowns of the molars with their four rounded cusps.

(Fig. 22). It is true that the parachute flight of this animal

indicates a certain specialization but its dentition is stated to

be the same as that of its nonvolant parent form Gymnobelid-

eus. Naturally, in spite of its name this creature is not a squir-

rel at all but a phalanger. It has a dentition most important in

the present connection because it foreshadoAvs the method of

evolution of' the truly herbivorous adaptation.
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Petaurus is an arboreal animal, its sti'ueture rendering it ill

adapted for terrestrial habits. Its diet consists partly of in-

sects and partly of the blossoms of the Eucalyptus tree.

The tooth formula is usually given as:

3 18 4I^,C-,P^,M^. total 40.

although the identification of the vestigial lower antemolar

teeth is difficult. Many evidences of considerable specializa-

tion are present. The elongated lower median incisor, the re-

duced upper canines, the irregularity of the upper premolars,

the vestigial character of the lower teeth between the median

incisors and the molars, the reduction in size from before

backwards of the molai's themselves especially evinced in those

of the upper jaw, and the inturning of the hinder ends of the

upper dental ai*ch all indicate specialization. There are how-

ever certain primitive features which cannot be hidden. For

example the uppei* incisor tooth rows ai'e directed toward

each other in typical insectivorous fashion. The median in-

cisors also are somewhat procumbent and have their tips ap-

proximated more than their ])ases. The third upper premolar

shows no sign of reduction. The median lower incisors are

pi'ocumbent and although elongated and greatl}' enlarged meet

the uppers in true forceps manner. Beyond these features the

dentition displays new traits for examination. The large size

of the median lower incisors has I'esulted in foreshortening of

the mandible and reduction or elimination of all the lower inter-

mediate teeth. The molars themselves no longer present needle-

like cusps or, in the case of the uppers, Avell marked styles so

characteristic of the insectivorous dentition. Their cusps are

rounded, mound-like or bunodont. The styles are practically

nonexistent and all trace of shearing action is lost. In the

upper teeth, in addition to the original proto-, para- and

metacones a fourth cusp appears behind the protocone and is

fairly well marked in all except the last tooth. This new cusp

is called the hypocone and its importance as a second pestle
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accesso7\v to the pi'otocone becomes evident. There is a slight

ridge coniieeting the pi'oto- and hypoeones and indications are

present also of ridges passing transversely from the proto-

and hj^pocones to the para- and metacones respectively.

Finally from the hypocone a ridge ill-marked as yet passes

round the anterior margin of the tooth in front of the paracone

and a similar crest originating in the hypocone runs round the

posterior margin behind the iiietacone. All these features are

deeply significant as forecasting the commencing herbivorous

adaptation.

In the mandible the molars, excepting the first, are quadri-

lateral in shape and display four bunodont cusps, the proto-

conid, metaconid, entoconid and hypoconid. The paraconid is

eliminated. There is a slight external ridge connecting the

proto- and hypoconids. Tn the fii'st molar not only is the para-

conid absent but the metaconid is vestigial and the protoconid

shows an appeai'ance reminiscent of its relatively great devel-

opment in iiisectivoi'ous forms since it exhibits to a slight de-

gree a sectorial character. These bunodont molai's are very

serviceable in ti'iturating food for the pestle and mortar rela-

tionship of the protocone and talon id is aided by a similar in-

teraction of the hypocone with the anterior slope in front of

the protoconid and metaconid of the lower molar next behind.

All the Marsupials hitherto described have belonged to the

suborder Polyprotodonta, so-called because they possess more

than one functional incisor on each side of the mandible.

Petaurus is the first example of the suborder Diprotodonta, the

members of which possess only a single pair of functional in-

cisors in the lower jaw. Referring then once again to the den-

tition of Petaurus it is seen that the second and third upper

incisors merely act as stops to the long loAver incisors. It will

shortly be apparent that the dentition of the herbivorous Dipro-

todonts is developed directly from the insectivorous type

through the omnivorous adaptation by a peculiar elongation

of the median loAver incisor. There is however no direct line

of evolution in which all the steps may be followed. Hence it
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is necessary to examine the dentitions of two animals which

represent side lines in evolution.

Trichosurus vulpecula, the true Phalanger (Fig. 23), one of

the so-called Australian Opossums, is an animal about the size

and form of a small fox. It is common everyivhere in forested

Fig. 23.— Dentition of ;... ....^ i .,c.,o,.f,>. . , i . ,- ..usurus vulpecula, 9.222-A). This
dentition indicates still more clearly than that ot I'elaurus the evolution of the i)ure

herbivorous type.

regions of the continent and its diet consists of small l)ii"ds and

leaves especially of the peppermint iinni tree. The tooth

formula is:

3 12 4
I^, C^,Py,M^. total 38.

The upper incisors are arranged in a somewhat carnivorous

rasping arch and the last premolar of both jaAvs is sectorial in

type, a form equally serviceable for cutting flesh or shoots. The

canines are greatly reduced and the molars bunodont and

roughly quadrilateral. The median lower incisors are elon-

gated as in the her])ivorous Kangaroos and the next incisors
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merely vestigial. All other intermediate lower teeth in ad-

vance of the last premolar are eliminated. The upper molars

show protocone, paracone, metacone and hypoeone and from

the first and last mentioned cusps which are connected by a

low ridge there run ledges round the anterior and posterior mar-

gins of the tooth as in Petaurus but more strongly marked. All

trace of styles has vanished. The hypoeone is not developed on

the last molar. Transverse ridges are well marked between

protocone and paracone and between hypoeone and metacone.

Of the mandi])ular molars the first still shows some sectorial

traits because of the i-elative prominence of the protoconid and

the vestigial character of the metaconid. In the others the loss

of the pai'acoiiid is obvious, although a remnant of the proto-

coiiid-pai-aconid ledge remains to form a triturating surface

upon which the hypoeone of the upper tooth next in front may
play. The heel exhibits two well-marked cusps, the entoconid

and the hypoconid, the lattei* of which is connected with the

protoconid by a slight ridge. From the hypoconid a small

ledge runs round the posterior border of the crown.

Before passing on to the lophodont Kangaroos we must note a

type of purely herbivorous dentition with crescent cusped molars

presented in the so-called crescent-toothed Phalangers. Of

these the most advanced species is Phascolarctos cinereus, the

Koala or Native Bear (Fig. 24). This heavily built animal of

the size and somewhat of the appearance of a poodle dog is

never seen in captivity outside Australia because of the im-

possibility of obtaining the proper food. The animal lives

largely upon leaves of the blue gum tree though it also de-

scends to the ground at night to dig for roots. Its diet is thus

purely herlDivorous. The tooth formula is:

i|,C^,PY,m|. total 30.

The dentition is at once distinguished from that of the Pha-

langer by the absence of the rudimentary lower second incisors,

the elimination of more antemolar teeth, the retention of styles
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on the upper and the occurrence of crescent-shaped cusps on

the lower molars. A feature of the niandil)le becoming more
marked with an increasingly herbivorous habit is the raising

of the condyle above the molar level Avith consequent increase

in the area of the ramus, reduction in l)readth of the coronoid

process and clearer definition of the sigmoid notch. It is also

worthy of note that in the more purely herbivorous forms the

zygomata do not project so greatly beyond the brain case as

Fijf. -'4. -IV-ntition of the Koala ( I'hascolarctos cinereus, 9.222-2). This >« a"
exfiiiiple of the crescent-cusped molar pa:tern of the purely herl)ivoroiis dentition. The
third ui)i)er molar is an example of reversed evolution.

in insectivoi'ous and cai'iiivorous forms. The uppei* incisors

are no longer arranged as for rasping but obviously as a coun-

tercutting edge for the elongated and procumbent lower in-

cisors. In this function the median upper teeth alone are im-

portant, the second and thii'd incisors being greatly reduced.

The upper canines ai'e quite rudimentary; the loAvers eliminated.

The single premolar in each jaAv still shows some remnant of a

sectorial character. The molars, more especially those of the

upper jaw decrease in size from before backward. One of the
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most significant features is the oecuiTence of crescentic or

selenodont cusps. In the upper teeth proto-, para-, meta- and

hypocone are all present, the inner cusps being less prominent

than the outer ones and the hypocone, as a younger cusp phylo-

genetically, smaller than the protocone. Each cusp presents a

concavity open outwards. On the lateral margin of the tooth

occur the parastyle and mesostyle with a vestige of the meta-

style. Owing to the lateral movements in mastication the cusps

of the talonid of the lower molars swing transversely through

the groove between the pi'otocone and pai-acone in front and

the hypocone and metacone behind: ni)])arently in association

with this the mesostyle is ])ifid. The last ui)i)er molai* presents

a noteworthy feature in having a ])seud()hypocone. This cusp

simulating the hypocone in i)()siti()n and appearance is observed,

by comparison with less specialized nuMubei-s of the family, to

be produced by the subdivision of the metacone. If ever a true

hypocone occurred on this tooth it has been lost and a tritu-

berculate condition restored as a specialization which may be

seen in less advanced crescent-toothed Phalangei-s. Latei* in

response to necessity a pseudohypoconc Avas developed as al-

ready mentioned. The progress of evolution towai'ds reduc-

tion of the fourth upper molar has in this case been first ai'-

rested and then actually reversed. In other words this is an

instance of reversibility of evolution. In association with this

the last mandibular molar is only slightly reduced yi size.

The cusps as in the upper teeth are crescentic but the con-

cavity is directed inward. As in the maxillar}^ teeth the

crescents are more pronounced in the outer cusps. The para-

conid is the only cusp lost. The occurrence of a slight ex-

ternal cingulum diminishes somewhat the notch between pro-

toconid and hypoconid.

A selenodont adaptation of molar cusps occurs several times

in the evolution of mammalian dentitions. It represents one of

the inherent responses of the tooth to functional requirements

and is by no means confined to a single order.

There remains another modification in Avhich however
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individual cusps are united to form crests. This is termed the

lophodont dentition and Avill be illustrated by examples from

the Kangaroos. In it the molar teeth tend to be long crowned

or hypsodont Avhereas in both other modifications so far con-

sidered (except in Thalacomys) the teeth are short crowned or

brachyodont.

The three types chosen to represent the lophodont dentition

are the following: Potorous tridactylus, the common Rat Kan-

garoo of Eastern Australia and Tasmania (Fig. 25), Dendro-

lagus inustus, a Tree Kangaroo from New Guinea (Fig. 26),

Fig. 25.—Dentition ol i\<u i\.im>;,ii m., (^Potorous tridactylus, 9.2J1-5'

and Maei'opus bennetti, Bennett's Wallaby of Tasmania (Fiii*.

27). Potorous is a nocturnal animal living in the scrub jungle

and feeding on roots and bulbs as well as grass and leaves.

Concerning the habits of Dendrolagus little is known, but it

certainly feeds upon green shoots of the trees in Avhich it lives.

Macropus is the most advanced example and though varying its

diet \vith shrubs and roots it is in the main a grazing animal.

Examination of the photographs shows that the dentition of

Potorous recalls somewhat that of Petaurus: the other two are

more specialized. Marked changes occur in all the teeth. The

upper median incisors, long though not procumbent in Poto-

rous, become shorter in Dendrolagus and equal in length the
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Fig. 26.—Dentition of Tree Kangaroo (Dendrolagus inustus, 9.221-7).

Fig. 27,—Dentitio,. oi JJcui.cU'a \\ allduy u^iacropus bennetti, 9.221-4). Figs. 25,

26, 27 represent successive stages in the evolution of the lophodont herbivorous type
ending with the grazing dentition of Macropus.
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other upper incisors in Macropus. The lower incisors becom-

ing elongated, lanceolate and more procumbent, provide, in

Macropus, a cutting edge Avhich works against all three upper

teeth. The second upper incisors from their cramped position

may become very reduced. The third incisors tend to lengthen

antero-posteriorly perhaps because they have room to extend.

The canines, absent throughout in the mandible, become pro-

gressively reduced in the upper jaAv until in Macropus merely a

small groove in the bone indicates their presence. The pre-

molars vary in number Avith age ; in the young individual the

second and third are present in both jaws. As the animal grows

older these two are lost though the second remains longer in

Macropus than in the others for i-easons to be specified later.

In each of the examples shown the second premolar is already

lost. In all but especially in the characteristically shoot-feed-

ing form, Dendrolagus, this tooth shows a well marked sectorial

character retained with some modification from the insectiv-

orous-omnivorous stage.

The greatest changes are observable in the molars. The tooth

rows are slightly intui-ned posteriorly in all three types. The

molars of Potorous are short crowned (luadi'itubercular buno-

'dont teeth with slightly marked ti'ansvei'se ridges connecting

the two anterior and the two posterior cusps. There are also

ill-defined longitudinal ridges connecting the inner cusps in

the upper teeth and the outer cusps in the lower teeth. The

fourth upper molar shows a pseudohypocone produced as in

Phascolarctos by the division of the metacone. In Dendrola-

gus the teeth are still brachyodont but the transverse ridges

with the cusps have grown prominent to form distinct crests or

lophs. The antero-posterior ridge is also better marked. These

features are accentuated in the most advanced type, Macro-

pus, in which also the teeth are long croAvned or hypsodont, the

increased length residing more in the cusps (lophs) themselves

than in the body of the teeth. This hypsodont character should

be contrasted Avith the hyposodonty in the bandicoot, Thala-

comys. The photographs of these three animals represent as
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nearly as possible individuals at corresponding stages of life.

But whereas in Potorous and in Dendrolagus all the molars are

erupted and the first Avorn only slightly more than the fourth

in IMaeropus the fourth is still not fully erupted although the

first is greatly worn. A similar condition will be noted in the

grazing Ungulates and in the Elephants. The grazing habit*

causes greater wear of teeth than any other form of feeding and

Nature, in defense, has arranged that the hinder molars erupt

later in these than in other animals and come into action as the

more anterior teeth wear out. Several other features of the

dentition of the Kangaroos ai'c explicable upon the same basis.

The hypsodont character of the teeth, the transformation of a

bunodont into a lophodont dentition and the exaggeration of

the longitudinal ridges ai'e examples. Again Avhereas in Poto-

rous the last molar is the smallest, in ^lacropus this tooth has

become secondarily enlarged, an example of reversed evolu-

tion. In this respect Dendrolagus represents an intermediate

stage. As the smaller but more numerous anterior teeth be-

come woi'n and fall out the longer hinder teeth erupt, migrate

somewhat forward in the jaw, and provide the animal with an

unshortened molar row. The reasons for retention in earlier

life of the second premolar in addition to the third is now clear.

This tooth assists the molars before the eruption of the hinder

teeth. Lastly the herbivorous Marsupials differ from insec-

tivorous and carnivorous forms in presenting a better marked
vestige of the milk dentition. All herbivorous Marsupials have

a well-developed milk molar Avhich remains in position a com-

paratively long time before it is replaced by the sectorial last

premolar. The milk tooth thus assists the first permanent

molar in function and only falls out Avhen much worn. In

Macropus, counting the milk molar, there are seven cheek

teeth (two premolars, four permanent molars) of which, how-

ever, only three are present in old animals.

The tooth formula for the Kangaroos may noAv be stated but

it must be remembered that these formulae vary with age.
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Potorous

:

lY'C^,PY,Mptotal30.

Dendrolagus: IpC^,?!,^^. total 30.

Ij. C^,PY,M|.total28.Macropiis

;

The progressive elongation and Ungulate-like appearance of

the jaws should be noted. The condj'le is raised above the

molars thus entailing lengthening of the mandibular ramus
and narrowing of the coronoid process.

Still another animal must be included in the studv of the

Kig. 28.—Dentition ot Tasmanian Wombat ( IMiaFColomys virsinus, 9,222-5). This animal
is the only gnawing type among the Marsupials.

adaptations of the marsupial dentition, namely, Phascolomys

ursinus, the Tasmanian Wombat (Fig. 28). It is a herbivorous

animal but its dentition has taken on a gnaAving character like

that of the most specialized placental Rodents. It is a noc-

turnal burrowing creature about as large as a badger but more

thickly set and feeds upon grass, other herbage and roots.

The tooth formula is:
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IY,C^,PY,m|. total 24.

The gnawing character is seen in the scalpriform incisors in

which the enamel lies mainly upon the labial face and in the

double triangular appearance of the molars which like the

incisors, growing throughout life, have permanently open

roots.

Nothing need be said concerning the single premolar since

it resembles half a molar. The molar bodies are curved, the

concavity of the upper teeth directed laterally and that of the

lowers facing toward the tongue. In this way grinding

pressure is not transmitted to the growing root but is sup-

ported u])on the side of an arch. The crowns are worn obliquely

so that the sharp edge is lateral in the upper teeth and mesial

in the lower. The connected bases of the maxillary molars are

lateral; those of the mandibular sei'ies mesial. The upper

molai'S diminish in si/e from the second l)ackAvard; in the man-

dible the first three molars are sube(iual. In ])()th jaws the

fourth molar is the smallest.

A specimen with Avorn teeth like the one figured does not

greatly assist in the identification of the relationships of Phas-

colomys. For this a very young example is necessary. It then

appears that Phascolomys is very like Trichosurus in the pos-

session of pointed incisors and unworn molar crowns. In both

there occurs the same arrangement of bunodont cusps, ridges,

and ledges. Probably, therefore, Phascolomys had a phalan-

gerine ancestor and its burrowing habit is secondary being

readopted after a previous arboreal existence.

The peculiar condyle and coronoid process and the remark-

able glenoid fossa should be noted.

To complete fully an account of the Marsupials, some refer-

ence should be made to the aberrant forms Tarsipes, Myrmeco-

bius, and Notoryctes.

Tarsipes is a long snouted phalanger which, having taken to

a diet of honey, exhibits a degenerate dentition. Myrmecobius,

the Banded'Anteater, is an aberrant dasyure which possesses
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a very modified dentition the most remarkable feature of which

is the increase in number of molars associated with degen-

eration of the antemolar teeth. These two peculiar diets are

invariably associated with a modification of tooth foi:m, but to

avoid tedium consideration of this phenomenon Avill be post-

poned until placental Mammals exhibitino: similar modifica-

tions come to be discussed (see pp. 161, 224, 271).

It will now be clear that the reason for the dominant position

in phyloo^eny of the so-called trituberculate type of dentition

is its infinite range of adaptation to meet all possible dietary

conditions. The a])sence of this adaptability in the tooth pat-

terns which characterize Multituberculates, Protodonts and

Triconodonts is one of the factors which led to their ultimate

extinction.

One peculiar modification of the ti*itubei*cular tuberculo-

sectorial dentition, namely that of Notoi-yctes the ^larsupial

Mole, will be discussed in the next chaptei' with the very simi-

lar dentition of the Zalambdodont Insect ivores.

Although full discussion of the deciduous teeth cannot be

entered upon at this stage certain prominent facts concerninjr

the marsupial milk dentition should be recalled. In this Order

the milk dentition has become greatly reduced probably in

consequence of the peculiar conditions of birth and of early

life. In no Marsupial is there ever more than one tooth pos-

sessing a temporaiy predecessor. AVhen i-eplacement occurs it

invariably involves the last premolar. The deciduous tooth is

molariform and is therefore unlike its successor. The succes-

sional tooth moreover develops in front and not behind its pred-

ecessor as in the case of most replaced teeth in Placentals.

The condition is therefore difficult to interpret. Possibly the

deciduous tooth is really one of the permanent molar series

projected as it were over the top of the posterior premolar.

But whatever be the explanation the deciduous marsupial den-

tition illustrates very clearly the principle of reversed evolu-

tion. In the insectivorous-carnivorous series the deciduous

tooth becomes progressively reduced but in the purely herbiv-
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oi'oiis group this tooth apparently takes on a secondary stage

of development. In the Opossums, the most primitive of all

^Farsupials, this tooth is well developed. It is much reduced

in Phascologale, vestigial in Thylacinus and absent in Sarcophi-

lus. Hence it is becoming progressively eliminated though, as

may be inferred from the condition in Thylacinus in which the

last premolar is Avell developed and retains its primitive char-

actei", the elimination of the milk tooth is by no means neces-

sarily paralleled by corresponding reduction in its successional

tooth. The milk tooth is also vestigial in the Bandicoots, in

the Koala and in the Wombat but in the Phalangers and

Kangai'oos (Macropodidae) its reduction has been arrested and

indeed reversed. Apparently because of the advantage which

the tooth subserves in a purely herbivorous dentition it has

taken on a secondary growth in these animals and remains in

place until tlic attaiiniicnt of early adult age.

Although we have spoken of i-eversed evolution the expres-

sion must not be taken too literally. Evolution is irrevei'sil)]e

after a certain stage in so far as actual structure is concerned;

for example, a hypocone once lost cannot be restored. On the

other hand the formation of a pseudohypocone on the last

molar can result from the division of the metacone as in the

Koala and the Kangaroos. Evolution is i'eversi])le in the pos-

sibility of adai)tation to environment or to function. The de-

ciduous molar becomes secondarily enlarged in the Kangaroos

so as to simulate its primitive appearance in the Opossums,

although the parts actually eliminated cannot themselves be

regained. Further in consideration of adaptation to environ-

ment and function it must not be forgotten that the loss of a

tojoth, as of a digit, necessarily diminishes the plasticity of the

organism as a Avhole in future possible adaptations.

In the adaptive radiation of the Marsupials various other

principles of evolution are to be noted.

Divergent evolution is seen in the production of the molars

which are bunodont in the Phalangers, selenodont or crescent-
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shaped in the Koala, lophodont in the Kangaroos and columnar

in the Wombat.
Parallelism is exhibited in the evolution of the molars of

Dendrolagus and Macropus. These two Kangaroos are related

ancestrally in the primitive bunodont stage alone but because

of the inherent tendency of animal types to respond morpho-

logically in the same manner to the same environment and life

habits the lophodont dentition is strikingly similar in both.

The last mentioned principle gives some clue to the forma-

tion of species and genus. It is possible that a new species is

finally evolved through simihar and simultaneous modification

of numerous individuals although the part played by muta-

tions appearing in a single individual should not be underesti-

mated. It is claimed that a new genus of South American fresh

water fishes is even now in process of development through the

transformation of several species of an older genus, the change

going on simultaneously but independently in widely separated

parts of the continent.



CHAPTER V

THE INSECTIVORES

The order to Avhich a Mammal ])e]ongs is no real indication of

its diet—Central position of the oi'der Inseetivora amonj?

placental IVIammals—Dilaml)dod()nts and Zalanibdodonts

—

Relationship of the Tree Shi-ews to ancestral Primates

—

Parallel evolution in modern Tree Shrews and Lemurs

—

Convergences displayed by the ^larsupial Mole and

Zalambdodonts—Dei-ivation of the Zalambdodont denti-

tion.

In describing the dentition of the Marsupialia a fact of very

great importance emerged namely that within a single order

variations in dietary hal)it are found to be associated with dif-

ferences in dentition. This should be boi'ne definitely in mind

in studying the various mammalian groups for it is easy at

first to confuse the ordinal position of a Mammal Avith the type

of its feeding habits. Among the so-called Carnivora for ex-

ample the Cats are pure flesh feeders but the Dogs are omniv-

orous and even the most purely carnivorous Bear, the Polar

Bear, varies its diet of seal with berries and grass during the

short Arctic summer. One must realize therefore that the name
of the order to Avhich an animal belongs is no real guide to its

customary diet. One must not infer from the foregoing de-

scription of the Marsupialia however that a complete sequence

can be traced in every order conmiencing always with a central

insectivorous or insectivorous-omnivorous form. Recent Mam-
mals usually represent specialized and often isolated modifica-

tions from the ancestral type and it is only in the Marsupialia

that a fairly complete and comprehensive sequence can be

traced in existing forms. In some orders every species is now

95
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SO thoroughly specialized that only obscure traces remain to

show what from the paleontological record we know its ances-

try to have been but it is certain that all orders at one time or

another, some in the very remote past, have originated from an

insectivorous-omnivorous type.

The foregoing statement Avill render clear the reason for

studying the Insectivores first among placental orders. Many
years ago Huxley laid particular stress upon this central posi-

tion of the Insectivora and announced his conviction that any

one who is acquainted with the range of variation of structure

in this order and in the Rodentia possesses the key to every

peculiarity met with in the Primates, Cai'uivora and Ungulata.

How ti'ue Huxley's statement has proved to be will become
apparent in the perusal of the ensuing chapters.

The oi'dei* Insectivora is without doubt the most ancient

placental order and the aninuils included therein subsist upon

an insectivorous diet with its usual adjuncts,—worms, rep-

tiles, eggs, nestlings and t'l-uit except in the- case of the Afri-

can Water Shi-ew l*otamogale which is said to feed entirely

upon fish. Animals which have pi-esei'ved to the pi'esent time a

phylogenetic charactei- so ancient caniu)t be expected to

exhibit the generalized features of their ancestors. Though

certainly primitive all are exceedingly specialized and aber-

rant. They are spai'sely distributed in the more inaccessible

parts of the woild or have developed some special habit of

life (Moles) or some i)articular method of defense (Hedgehogs)

whereby they are enabled better to preserve their existence.

Of the Insectivores there are two types distinct in their den-

tition though similar in their diet.* Of these the Dilanibdo-

donts present W-shaped upper molars like those of the insec-

tivorous Marsupialia, whereas the Zalaml)dodonts exhibit a pe-

culiar triangular type of upper nu)lar which has probably been

*Tliis seems in direct contradiction of the general statement so often emphasized
in these pages that like diets are associated with similar types of dentition even in

different orders. In view of our ignorance concerning the mode and cause of evolu-
tion ot ihe Zalambdodont dentiiion, one can only say that this, the most striking excep-
tion cannot weaken the case tor the relationship in general of dentition with die'

which stands self-evident (but see pp. 197, 22Z).
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derived from the typical primitive trituljercular foi'm througli

the fusion of the paracone with the metaeone. Associated with

the latter <>i'oiip fi'om the point of view of tooth form is the

curious little ^lai-supial .Mole, Notoryctes.

As one of the representatives of the Dilambdodonts the com-

mon European ^Fole, Talpa europea {F\^. 29) has been chosen.

The form of its mohirs witli tlieir needle-like cusps proclaims at

once an insectivorous ha])it. Yet the semicircular upper in-

Fig. -'9.— Dent

i

primitive isectivorous dentitu
). An example of

adaptations.

cisor ai'ch suo<!:ests carnivorous approximation, an adaptation

further indicated hy the prominent sharply pointed sectorial

last upper premolar and by the shearing edge produced from

the ridge connecting metaeone to metastyle. The last named
feature is especially obvious in the first molar. The diet of the

Mole consists of earthAvoi-ms, insects and their larvae and the

tooth formula is:
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3 14 3
l|,Cy,P-,M-.total44.

This formula is important because it represents the full

placental dentition. The premolars are one more and the

molars one less in number than in Marsupials. Only in oc-

casional (Otocvon, Cetacea, etc.) or in doubtful (Shrews) in-

stances are these numbers exceeded. Examininor the teeth in

detail and comparing them Avith the dentition of Phascologale

the following points may be noted. The upper median incisors

show no procumbency or approximation of tips but are uniform

with the others. The lower incisors are also subequal in size

l)ut are slightly procumbent. Unlike the strong upper tusk the

lower canine is reduced and slightly proeum])ent. Associated

with this is the exaggerated size of the first lower premolar.

The second, third, and fourth lower premolars progressively

increase in size. In the maxilla the last premolar alone at-

tains any considerable development: it becomes a carnassial or

sectorial tooth similar to ])ut less developed tlian that found

in Carnivora. The ui)per molars except the last show the three

cusps and the thi-ee styles as in Phascologale but the protocoiie

'is a low shelf-like structui-e and projecting ])e]iind it on the

first and second molars is an extension which may represent

the hypocone. This is doubtful however since the cusp does

not fit into the trigonid of the lower molar next behind. Into

the triangular spaces between the upper teeth pass the trigo-

nids of the lower molars in closure of the jaws. The last upper

molar exhibits no metacone-metastyle shear since there is no

lower tooth to occlude behind it. Each mandibular molar shows a

typical three-cusped trigonid with a somewhat smaller two-

cusped talonid or heel immediately behind. The talonid is re-

duced in the third molar. In brief then the dentition of Talpa

as just described differs from the purely insectivorous denti-

tion of Phascologale in its incipient carnivorous adaptation.

A somewhat different type of Dilaml)dodont dentition is

represented in the lesser Gymnura, Hylomys suilla dorsalis
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(Fig. 30), a very primitive Hedgehog from Borneo. The food

of this animal so far as it is known is insectivorous ; beetles,

white ants and larvae being its favorite. Quite possibly

the diet is more generously omnivorous like that of its

European relative. The tooth formula is the same as that of

Talpa. The dentition shows unmistakably that the animal leans

to the omnivorous rather than to the carnivorous adaptation.

The incisors, canines and premolars, though small are typ-

Fig. 30.—Dentition of Lesser Gymnura (Hylomys siiilia dorsalis, 9.330-4). This
animal retains many insectivorous features in its dentition which is adapted for an
omnivorous diet.

ically insectivorous. The lower incisors are procumbent but

the median uppers show neither this feature nor approxima-

tion of their tips. In each jaAv the last premolar is very large

and sectorial. It is the molars however to which attention is

most decidedly attracted. Through reduction of the styles and

the appearance of a hypocone-bearing heel the upper molars

have become quadricuspid. The hypocone is well developed in

the first and second but is absent in the third tooth, its place
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in this being taken by an elongation of the metaeone. Even in

the two anterior mohirs the metaeone-nietastyle shear is greatly

reduced and in the second and third it is nonexistent. The

needle-like appearance of the cusps is lost and since the molars

are quadrilateral there is but little space between them for

the reception of the trigonid of the lower molars. In this there

is a marked difference from the pattern and relations in Talpa

and Phascologale. In conformity with this construction of the

upper teeth the protoconid on the loAver molars is greatly

reduced. The protoconid-pai-aconid shear is found only upon

the first molar. In other respects the lower teeth call for no

special description. The reduction in size of the molars in both

\
jaws from the first l)ackwa]'d is an example of specialization.

The glenoid fossa compared witli tliat of Phascologale is com-

paratively shallow to allow for freer rotary movement in asso-

ciation with the omnivorous adaptation of the teeth.

Perhaps the mo.st significant faniily of the Dilambdodonts is

that of the Tupaiidae or Tree Shrews which are of special im-

portance because of their relationship to the Primates. They

differ from other Insectivora in many features, for example,

the ()i'])it instead of being open laterally is encii-cled by a ring

of bone as in Pi'imates. The example chosen is Tupaia tana,

a liornean Tree Shrew (Fig. 81). Its diet consists of insects

and fruit and the dentition is therefoi-e insectivoi'ous-omniv-

orons. Tlie tootli fonmila is:

i|,Cy,p|,m|. total 8S.

The thii'd upper incisor and the first premolar of ])oth jaws

in the ancesti'al dentition have been lost. The markedly pro-

cumbent lower incisoi's, the I'cduced upper canines and the

increase in size backward of the premolars are noteworthy.

The upper molars except the last show the styles plainly al-

though the metacone-metastyle shear is absent. The hypocone

is more developed than in Talpa but less pronounced than in

Hylomys. Each lower molar shows a small but distinct para-
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conid. The molar teeth of both jravs show the specialized

feature of decrease in size from the first backAvards. The gle-

noid fossa is broad antero-posteriorly and shalloAV in conform-

ity Avith the omnivorous type of dentition.

In general then the teeth of Tupaia exhibit a tendency toward

the omnivorous adaptation less pi'onounced than that of Hy-

lomys. But Tupaia is an advanced type. Its ancestry can be

traced back to the Eocene of North America in which occurs

Kig. 31.—Dentition of Bornean Tree Shrew (Tupaia tana, 9.331-1). An animal
of si)ecial significance because of the relationship of its ancestry with that of the
Primates.

a Tupaiid, Entomolestes, the primitive characters of which in-

dicate that it lies close to the point of divergence betAveen

modern Tree ShrcAvs and non-Malagasy Lemurs. From this

Ave must infer that although in skull, skeleton and dentition,

Tupaia resembles the Lemurs quite closely it has attained the

Lemur-like features independently by parallel evolution. In

the study of teeth and skull there is often noted a tendency

in different orders or families toAvards evolution along paral-

lel lines, a tendency of veiy great importance Avhich cannot

be too often emphasized.
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In a work of restricted size many important types must

necessarily be omitted. It would be inexcusable however

to pass over the Zalambdodonts without at least some refer-

ence, although for obvious reasons thej^ cannot be fully con-

sidered. With these animals should be grouped the Marsupial

Mole, Notoryctes which presents a similar type of dentition.

A specialized representative of the Zalambdodonts is Chrj^so-

chloris trevelyani, the largest of the Cape Golden Moles (Fig.

32). This fossorial animal belongs to a family Avhieh is

Pig. 32.—Dentition of Cane Golden Mole (Chrysochloris trevelyani, 9.335-1). A repre-

sentative of the most primitive type of living Mammals.

])ro])al)ly nioi'c ])riiuitivo than any other group of Mammals
now living. So far as is known its food consists mainly of earth-

worms but the dentition differs greatly from that of other

Moles although paleontology shows it to have been derived

probably from the same stock as the Dilambdodonts. The tooth

formula is:

'> 1 4 3
I^, C7,P7,M^.total40.

The upper median incisors are nearly vertical but are large

and their tips approximate. This, together with the inflection
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of the mandible gives the skull a superficial resemblance to

the ^larsupials which however is not confirmed upon fur-

ther study. The canines are reduced and the last premolar in

each jaAv is completely niolariform. The last molar is greatly

reduced as Avould be expected in so specialized an animal and

in each jaAV the first molar is the largest of the three. The

upper molars are triangular, compressed from before back-

Avard and elongated from side to side. There is a single in-

tei'ual cusp flanked on its palatal side by a well-marked

cingulum. Laterally placed are two cusps, the homologies of

which are obscure. The lower molars also are triangular,

having on the labial aspect the apex formed by a tall cusp, the

protoconid. On the lingual side are two cusps, paraconid and

metaconid Avhieh are related to the protoconid almost as in

typical Jui-assic Ti'itu])erculates. On the distal or posterior

face of the tooth is a small spui'-like heel. The lower molars

fit between the upper teeth and thus form well-marked shears.

The inference to l)e drawn from examination of the teeth

of the Zalambdodonts is that they must be considered apart

from more truly tritubercular tuberculo-sectorial dentitions

exhibited by other Mammals. The ^Marsupial Mole either is

derived Avith the Zalambdodonts from a remote common an-

cestor or has attained the very specialized features of its denti-

tion by convergence.

Gregory's most recent attempt to homologize the cusps of

the teeth in Chrysochloris depends upon a modified conception

of the Premolar Analogy Theory. Suffice it to observe that

the first permanent molar quite possibly belongs in reality to

the milk dentition, Avhereas the permanent premolars belong

to the successional set. Looked at from this standpoint pre-

cise homologies of the cusps of the permanent molars must not

be sought directly in the premolars but in the milk molars

(see Fig. 77). It is knoAvn that the first cusp to develop in the

upper molar is the paracone and that the protocone develops

later: hence it is probable that the paracone is phylogenetically

the older eusp and that it represents the apex of the primi-
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tive simple reptilian tooth. In its turn the main cusp of the

premolar has the same homology and thus corresponds with

the molar paracone. In Chrysoehloris the upper molar cusp

which occupies the site upon the crown in series with the main

cusp of the premolars is the palatal cusp at the apex of the

triangle. This should then be the paracone and the cusps at

the base of the triangle represent the external styles: the

palatal ciiigulum cori-esponds to the protocone. This type of

tooth dates back almost unchanged to the Oligocene (Aptei'-

Fig. 33.—Dentition of West African Water Shrew (Potamogale vclox, 9.3331).
The dentition nf this animal stands intermediate between those of the more tyi)ical

Insectivores and tliat of the very specialized form Chrysoehloris. A milk tooth
is retained in this specimen among the upi)cr premolars. The shadow falls so densely
between the trigonids of the mandibnlar molars that the heel or talonid can he seen
upon the last one only.

nodus) and it may be that the metaconc like the hypocone

never foi-med. Further light upon the derivation of this type

of molar is shed however by Palaeoryctes, a very ancient

Mammal occurring in the Paleocene. In this the paracone and

metacone are very close together as if the latter had just

budded off the foi'iuer.

Potamogale vclox, the West African AVater Shrew (Fig. 33),
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i\n animal a])eri'ant in many details and adapted it is said for

a fish diet, exhibits a dentition very similar to that of the

primitive Palaeoryctes and thus supplies an indication of the

correlation between the teeth of the Zalambdodonts and Di-

lambdodonts. The tooth formula is:

l|, CY,p|.M|.total40.

The specimen fij>ured has retained the first milk cheek tooth

in the upper jaw but it is a very useful specimen since the last

premolars are just erupting and all cusps ai*e clearly shown.

In general the dentition and the shape of the dental arch are

of the usual insectivorous type and the last two premolais

in each jaw are increasin<»:ly molariform. Kach mandibuln:*

molar shows a typical trigonid with all three cusps and a hc^l

of fair size but low. In the upper molars a cusp not found in

Chrysochloi'is appears behind and sli<»htly lateral to that at

the apex of the li-iangle on the palatal aspect. It is best

marked on the second molar. It* the cusp at the apex ])e the

paracone this one must be the metacone either just budded off

fi'om or fusin«i' \\ ith the paracone. The veiy ancient and very

specialized nature of the Zalambdodont j?roup i-endei's difficult

exact comparison with the cusps of the teeth in other mam-
malian forms.



CHAPTER VI

THE PRIMATES (EXCEPT MAN)

General features of the order—Its Eocene history—Tarsiidae

and Adapidae—The Lemurs—Recent change of life habits

in Lemur catta—Extreme Rodent adaptation in Aye-aye

—

Parallel evolution in Primates—Importance and early oc-

currence of reduction in incisor series—Herbivorous adap-

tation in some New-World ^lonkeys—Ancestry of Old-

World Monkeys and Apes—Parapithecus—Commencing
herbivoi'ous adaptation in Lasiopyga—Completely herbiv-

orous forms—Papio—The Langurs and Guerezas—An-

cestors of the Anthropoids—Position of the modern Gib-

bons—The black Anthropoids, Gorilla and Chimpanzee

—

The red Anthropoid, Orang—Frugivoi'ous adaptation in

Orang—Summary of features of the Anthropoid dentition.

The Primates, a varied assemblage of Mammals, most of

them arboreal in habit, are especially interesting since the

order includes Man himself. Our closest relations ai'e the

great Anthropoids, the Gorilla, the Chimpanzee and the Orang.

Further removed is the small Anthropoid, the Gibbon. The

Old-World Apes and Monkeys represent a more distant branch

of Primate stock but further still removed are the American

Monkeys. The Lemurs, for the most part highly specialized

and even retrogressive, stand so distinctly by themselves that

many authors deny their right to inclusion within the order.

In studying these animals it is quite important to remember

that they do not represent a steady succession with Man him-

self as the culmination but each family having derived its

origin from some primitive ancestor has specialized along its

own line which however has run more or less parallel during

106
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the ages with the lines of specialization of other families. It

is usual to consider IMan as the topmost twig of the phylo-

genetic tree while other twigs on lower planes and perhaps

further removed from the trunk represent other members of the

Primate stock. Yet it is perhaps not quite exact to speak of

Man as at the top unless one understand thereby a relatively

steady evolution in Man's history with the maintenance of a

still largely generalized structure even at the present day.

Except for certain fossil representatives occurring before

the Primate line of evolution Avas thoroughly psta])lished all

members of the order are readily distinguishable, though details

of the distinctive features lie beyond the compass of this Avork.

It may be mentioned in passing that with the exception of cer-

tain Lemurs, all Primates present two upper and two lower

incisors and further that the orbit possesses at least a com-

plete ring of bone separating it from the temporal fossa. The

dental formula is very generally:

1 1, C y, P I (or P I ) , :\r |. total :-5() (or .S2).

Within the order are to be found, originating from a central

insectivorous-omnivorous type not unlike that of the Tree

Shrews, several forms of dentition adapted for frugivorous or

for herbivorous diet or even for the extreme gnawing habit.

Though many species Avill and do eat flesh, none is entirely

carnivorous. It is not along the purely flesh-eating line but

in the herbivorous direction that Ave find evolution of the Pri-

male dentition. The general principles of this adaptation have

already been set forth in the chapter on Marsupials so that

the student may be expected to be familiar Avith them. It Avill

thus be an easj' matter to note the increasing specialization of

each family discussed.

It is not possible to utilize modern Primates to illustrate

progressive evolution so readily as it Avas in the case of the

Marsupials,^ for the order Primates does not contain among
its existing representatives so comprehensive a s-eries of tooth
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forms. The various families diverged from one another very

early and of each there is now living only a scattered rem-

nant. It is quite necessary to turn to paleontology to learn

exactly Avhat was the general method of evolution. For this

purpose the early history of any family will serve provided it

is fairly satisfactorily known. One of the modern species

Avhich will be figured later is the Specter-lemur Tarsius and

the paleontological history of the family to which it belongs

will serve as an example.

In Eocene times, as Dr. Matthew has shown, the various

genera of Tai'siidae present a fairly uninterrupted succession.

In the earliest species the mandible is slender Avith gently pro- /

cum])ent incisors and a moderately lai'ge canine. There is no ]f

cj'owding of the premolars; and the molai's, in spite of the fact r

that the talonid is already large, show a Avell-mai'ked paraconid.

The last molar is unreduced. In the up])er JMw the i)remolars

are l)icus])id and the molars i)resent a typical trigon with no

extcj-nal styles and but an incipient hypocone. The last upper

molar is somewhat smaller than the others and shows no hypo-

cone. The dental foi'mula is:

•^ "^ 8 8I^.C-.P-.M-.

In later species the mandible becomes short and deeper and

the small incisors more vertical though the canine retains its

moderate size. The pi*emolars are rather crowded and the

molars become shorter with the paraconid showing signs of

retrogression although the last lower molar is still unreduced.

From these species it is known that the upper incisors num-

bered tAvo and that there Avas an upper canine. In still later

species the shortening and deepening of the mandible are more

marked, the premolars more croAvded, and the molars yet

shorter Avith the paraconid more vestigial. The last loAver

molar hoAvever remains long. In the most recent Eocene

group at present knoAvn the mandible is very short and very

(

i
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deep, the paracoiiid reniains in greatly lessened size and the

last molar is redneed.

Early features of the Primate stock are then a short and deep

mandibular body Avith vertical incisors, a moderately large

canine, crowded premolars, and molars showing in the mandible

a large talonid and a reduced paraconid and in the maxilla a

simple trigon with an incipient hypocone but no styles. In

addition the last uppei* molai* is only slightly reduced and the

last lower not at all. But even this pi'imitive stage shows some

deviation fi'om the common ancestral insectivorous ^rammal.

Both incisors and pi-emolars are less in number and in the

molars the talonid is already pronounced.

Earlier stages in the phylogenetic history of the Eocene

Primates are illusti-ated in another extinct family of the Le-

murs, namely the Adapidae. In these the dental formula was:

2 14 8
iTrC-.T-.M-.

In the moi'e primitive species the pi-emolars ai'e only slightly

or not at all l)icuspid and tlie uppei- molars have no hypocone.

In more advanced forms the uppei* molars show the beginning

of style foi-mation.

The loss of one incisoi- must have occuri'cd at the very com-

mencement of Primate evolution whei-eas the loss of premolars

occurred later and has been progressive. Certain other primi-

tive features of the Primate mandible are the divergence back-

ward of the limbs of the dental arch, the absence of an ''ape-

shelf" and the lack of bony deposit on the inner side of the

mandibular body in the region of the anterior teeth.

THE LEMURS

The Lemurs, undoubtedly the loAvest group of the Primates,

are now represented by a number of highly specialized and

more or less degenerate species Avhich, however, in spite of

divergences characteristic of the group, illustrate the trend of

progress in- the dentition general to the Primates.
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Tarsius, already mentioned, the Specter-lemur of the Malay
Archipelago (Fig. 34), though specializing from the main an-

cestral stock very early, still retains certain quite primitive

features. The dental formula is:

C^ P^ M^. total 34.

Despite the marked change in the incisor region the molars

retain their subequal size (indeed the last lower molar is even

longer than the others), the upper molars possess no hypocono

Fig. 34.— 1)

I.emur exhibits very i)nniitivi' tiatui

undergone marked specialization.

, 1<,-1). This
tlu- mcisnr region lias

])ut merely a low eingulum on the palatal aspect of the proto-

cone, and each lower molar exhibits a paraconid Avhile the

third has a large median hypoconulid. The retraction of the

incisor region, normal for all Primates, has been carried fur-

ther than usual in Tarsius but there seems to have been no

marked crowding in the molar area?. The divergent limbs of

the dental arch and the extension of the palate somewhat be-

hind the last molars are, like the pointed premolars, primitive
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characters. The canines are reduced in size. The diet of

Tarsius is not certainl}^ knoAvn but captive animals will eat

grasshoppers and drink milk out of a spoon. So far as infor-

mation goes the diet is insectivorous although the cusps of the

teeth are less sharp and more rounded than usual in insectiv-

orous Mammals.

Another small Lemur, Microcebus murinus, the Mouse-lemur

(Fig. 35) of Madagascar belonging to a different family shows

pronounced lemuroid peculiarities, though at the same time it

Fig. 35.—Dentition of Mouse-lemur (Microcebus murinus, Miller; 9.813 1). This
dentition shows some advances upon that of Tarsius in the incipient hypocone and the
loss of the paraconid. It is not so specialized as that of Tarsius in the incisor region.

represents a primitive stage in evolution of the Primate denti-

tion. Its food consists of insects, fruit and perhaps honey.

The dental formula is:

l|,CpP|,M|. total 36.

The very procumbent lower incisors and canines are typi-

cally lemurine and are said to be used as a comb for the fur.
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The approximating tips of the upper median incisors and the

fenestration of the palate are marsupial-like but the student

should not mistake the animal for a Marsupial. The upper

canine is not prominent and the last upper premolar is bicuspid.

The upper molars, subequal in size, show a trigon similar to

that of Tarsius, but in addition, there is an incipient hypo-

cone upon the internal cingulum in the first and the second

molars. In association with this the lower molars have lost

their paraconid and in all of them the metaconid lies upon a

plane somewhat distal to the protoconid, a situation primitive

in Primates. The hypoconulid on the last lower molar is large.

Lemur catta, the Ring-tailed Lemur of ^Fadagascar (Fig.

36), is a much larger animal than Microcebus but more retro-

gressive. It is a species which has recently (geologically speak-

ing) forsaken an arboreal existence for a life among the rocks

and stunted ])ushes. Its principal food is now the prickly pear

probably supplemented in the summer by bananas and figs. It

will not eat meat. It is pei-haps because this change in diet

is of recent occurrence that the dentition shows insectivorous-

omnivorous featui'es, although cei-tainly more degenerate than

those of Microcebus. The dental formula is the same but the

teeth exhibit many specialized and retrogi'essive characters.

The upper incisoi's are vestigial, the lower first premolar in-

creasingly caniniforni, the intei'ual cingulum of the first and

second upper molars is now I'epi'esented by two tu])ercles, one

in front (Carabelli's tubercle, see page Kil), the other behind

the protocone. The last upper molar is the smallest, the first

and second are subequal. The hinder ends of the elongated

upper dental arch are much less divergent than in Microcebus

and the palate does not extend back to the third molar. In

the mandible the third molar is the smallest, lacks the hypo-

conulid and its axis tends to converge backwards towai'd that

of its fellow.

The purely herbivorous Lemurs oi* Indrisinae all exhibit cres-

centic cusps on the molars, but like other Lemurs are a degen-

erate and specialized group. As a representative species Ave
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will consider Lichanotus laniger, the Woolly Lemur of Mada-

gascar (Fig. 37), the tooth forms of which may profitably be

compared with those of Tupaia. Regarding the habits of this

nocturnal animal little is known but it is probable that its

diet like that of its nearest relations, the Sifakas, consists of

leaves, fruits and fioAvers. The tooth formula is probablj^ best

represented thus:

2 12 3 *

I y, Cy,P^,m|. total3() .

Fig. 36.—Dentition of Ring-tailed Lemur (Lemur catta, Linnaeus; 9.812-3). Th;s
animal having only recently changed its mode of life and feeding habits has not yet
developed any marked resulting changes in its dentition.

The decrease in size backward of the uppfer molars, the con-

vergence backward of the limbs of the upper dental arch and

the extension of the palate no further than the middle of the

second molar all indicate specialization. So also do the rudi-

mentary upper incisors, the premolariform condition of the

upper and the incisiform appearance of the lower canine to-

gether with the loss of the second lower incisor. It is note-

worthy that in the last upper molar the metacone has sub-

divided to" form a pseudohypocone, probably .in association
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with the type of diet, thus recalling the condition in the marsu-

pial Koala. The paraconid has disappeared from each of the

lower molars and the third presents only a small hypoconulid

but although very specialized there are traces left of a primi-

tive feature in the occurrence on the first and second upper

molars of the three outer styles which are utilized as in the

Koala for the conversion of paracone and metacone into cres-

centic cusps. Indeed the molars of the purely herbivorous

Fig. 37.— Dentition of Woolly Lenuu t l.u iumuu.;, lai.iKLi, (..nelin; 9.811-2). This
1/iirely herbivorous Primate presents crescent-cusped molars. The upper incisors have
been lost in the specimen but their sockets are plainly seen and indicate the vestigial

nature of the teeth. Compare this figure with Fig. 24.

lemur and the correspondingly hei'bivorous Koala present a

striking instance of convergent evolution. The general pat-

tern of the molars of Tupaia affords an indication of the type

from which the molars of Lichanotus originated.

The most aberrant of the Indrisinae is the rodent-like Aye-

*The dental formula of the Indrisinse is in dispute. Some give it thus:

3^c^•'^- total 30.

Such an interpretation would indicate that the lower incisiform tooth in Dauben-
tonia is really an incisor.
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aye, Daubentonia madagascariensis (Fig. 38) a peculiar and

little known creature which lives in the dense forests and bam-

boo brakes of Madagascar. Its food consists probably of grubs,

plant juices and fruits, the two former being extracted after

the powerful incisiform teeth have torn off the bark. The two

halves of the mandible, as in the Kan<>aroo, can be separated

somewhat and thus allow a little space between the chisel-like

teeth. The dental formula is probably best represented thus:

I^,Cy,P^,m|. totalis.

The front teeth of both jaws are long, curved and possess

persistent pulps. As in Rodents the enamel is largely upon the

Fig. 38.—Dentition of Aye-aye (Daubentonia madagascariensis, Gmelin; 9.81S-1).
Xote the rodent-like front teeth and the degenerate and much worn cheek teeth. The
whole skull is modified in accordance with the dental specialization.

labial face of the teeth. From these the cheek teeth are sepa-

rated by a long interval. They have not persistent pulps like

the front teeth but present true roots and are plainly very

degenerate with obscure cusps. The absence of convergence
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of the hinder ends of the upper dental arch and the extension

of the palate as far back as the last molar are of course ac-

counted for by the narrowing of the entire palate and the

small size of the degenerate cheek teeth. The milk dentition

of this animal is much more lemurine than the permanent set.

The Aye-aye in fact is a remarkable instance of convergence

in evolution. In Madagascar as in Australia there are prac-

tically no Rodents. In the one island the Aye-aye and in the

other the Wombat takes their place and presents siniilai' modi-

fications in its dentition.

Ill general the Lemui's ai-e a most interesting suborder for

they show excellently many vai-iations possible in dentition

following changes in life habits and in diet but all originating

from a single central type. The modern representatives of the

suborder though widely distributed from Africa through India

to the Malay Archipelago are very definitely divided into two

gi'oups, the Malagasy and non-i\Ialagasy. These tAvo groups

have evolved along parallel lines but have been separated

fi'om each other ever since ^Fadagascar was cut off from Africa

at the base of the Tertiary. Existing forms are very specialized

and largely decadent as already stated.

In the evolution of the Lemurs there has been a gradual

loss of premolars until only the third and fourth of the orig-

inal series remain for whereas the extinct Adapidae possessed

four premolars, the majority of living Lemurs have but three

and the Indrisinae only two. There is no doubt that a similar

process of reduction has occurred in the Monkeys and Apes.

It is instructive to note that among the Indrisinae there has

been a type now extinct but represented during the Pleistocene

by the species Paleopropithecus in which the dentition was

adapted for a purely herbivorous diet and Avhich considerably

resembled in consequence that of modern Baboons. This is

another instance of parallel evolution.

In the Primates reduction in the number of incisors took

place very early; reduction in the premolar series occurred

later and probably more slowly. Among the Anthropoidea
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(Monkeys and Apes) Ave find successive reductions in the pre-

molar series. In the American Monkeys the premolar for-

mula is:

3

3

but in all Old-World Monkeys, in Anthropoids and in JMan it

has become:

2

9

THE AMERICAN MONKEYS

Little is known coiieorninii' the ancestry of the NcAv-AVorld

]\ronkeys (Platyrrhinae) and as they are an off-shoot of the

main Primate stock they Avill be only l)i"iefly considered. The

two families are the Ilapalidae or Marmosets and the Cebidae

which comprise all other varieties. The Ilapalidae differ from

the other family in having only two molars in each jaw instead

of three. The members of this family are very specialized and

retrogressive. Of the Cebidae two examples are presented, the

fii'st showing an omnivorous dentition and the second a purely

herbivorous adaptation.

Ateleus belzebuth, the white bellied or ''Mexican" Spider-

monkey from the region of the Orinoco (Fig. 39), feeds upon a

mixed diet of insects, eggs, birds and fruit and presents a

fairly typical omnivorous dentition. The formula is:

2 18 3
I^,CY,Pf,M-|. total36.

Its specialized position is indicated by the termination of the

palate at the level of the second molar and by the almost

parallel limbs of the dental arch. The incisors of both jaws

are gently sloping; this is not a primitive character but pseudo-

primitive having been adopted comparatively recently. The

canines are of moderate length and the premolars, especially

those of the maxilla, are bicuspid. All these feaitures, as pre-
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viously noted, indicate progression. The molars of both jaws

decrease in size from the first to the third and their crowns

are rhomboidal with a somewhat rounded contour, characters

similar to those of the human molars and attained as the re-

sult of parallel evolution. In the upper series there is a well

marked trigon and a pronounced hypocone. An oblique ridge

connects the protocone Avith the metacone as in Anthropoids

and in Man. In the lower molars the paraconid is lost and the

Oblique

rid^e

Fig. 39.^Dentition of While-bellied Spider-monkey (Ateleus belzebuth, K. Geoflfroy;
9.882-2). The left upper incisors are wanting. Note the rounded molar crowns and
the presence of an oblique ridge on the upper molars.

metaconid extends its base as far forward as that of the proto-

conid with which cusp it is connected in the first and second

molars by a low transverse ridge. The talonid is large and

basin-shaped and possesses a small hypoconulid.

In contradistinction to the omnivorous characters of the

dentition of Ateleus are the purely herbivorous features of the

teeth in Alouatta, the Howler (Fig. 40), an animal the diet

of which is stated to consist entirely of leaves. The dental

formula is the same as in Ateleus.
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Alouatta is also a specialized type although the hinder mar-

gin of the palate in this animal has traveled backAvard. The

mandible presents a striking feature in the enormous expan-

sion of the body at its junction with the ramus. There is also

considerable restriction of the interdental space as far back

as the first molar by the deposit of bone on the inner aspect

of the jaw. The small incisors, both upper and lower, slope

forward as in Ateleus. The canines are large. The premolars

.—Dentition of tlowler (Alouatta palliata. Gray; 9.S22-1). Th
molars of this dentition should be comi^ared with those of Lie
The upper incisor and canine series is imperfect in this specimen.

Fig. 40
cent-cusped ...i^i^ia y,i

(Fig. 37). The upper i

The cres-

ichanotus

are bicuspid and in the mandil)le the first is larger than either

of the other two. In the upper molars which slightly decrease

in size from the first backward, the pronounced character of the

external cingulum and the development of a mesostyle combine

to provide the teeth with crescentic cusps concave outward

lil^e those of the marsupial Koala. It will be recalled that the

diet of the Koala consists almost Avholly of leaves. A
resemblan-ce between the lower molars of these tAVO animals is
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also to be noted. In Alouatta the lower molars are subequal in

size and elong-ated from the presence of a large talonid. The

protoconid and hypoconid are well-developed cusps which by

continuation into the anterior and posterior bounding ridges

I'espectively of the tooth become crescentic, the concavity of

the crescent being directed iuAvard. As in Ateleus the para-

conid is lost and the metaconid has extended forward. An-

other feature associated in Alouatta with the purely herbiv-

orous diet is the upward extension of the mandibular ramus

which brings the condyle to a level far above that of the molar

teeth.

If reference now ])e made to the mai-supinl dentitions of the

Phalaiiger (page 82) and the Koala (page 83), it will be seen

that in their cheek teetli pnttei'iis these resemble in general

the dentitions of Ateleus niid Alouatta respectively, since simi-

lar food habits tend to call forth corresponding modifications

in dentition, especially in the moUn- series, of animals belong-

m<i: to widelv different ordei's.

THE OLD-WORLD MONKEYS AND APES

All existing Old-Woi'ld ^Monkeys are specialized. Hence to

render the successive adaptation more intelligible the eai-liest

and most i)riniitive species yet discovered, namely Parapithe-

cus, is introduced (Fig. 41). This animal lived in Egypt dur-

ing the Oligocene and is known from the mandible alone. The

jaw presents a superficial resemblance to that of Tarsius. In-

deed the same dental formula has been given to both though

it now appears that the formula for Parapithecus should read:

The resemblance alluded to is not confirmed on closer investi-

gation and this is scarcely remarkable for Tarsius is a modem
type specialized in many respects Avhereas Parapithecus is an

early and more generalized form.
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Parapithecus possesses a short mandible and a dental arch

with divergent limbs, features so characteristic of the more

generalized early Primates. The jaw however is not deep

and there is marked obliquity of the symphysial region. In

these features and in the characters of the teeth the animal can-

not be called primitive. The canines are greatly reduced and

the third molars are also small. All the molars have lost the

paraconid. In the second and third mandibular molars the

protoconid lies moi'c anteriorly than in the Lemurs or in Eocene

Primates. The molar cusps are rounded and incipient

Kig. 41.—Mandil)ular dentition of I'ai aiiitlKcus fraasi, Schlosser (from cast by
Krantz, 9.823-12). An Oligocene onniivorous ancestor of modern Old-World Mon-
keys. The specimen shows that already some specialization had occurred in the Old-
World line.

ridges connect the protoconid with the metaconid and the

hypoconid with the entoconid. Notwithstanding these features

the dentition in Parapithecus shoAvs less specialization than

the teeth of modern Old-World Monkeys.

The dentition of Parapithecus as just outlined is adapted

for an omnivorous diet. From this there have developed in

more recent times dentitions increasingly herbivorous or fru-

givorous in type. As examples of progressive adaptation the

Mona Monkey and the Arabian Baboon are taken but it must be

clearly understood that these animals are in no way closely
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related and certainly the one is not derived from the other.

Their dentitions compared Avith each other and with that of

Parapithecus however show the general line of progress in

the dentition of Old-World Monkeys in all of Avhich the dental

formula is:

2 12 3
i|,Cy,P-,M^. total 32.

Lasiopyga mona, the pretty Mona Guenon of West Africa

Fig. 42.

—

DcMin^nin ^i ,\!,..:,i (,: I ,i-i..]i.viia rimia. Schreher, ').S2.M ). Ex-
ample of omnivorous dentition with a tcnckncy toward the ])urcly herbivorous adapta-
tion.

(Fig. 42), althougli feeding largely upon fruits, leaves and

honey still retains a taste foi- fledglings and eggs. One finds

its dentition, therefore, though progressing considerably be-

yond that of Parapithecus along the herbivorous line, less spe-

cialized than that of the Baboon. Compared with that of Para-

pithecus the mandible of Lasiopyga is secondarily elongated

and the limbs of the dental arch instead of being divergent
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are parallel, even approximated at the level of the last molar.

The symphysial region is fairly well filled up v^ith bony tissue.

The palate extends as far back as the last molar. The incisors

of both jaws are gently procumbent. There is a great increase

in length of the canines different in type from that found in

Carnivoi-a and suggesting another role. The upper canine is

much longer than the lower and is peculiarly tAvisted so that

the teeth do not interlock as in the pure flesh-feeder. This

elongation of the canine is partly sexual and defensive but its

special character is indicated by the peculiar formation of the

first lower premolar. This tooth is sectorial in appearance

and, being tilted l)ackAvai'ds, pi-esents a covei'ing of enamel

well down its anterior i-oot. It is o])vi()us that the upper canine,

shearing between the adjacent edges of this tooth and the lower

canine Avill have great piercing and cutting poAver very advan-

tageous in biting roots and fruits Avhich possess a thick and

tough rind. This adaptation of the canines and the first loAver

premolar is very common among modern Old-World Primates

and indeed is one of their chief specializations. The second

mandibular premolar inclines to a molai'iform appearance; the

tAvo upper premolars are simple ])icuspid teeth. Certain mark-

edly progressive features are present in the molai* series. In

both maxilla and mandible the first molai* is tlie smallest and

though the thii'd is the lai'gest in the lower jaAV the second is

someAvhat bigger than the thii'd in the maxillary series. Trans-

verse ridges are apparent on the molars of both jaAvs and the

cusps are rather long. In the upper molars the hj^pocone is a

large cusp connected Avith the metacone by a ridge.* In the

loAver molars the paraconid is missing and the metaconid is

placed Avell forAvard and connected Avith the protoconid by a

ridge. The talonid is large but presents no hypoconulid even

on the third molar.

_ There is still further specialization in the dentition of the

purely herbivorous Baboon. Papio hamadryas arabicus, the

*The oblique ridge connecting protocone with metacone is found only in the An-
thropoids among Old-World non-lemurine Primates.
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Arabian Baboon, the dentition of which is presented in Fig.

43, feeds solely upon roots and berries. The pronounced elon-

gation of the jaws which has plainly occurred after the pre-

molars had become reduced in number gives the animal a dog-

like appearance and has resulted in actual convergence back-

Avard of the limbs of the dental arch. In the mandible the

interdental space is very narrow, the symphysial region being

largely filled up with "bone. Sloping incisors, enormous ca-

rig. 43.—Dentition of Arabian Baboon (Papio hamadryas arabicus, Thomas;
9.823-5). Example of a purely herbivorous Primate dentition. Compare the molars
in this figure with those of the Pig (Fig. T2). Note the secondary elongation of all

the molars but especially of the lower third.

nines and a typical Pi-iinate sectorial fii'st lower premolar are

again obvious, the last-mentioned being especially well marked.

The molars are strikingly developed; they increase in size from

first to third in both jaws and the transverse ridges joining

the high nipple-shaped cusps are very pronounced. The last

loAver molar is considerably lengthened by the occurrence upon

its talonid of a large hypoconulid. Altogether the dentition of
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Papio presents a swine-like appearance which can be explained

as the result of a similar diet.

We have used Papio as the type of all more specialized 01 d-

World Monkeys including the ^lacaques. Like Lasiopyga this

animal belongs to the subfamily Lasiopyginae (Cercopithe-

<?inae. Had space permitted it Avould have been possible to

show precisely the same progressive features in the other sub-

family, namely the Colobinae (Semnopithecinae), which com-

prises the Langurs and Ouerezas. '

f

THE ANTHROPOID APES

Like the 01d-Woi*ld Apes the inodei'n Anthi'opoids are all

specialized and in order to evaluate correctly the various fea-

tures of their respective dentitions it is essential first to note

the dental chai'acteristics of earlier forms. For this purpose

we shall turn to the Oligocene Primate Propliopithecus.

Propliopithecus (Fig. 44), known only from the mandible,

was discovered in Egypt and probably is the direct ancestor

of all the higher Anthropoids and even of ^lan himself. The

teeth and jaw undoubtedly reveal the pi'imitive features char-

acteristic of the early Anthropoid stem. Both body and ramus
of the mandible are stout and the former presents the depth so

distinctive of the higher Primates. The symphysial region is

much less sloping than in Parapithecus. The ramus is very

broad and gives a large area of attachment for the masseter and

internal pterygoid muscles whereas that for the temporal is

strikingly small. The muzzle was short, not elongated. There

is no ''ape-shelf" projecting backward from the symphysis

into the tongue space which itself is relatively large and well

hollowed-out.

Though the incisors are not certainly known it is probable

that they w^ere small and almost vertical. The canine is Ioav-

crowned but strong and vertical. The first premolar shows

none of the special features already noted as characteristic of

the fruit, rmd and root cutting dentition. The se.cond premolar
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is a bicuspid tooth. The three molars are subequal in size but

the posterior moiety (talonid) of the third is relatively nar-

rower and longer than in the others.

In all the molars the paraconid is lost and the hypoconulid

which is present tends to lie toward the inner side. All the cusps

are low and rounded and incipient crests connect the proto-

conid with the metaconid and Avith the hypoconid. The last-

mentioned is the largest cusp and it is important to note that

its base, joining that of the .relatively large metaconid, sepa-

Fig'. 44.—Mandil)ular dentition of Proi)lioi)ithecu.s hacckeli, Schlosser (from cast by
Krantz, 9.88-17). An Oligocene omnivorous ancestor of the anthropoids.

rates the pi'otoconid from the eiitoconid. The molars are not

rhomboidal as in Parapithecus but rather oval with the antero-

posterior diameter very little greater than the transverse. The

basin-like crown is hollowed for the reception of the protocone

of the upper molar. From these features we may infer that

the skull had a short stout muzzle, that the area for the tem-

poral muscle was small, the upper canine short, the premolars

bicuspid and that the molars each presented a typical trigon

with the addition of a hypocone. The formula of the man-

dible is:
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I^,Cy,P-,M 3'

The dentition is certainly not yet adapted for a pure fruit or

root diet but is that of a more generally omnivorous animal.

Turning now to the modern Anthropoids we find both large

and small varieties. The small Anthropoids or Gribbons are

animals weighing about 17 lbs. when adult. The large Anthro-

poids are as heavy or heavier than Man. The dental formula

in all is:

l|,CpP^^>rf.total32.

The Gibbons (Hylobates) are Avidely distributed over Further

India and the .Malay Archipelago. They are light arboreal

apes with disproportionately long arms by means of which they

swing themselves from branch to branch. Among the numerous

species considei'able variations occur in teeth and jaws. Differ-

ences are to be found also ])etween members of the same species

and of the same sex.

The specimen figured (Fig.' 45) is a young nmle approachinrr

maturity; the third molar is not yet erupted but the details of

the teeth are very clearly shown. The species is rather special-

ized and illustrates to what extent Gibbons have deviated from

the central primitive type represented by Propliopithecus.

The diet of the Gibbon is essentially omnivorous although

with a large preponderance of roots, shoots and fruits: indeed

some species live almost entirely upon herbivorous food.

The mandible is not poAverful and on the skull the weakness

of the zygomatic arches is also striking. The muzzle is elon-

gated but the incisors have retained their almost vertical posi-

tion. The rows of the teeth are nearly parallel and apt to be

inturned at their hinder extremities. There is no definite
*

' ape-

shelf" and the tongue space between the anterior teeth is not

greatly encroached upon by bone. The upper incisors slope for-

ward, the lateral ones being somewhat pointed. The canines are

long saber-like teeth and the upper is much longer than the

lower. The' upper premolars are bicuspid and set rather more
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medially than the molars. The first lower premolar in the speci-

men figured shoNVs a definite sectorial form, much more pro- '

nounced than in some other species. Of the molars the second

is the largest and the third is very variable in size. The uppers

exhibit the typical trigon, an oblique ridge connecting proto-
^

cone with metacone, and a hypocone the development of

which differs according to the species. In all the lower molars

Fig. 45.—Dentition of Gibbon (Hylobates hoolock? Harlan; 9.88-1). The Gibbon
is a form less specialized tiian the larger Anthropoids. This example is a young male
with the third molar not yet erupted.

in the figure there is a pronounced hypoconulid almost

axial in position and in no species is a paraconid present. The

hypoconid is large and by its approximation to the metaconid

shuts off the protoconid from the entoconid as in Propliopith-

ecus.

The Gibbon then is an Anthropoid which, so far as we

know, never attained large proportions but, diverging from

the ancestral stock, specialized in its elongating muzzle and

tooth forms toward a frugivorous adaptation.
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Of the large Anthropoids the Orang-outan of Borneo and
Sumatra feeds entirely upon the durian, a fruit which possesses

a very tough rind whereas the Gorilla and the Chimpanzee of

tropical Africa still have an omnivorous diet consisting of ber-

ries, fruit, roots, small mammals, birds and eggs. It will there-

fore be simpler to consider the African Anthropoids first.

The Gorilla (Fig. 46) is an animal heavier and bulkier than

Man and possesses long jaAvs which give it a superficial resem-

Fig. 46.—Dentition of Gorilla (Gorilla gorilla, Wyman; 9.88-14). This is a nearly-
adult female. Note the clear-cut "crystalline" cusps on the molars. The third molar is

not yet fully erupted.

blance to the Baboon. The female is much smaller than the

male. The elongation of the muzzle and the large size of the

canines cause the limbs of the dental arches to be divergent

backwards in the male ; they remain approximately parallel in

the female. The body of the mandible, though stout, is rela-

tively less deep than in ]\ran. The symi3hysial region which

may be almost vertical in the female slopes downward and
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backward in the male. The '' ape-shelf" can be clearly seen

jutting backward from the symphysis and the anterior part of

the tongue space is encroached upon by bone. The palate, as

in other Anthropoids extends behind the last molar tooth.

The lower incisors are almost vertical but those of the upper

jaw slope forward. The canines are much larger in the male,

the upper being a little longer than the lower. The upper pre-

molars are bicuspid and in the male set rather within the line

of the molars. The lower first premolar is sectorial but not

markedlj^ so; the second is molariform. Of the loAver molars

the second is the lai'gest, the third may or may not be smaller

than the fii-st. In the upper molai's thei'e is a typical trigon

with the oblique ridge connecting pi-otocone and metacone

but thei'e is also a Avell-marked hypocone which tends to ])e

somewhat smaller in the third molar than in the others. In

the lowei' molars tlie hypoconid is rather stiiall ])ut still by its

appi'oximation to the large metacoiiid separates the other two

main cusps. The hypoconulid-is pi-esent on all the molai's and

is placed well towards the lateral side.

The Chimpanzee (Fig. 47), an Anthi'opoid about as heavy as

Man, is in many respects more man-like than the Gorilla and

the teeth have developed certain secondary featui'es also found

in oui* own dentition. The jaAvs are very similar to those of

the Ooi'illa. The mandibie is strong with a moderately deep

body. A symphysial region and '' ape-shelf" occur as in

Gorilla. The tooth rows are almost parallel in the female but

diverge forward in the male.

The lower incisdrs are nearly vertical and the uppers gently

sloping. The canines are large and project somewhat laterally

as in Gorilla. The upper premolars are bicuspid and set a lit-

tle within the line of the molars; the lower first is sectorial in

appearance and the second molai'iform. In the molars the

cusps are more nipple-shaped than in Gorilla and the crowns

show numerous variously arranged tiny grooves or ci'enations

obscuring to some extent the original cuspidation. This crena-
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tion also occurs upon the preiuolavs. The first molar, especially

in the upper jaw, is often a little lar^-er than the second, a con-

dition also occurring in ^lan. The third is varial)le in size and
pattern but tends to be smaller than the others. In the man-
dible the first molar does not present the marked contrast in

size with the second premolar so plainly apparent in Man.
The upper molai's show a typical trigon Avith an oblique ridge

Fig. 47.^Dentition of Chimpanzee (Pan sp., 9.88-16). A nearly adult female.
Note the slight development of crenations on the molars. The third molar is not yet
erupted.

and a hypocone. In the last tooth hoAvever either the hypo-

cone or the metacone may be vestigial; or the tooth itself may
not erupt. The lower molars exhibit an antero-posterior diame-

ter longer than the transverse and the corners of the crown are

not so rounded as in Man. The hypoconid varies greatlj^ It

may be relatively larger than in Gorilla or it may be very

small and the entoconid increased in size so that the four prin-

cipal cusp^ meet in the center of the croAvn somewhat as they
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do in Man. A hypocoiuilid may ])e present on all the teeth

and lies rather toward the lateral side.

The Orang- (Pig. 48), a pure fruit-feeder, shows a dentition

more completely adapted to fruit diet than either of the other

great Anthropoids. It is a heavier animal than Man though less

bulky than the Gorilla. The muzzle is relatively longer than that

of the Chimpanzee and in this respect resembles the Gorilla. As
in Gorilla also the palate is prolonged backward some distance

rig. 48.

—

Doni.itioii of (^rang-outan f]'oii.a;n pygniaeus, Iloppius; 9.88-5). An adult
male. Exanip'j of a pure frugivoroiis cientition in an Anthropoid. Note how crena-
tions ohscure the molar pattern.

])ey()nd the last molar. In the male the limbs of the dental

arch diverge forward in consecpience of the large canines. The

body of the mandible is very deep owing to the extreme length

of the roots of the teeth. The sloping symphysial region and the

''ape-shelf" are similar to those of the Gorilla.

The lower incisors are pi'actically vertical, the uppers oblique.

Of the large laterally i:)rojecting canines the upper is the

longer. Both premolars and molars exhibit very well the
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creiiations already noted in less pronounced form in the Chim-

panzee. The upper premolars are bicuspid teeth; the first lower

shows a more pronounced sectorial character than in any other

Anthropoid since it is tilted l)ackwai-d and the enamel clothes

the upper part of the antei-ior root ; the second lower premolar

may be cjuite molai-ifoi-m in ai)pearance. In the molar series

the second is the largest and the third, especially in the man-

dible, tends to be of considerable size. The cusps are so low as

to be almost indistiniruishable in many cases. In the upper

molars the trigon, the ol)li(iue ridge and the hypocone can all

be made out except in the last in which crenations make the

outlines very obscure. In the lower molars which are elongated

though not so markedly as in the Gorilla the approximation of

hypoconid and metaconid causes sepai-ation of the two other

principal cusps. The hypoconulid present on all the tteth lies

axially or to the outer side.

Having now discussed in detail the dentitions of the various

Anthropoid Apes so far as the jaws and crowns of the teeth

are concerned it will be advantageous' to recapitulate several

important features before passing on to the teeth of ^lan. Dis-

cussion of the roots of the Anthropoid teeth and of the milk

dentition will be taken up in later chapters.

The mandible has a bi-oad ramus and a body only moderately

deep, the height of Avhich shows more or less sudden inci'eases

in the premolar region and l)etween the lateral incisoi- and

canine. The symphysial region slopes ])ackward especially in

the male and an ''ape-shelf" is present in varying degree ex-

cept in certain Gibbons. The palate extends well back of the

last molars especially in some Gibbons and in the male Gorilla

and Orang. In all the muzzle is elongated.

The incisors are set in an arch between large and powerful

canines beyond which the cheek teeth are arranged in rows

almost parallel in the Gibbons and the females of the large

Anthropoids but diverging forAvard in the male Chimpanzee,

Gorilla and Orang. The antero-posterior axes of the molars

of both Jaws are in the same straight line or, form an angle
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open laterally. Inturning of the hinder ends of the dental

arches is seen only in some individuals.

The sloping upper and almost vertical lower incisors meet

edge to edge and the upper lateral tends to be pointed. The
canines, apart fi-om the sexual difference, are long, except in

some Gibbons and are laterally directed. The upper pre-

molars, bicuspid in appearance, are usually set rather Avithin

the line of the other cheek teeth; the first lower is sectorial

especially in some Gibbons and in the Orang ; the second lower

is large and molariform, in the Orang more than in other Anthro-

poids. Premolars and molars alike shoAv crenations Avhich

are so marked in the Orang as to obscure the cusp patterns;

they are not found in the ({i])bons or Gorilla. The molars ex-

hibit manv individual vai'iations but in general the following

are characteristic. In the (Joi'illa the cusps are high and tri-

angular, in the Chimpanzee nipple-shaped, in the Orang flat and

little marked, in the (libbon high and rounded. The crowns

are i'hom])oidal above, elongated below except in the Gib-

bons, and form areas of contact of considerable extent be-

tween the successive teeth. In the upper molars the hypocone

is very well marked except in the Orang and the oblique ridge

is distinct. These features may not be seen so clearly in the

third molar which varies greatly in size. In both second and

third molai's thei'e is a tendency toward induction of the

metacone and hypocone. The second molar is usually the

largest. In the lower molars there is sometimes a vestige of the

paraconid sheai' in the Goi-illa alone. In the dentition of this

animal the iiietaconid lies a little more posterior to the proto-

conid than in other Anthropoids. The distance between the

metaconid and the entoconid is considerable and a deep cleft

occurs on the latei'al border of the crown between protoconid

and hypoconid. The last-mentioned cusp varies considerably in

size but may be quite small and in any case does not project

laterally beyond the protoconid. Its base adjoins that of the

large metaconid and this connection separates the two other

13rincipal cusps. The groove which reaches the inner border
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of the tooth between iiietaconid and entoconid usually passes in

a straio'ht ol)li(iuely placed line between the hypoconid and

the hypoconulid which is present on all the teeth and tends to

lie rather toward the lateral aspect. Balancing the hypoconulid

there is soiuetinies developed from the cingulum a cusp behind

the entoconid at the postero-mesial corner of the tooth. The

hypoconulid tends to be small most frequently in the Chim-

panzee.



CHAPTER VII

THE HU.AIAX DENTITION

Earliest known human type—The Heidel])erg mandible—Euro-
pean Races during the Pleistocene—Homo aurignacensis

—

Neandertal ^Man—Relation of the Neandertal Race to mod-
ern Man—The teeth of Neandertal ]\ran—Modei'n Races

—

The Tasmanian—The European dentition—Relative posi-

tion of the Negro—Effects of civilization upon White and

Negro Races—Parallelism in the evolution of Primates.

GLACIAL OR PALEOLITHIC MAN

In dealing Avith othei* families of Primates Ave have

endeavored to trace the line of evolution progressively from

some early or pi-imitive form. Iii the case of Man Ave are un-

able to do this in a mannei- altogether satisfactory, since no

human or directly pre-human type has yet been discovered

Avhich can Avith certainty be assigned to a pei'iod more remote

than the eai'ly Glacial epoch.

All the evidence presented by IMan's body indicates his

origin in a cursorial, predatory type of Anthropoid Avhich left

the trees at a comparatiA'ely early period in its cA'olution and

hence escaped the specializations exhibited by modern omniA^-

orous and frugivorous Anthropoids but, on the other hand, be-

came adapted as a ground living animal, retaining the omniA^-

orous habit and using its fore-limbs in the manufacture of

simple tools and instruments of assistance in obtaining and

preparing food.

The earliest authentic example of the human race, namely,

Heidelberg Man (Fig. 49), is knoAvn only from the mandible

recoA^ered from the A'alley of the Neckar about six miles from

Heidelberg. Although typically human this mandible presents

136
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certain quite primitive and generalized features. Whether the

individual existed during the first or the second interglacial

phase is disputed. But from mammalian remains in the same

and in contempoi-aneous deposits we infer that the country in

which he lived was Avell forested and possessed a relatively

moist climate.

The mandible is extraordinarily massive and although it is

considerably longer than any mandible of today it is not

really much longer in the dental arch than many modern jaws.

The unusual len<irth is due to the marked l)readth of the ramus.

Fig. 49.—Occlusal view of the Heidelberg mandible (F. 3, W.R.U. ; from cast by
Krantz). This cast has been broken at the symphysis and in the right ramus. Note
the cruciform pattern of furrows on the molar teeth and the angle between the long
axes of the first and second molars, both features distinctively human.

In the great vertical depth of the body, the breadth of the

ramus, the form of the symphysial region, the absence of an

'' ape-shelf" and the occurrence of merely a moderate amount

of bony tissue encroaching upon the anterior part of the

tongue space, the Heidelberg mandible displays ancestral fea-

tures reminiscent of Propliopithecus. The masseter and inter-

nal pterygoid must have been the most powerful masticatory

muscles ; the area for attachment of the temporal indicates that

it Avas not disproportionately large for the massive skull.

Similar feiatures are to be noted in Propliopithecus. The
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mylohyoid ridge is less clearly marked than in either modern
or Neandertal Man, also a primitiA^e feature.

The teeth, though retaining many ancestral features, are

typically human in form and no larger than those to be found
in many modern Australian skulls.

The incisors are vertical and must have met the correspond-

ing upper teeth in an edge to edge bite. The canines, like

those of Propliopithecus, are stout but can have projected lit-

tle or not at all beyond the incisors. The second premolar is

larger than the first and more definitely bicuspid as it is in

Propliopithecus and the first shows none of the specialization

exhibited in the coi-responding tooth of the recent Anthropoids.

Both premolars are rclativel}' large and their labial surface

projects beyond the lateral border of the molar arch. Incisors,

canines and premolars in neidel])erg ^Fan may be said to be

arranged in an oval curve, Avhereas those of modern Man are

set rather in parabolic form.

The molars ai*e stout but present the primitive relationship

of subequal size in the first and second; the third is some-

Avhat reduced. All the molai's exhilnt a hypoconulid and are

i'elatively less transvei'soly widened than many modern molars.

Distinctively human features are o])vious throughout the

dentition, some of Avhich l)eing pi'imitive have already ])een de-

scribed. The vertical incisors with edge to edge bite, the stump-

like canines, the pi-opoi'tions of the premolars are all definitely

features of the human dentition. But it is in the pattern and

ari'angement of the molars that the human character is most

strikingly seen.

The maximum diameters of the crown in the molars are con-

siderably greater than those of the occlusal surface. The pro-

toconid and more especially the metaconid are much reduced

in size Avhereas the hypoconid is relatively large and the ento-

conid greatly exaggerated. All these cusps are slightly cur-

tailed, however, by the rounding off of the corners of the

crown, a feature Avhich tends to reduce the area of contact be-

tween successive teeth. The transverse and antero-posterior
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diameters of the crown are iiiiieh more nearly alike than in

Anthropoids and as a result of this the two inner cusps are

di-awn more closely together while the furroAV between the

labial sui'faces of protoconid and hypoconid is very slightly

marked. As a I'csult of the altered relationships of the cusps

the furrows upon the occlusal sui'face, instead of presenting

an appeai'ance similar to that of the molars in Gorilla, are ar-

ranged in cruciform pattern. The very small metaconid does

not come into contact at all with the hypoconid and the well-

developed entoconid encroaches upon the area of the crown

occupied in the Anthropoids by the metaconid, so that all four

principal cusps meet at the central point of the occlusal sur-

face. The gi'oove between metaconid and entoconid is continu-

ous in a transverse line with that separating the protoconid

from the hypoconid, whereas in Anthropoids it is contin-

uous obliquely l)ackward with the furrow between the hypo-

conid and the hypoconulid. Another consequence of the rela-

tively large cusps on the talonid is the increase in transverse

breadth of the posterior moiety of the tooth over the antei'ior

part. The hypoconulid is not displaced so far laterally as in

Anthropoids. In addition to the foregoing facts relating to the

appearance of the individual teeth themselves, essentially hu-

man characters are found in the general arrangement of the

cheek teeth in the jaw. Instead of the premolars and molars

forming either a straight line antero-posteriorly or an arch

very slightly concave laterally, they are set in a curve most

pronounced anteriorly indeed but concave throughout towards

the tongue. The antero-posterior axis of the first molar is set

at an angle Avith that of the second, a feature Avliich is distinc-

tively human though more pronounced in some mandibles than

in others.

The conspicuous even wearing of all the teeth causes them

to resemble those of more recent Man in whom the tee.th are

worn by the mastication of food prepared from cereals ground

between gritty mill-stones and suggests that Heidelberg Man
was alreadj^ in the habit of masticating calves prepared from
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crude flour. This seems further to be borne out by the flat-

tened condyles; but the condyles are subject to great variation

in the human race and in the appearance of them too great con-

fidence should not be placed.

Special features, Avherein Heidelberg Man differs not only

from more ancestral Primate types and from Anthropoids but

indeed from modern Man and his late Pleistocene forerunners,

are the stoutness of the teeth in which the crown and root

merge without the occuri-ence of any narrowed intermediate

portion oi' neck and in tendency to fusion of the roots, a condi-

tion called ])y Keith, taurodontism- (see page 146). In the

stoutness of the teeth Heidelberg Man is resembled by another

individual, the skull of which, also very primitive, was re-

covered from the limestone breccia of Forbes Quarry, Gib-

raltar.

The Gibi-altar skull, pronounced by some to be that of a

woman, probably belonged to a Neandertaloid individual, the

most striking feature being the short and i-elatively wide palate.

Its exact relationship to the other fossil human skulls is un-

certain; we know that during the (Jlacial pei'iod there were

several different types of skull.

Recent discovei-ies have shown that there wei'e in Europe two

distinct races of men during the later part of the Great Ice

age. One- of these was similar and very probably ancestral to

ourselves; the other, the Neandertal race, shorter and bulkier,

large jawed and beetle browed with slouching gait and stoop-

ing shoulders, was named after the site of discovery of the

first recognized cranial fragments. Of these two human forms

the Neandertal race probably originated from the type de-

scribed as Heidelberg Man and although this is not positive it

may be that the other form, our ancestor. Homo aurignacensis

had also the same origin. But H. aurignacensis appears

quite suddenly in the geological horizon of the later Pleistocene.

It becomes necessary then to compare examples of Neandertal

and Aurignacian Man. For this purpose Ave shall examine the

jaws of a young Neandertal boy of about fourteen years of age

i
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knoAvii as II. mousteriensis hausei'i on the one hand and on the

other a cranium dating also from the later part of the Pleisto-

cene and belonging to the Aurignacian type. Both specimens

were discovered in the South of France.

In most respects H. aurignacensis (Fig. 50) presents

very modern characteristics. The mandible, though power-

ful, has a well-marked chin and the vertical depth of the body

is considerably greater near the symphysis than in the molar

Fig. 50.—Occlusal view of dentition in Home aurignacensis hauseri (F. 1, W.R.U.;
from cast by Krantz). This represents our own Pleistocene forerunner.

region. The tongue space is well excavated. The palate is

rather long and narrow. Indeed the limbs of the dental arches

though shorter than those of Heidelberg Man are still almost

parallel. To a certain extent this is due to the long narrow

skull. Among modern races, generally speaking, the long

headed more closely resemble H. aurignacensis in the form of

the dental arch than do the broad short headed people.

The teeth themselves are smaller and less stout than in

Heidelberg' Man and possess a constricted neck at the gum
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line. The small lower incisors are vertical. The uppers are

also vertical, the small size of the lateral members resulting in

the stout but non-pi'ojecting upper canines being placed rela-

tively close together. The lower canines again are also stout

teeth. The upper premolars are bicuspid and set well Avithin

the molar line, the second being distinctly the smaller. In the

lower premolars this relation is revei'sed but though the

second is the lai-gei' of the two it is iievertheless much smaller

than the first niolai*. As in the case of the upper teeth the

labial face of the lower molars does not project so far laterally

as the labial aspect of the molars. In both jaws the first molar

is the largest and most reminiscent of ancesti'al foi'in and the

size diminishes through the second to the third. The upper

molars are rhomboidal and in each the transverse diameter of

the crown measured over the protocone and the paracone con-

siderably exceeds the antero-posterior dimensions. The first

shows a Avell-developed hypocone, the second a hypocone ob-

viously reduced and the third practically no hypocone at all;

in this laf;t too4lr the metacone also is considei'ably reduced.

Ill the loAver molar series as in the upper the first tooth is the

liiost stable, the moi'e progj-essive second and third are smaller

than the fii'st. Each molai* displays the hypoconulid (except

the right third) a cusp which tends to be absent in modern

^AFan especially on the second molar. All the lower molars are

remai'kable foi- their rounded contoui*. The antero-posterior

axis of the first is set at an angle with that of the second in

characteristically human fashion. As in II. heidelbergensis the

teeth are considerably Avorn down.

Turning now to the Neandertal type (Homo mousteriensis

hauseri. Fig. 51) Ave find the teeth in general somcAvhat simi-

lar to, though larger than those of H. aurignacensis but also

distinctly human. The mandible has a more rounded angle

than that of II. aurignacensis and a body of less vertical

depth especially in the incisor area. The mental region is

A'ery differently shaped, there being no chin. A much greater

deposit of bone encroaches upon the tongue ai*ea than in II.
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aiii'i«naeensis but not so marked as in TTeidelbevg Man. The
limbs of the dental arches are divergent OAving to the consid-

erable l)asicranial breadth and the ai'ches themselves are

squarei'. All the teeth show a A\'ell-marked neck at the gingival

line and the roots ai'e long and unfused. All the incisors are

stout, relatively lai'ge and long rooted teeth and the crowns

are vertically placed. The upper teeth overlap the lower very

slightly. The spatulate form of the upper median incisors is

Fig. 51.—Occlusal view of dentition in NcaiiuLiial Mcni illuiuu luou.steiiensi.s

l5auseii, F.l, W.K.U.; from cast by Krantz). A specialized and aberrant form of
Man appearing and disappearing suddenly in Europe during the Pleistocene Period.
The left mandibular milk canine is retained in this skull.

ver}' pronounced and in these as well as in the laterals the

long axis of the root forms an angle with that of the crown, a

secondary specialization also found in the great modern An-

thropoids. The cingulum is elevated into a small palatal cusp

more pronounced in the lateral than in the central upper in-

cisor. The canines are stout teeth projecting only slightly

beyond the general occlusal plane. The maxillary canines

possess a very pronounced palatal cingular cusp connected
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with the apex of the crown by a low ridge. The upper pre-

molars have quite massive croAvns and are subequal in size. In

the mandible the premolars present a rounded and obliquely

sloping labial surface. Their main cusp lies in the vertical

axis of the tooth and in consequence the occlusal surface is

directed obliquely Inwards. The second premolar is especially

massive and molariform through the development of a posterior

moiety. The molars again are powerful teeth with long almost

parallel and unfused roots; the third is not yet fully erupted.

Both first and second maxillary molars present a typical tri-

gon with an oblicjue ridge and in addition a well-developed

hypocono. They ai'e sul)ec|ual in size with the antei-o-posterior

dimension almost ecjual to the transvei'se. The third molar

ci'own, smallei' in size, does not shoAV the cusps so clearly as

the more antei'ior teeth l)ut it also possesses a hypocone. The

teeth are obliquely I'homboidal and except in the third molar

the corners are but slightly rounded off. The lower molars are

typically human in the cruciform arrangement of their fur-

rows. Each possesses a hypoconulid but displays advanced

characters in certain respects. The transverse ridge between

grotoconid and metaconid is quite pronounced. The occlusal

surface is nari'ower than the crown itself. The hypoconulid

tends to be su])divided. In addition to these advanced features

of individual teeth the purely human character of an angle

between the antero-posterior axis of the first lower molar and

that of the second is pi'esent. All the teeth are well rounded

and are subequal in antero-posterior length. An interesting

feature reminiscent of the Eocene Primates and found also as

a small tubercle in the Corilla molar is a small sixth cusp be-

tween the metaconid and the entoconid.

Having drawn attention to the main distinctive marks of the

Aurignacian and Neandertal dentitions it may be asked if the

latter shows in reality any features not to be observed in some

at least of modern crania. There is no doubt that every fea-

ture discussed can also be found in any fair-sized collection of

recent skulls although perhaps the extent and blending of the

1
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features will not be the same. It might seem, therefore, that

the Neandertal type is really ancestral to our own race as

indeed has been and is the view of many anatomists; that all

human races have passed at some period or other of their his-

tory through a Neandertal stage. This is a question difficult

to settle in any case and quite impossible if Ave consider only

the teeth. Stress has been laid upon the fact that there seems

to be an unusually large number of specialized features, many
of them present to a pronounced degree, in the dentition of

Neandertal ^lan. Move than this we know that he could not

be the direct ancestor at least of Aurignacian Man since both

lived in the same period. The features in which the Neander-

tal dentition differs from that of H. aurignacensis or of

modern ^Fan are largely secondary specializations many of

which are present also in Anthropoids as the result of parallel

evolution. These indicate the specialized and aberrant con-

dition of Neandei'tal ^Fan so strongly confirmed by the char-

acters of other pai'ts of the skeleton. It is true that there

were many variations in Neandei-tal ^Fan as there are in mod-

ern Europeans, which variations affect not alone the skull and

skeleton but also the teeth, and hence the dentition of the ex-

ample described stands no more typical of all than a single

example Avould represent every variety in the dentition of

modern Europeans. Indeed so pronounced and aberrant are

certain features exhibited by some Neandertal teeth that we
must briefly consider these peculiarities.

Examination by the radiographic method of the mandible of

a great Anthropoid or a modern human being shows the roots

of the teeth varying somcAvhat in length, in disposition and in

relation to the inferior dental canal. In the majority of cases

one feature is apparent in all, namely, that the pulp chamber,

though small, is Avell defined and lies entirely or almost en-

tii-ely outside the limit of the alveolar process of the jaw. In

the Heidelberg mandible the pulp chamber is less sharply out-

lined and although its limits do not greatly extend below the

free alveolar border still the pulp chamber is, large and its
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borders overrun the limit usual in modern ^lan. For such

stout teeth possessing no obvious neck the roots strike one as

rather short. The 'Svoolly" appearance presented by the

border of the pulp chamber is due to the formation of second-

ary dentine normally laid down in all teeth as the wear in-

creases and especialh^ after the enamel coated surface of the

cusps is lost. A similar shortening of the roots with increase

in size of the pulp cavity occui's in the molar teeth of the very

specialized Daubentonia as compared with the less special-

ized Indrisinae. It is Avorthy of record that Ave meet these

characters greatly exaggerated in some but ])y no means in all

of the Neandertal race. In some molars from Krapina and in

those from St. Brelade's Bay, Jersey (Fig. 98), the shortness

of the roots which are fused into a single mass and the large

size of the pulp chamber partially enci'oached upon by second-

ary dentine ai'e strikingly seen. In the case of the Jersey

teeth the jaws ni'e unknown but in fragments of Ki'apina

skulls the loAvei'ing of the margin of the pulp chanibei' below

the alveolar border is quite pronounced. It is impossible to

disregai'd these featui'cs wliich ai'C cei-tainly not pi'imitive

but exceedingly specialized and though the}- may be met Avith

even in modei*n ^lan the extent to Avhich they occur is much

less than in the Krapina Neandertalers. The short fused

roots, large pulp cavity and absence of a neck give a general

appearance simulating the teeth of the ox and Keith has,

therefore, proposed for this variety the adjectiA^e fanrodont in

distinction from the more dog-like or cynodont roots of the

usual form.

Having uoav discussed the Iavo main types of Glacial Man

and having indicated that H. aurignacensis is probably our

ancestral representative, Avhereas Neandertal Man is an aber-

]'ant and specialized form Avhich probably Avas ousted by his

less specialized competitor, Ave may turn to the consideration

of modei'n human races.
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MODERN MAN

All human races of today are ol)viously different from Hei-

delberg ^Fan in possessing greater tongue space and smaller

jaws though not necessai'ily smaller teeth. They are unlike

Neandertal ^Fan in the possession of a chin. Their features

recall those of TF. aui'ii^nacensis, a long-headed European of

the Glacial period.

It is an interesting fact that the long-headed or dolicoce-

phalic type of ^Fan has always been pre-eminent as a sea rover

and we shall take as our first example the skull of a native

Tasmanian (T-^'ig. 52), a type who could only have attained his

final disti'ibution after considei-able travel, as representing the

most primitive modern race though recently become extinct.

I^n fortunately the dentition is not veiy complete and no fea-

tures of the incisor and canine teeth can be directly noted.

These teeth do not gi'eatly differ however from the correspond-

ing teeth of other human races and therefore we shall not pause

over these or indeed over the premolars which resemble those

of K. aui'ignacensis rather than of Neandertal ^Fan. It is

the molars to which attention is di-awn at the moment. All have

well-marked necks, pai'allel unfused roots and large crowns.

The total length of gi'inding surface of the three mandi])ular

molars is as gi*eat as in Heidelberg Man or in H. mouste-

rieusis. It is considerably greater than in H. aurignacen-

sis. The first molar is actually longer than that of Heidel-

berg Man but the second is shorter. In the maxilla we find

likeAvise that the total molar surface is longer than in H.

aurignacensis but is slightly shorter than that of the Neander-

taler. The first maxillary molar is again the largest. This

increase in size, usually relative but in certain instances actual,

is characteristic of modern Man. Tj-pically human features such

as the angle between the axes of the first and second mandibu-

lar molars need not be dwelt upon since they have already

been emphasized in the descriptions of fossil Man. When we
look at the individual teeth we note several features which
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may be rightly inferred to have appeared comparatively re-

cently in Man's history. For example the second upper molar
has lost its hypocone as an independent cusp while its meta-

cone is much reduced by the rounding of its contour. These
features are still more marked in the third molar. In the lower

molars, especially the second, the posterior moiety represent-

ing the talonid has inci'cased consideral)lv in transverse breadth

rf\-- #**>A

^\
im^mm " \

Fig. 52.—Occlusal vitw of deiititio!i in a native Tasmanian woman (0. 102, W.R.U.).
A primitive modern race' recently become "extinct.

SO that it now may actually exceed that of the anterior part.

The large size of the Innuan hypoconid and entoconid is well

illustrated by this example. Many features however are

primitive: the molars are large and more especially thej^ are

relatively long: each lower molar possesses a hypoconulid which

is axial in position: the distance between the tips of the meta-

conid and the entoconid is I'elatively great, in the first molar

greater than in the othei's: the lateral groove marking off the

protoconid from the hypoconid is quite extensive. In spite of

the presence of a well-developed chin the body of the mandible
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is strikingly shallow and in this respect recalls the mandible of

the Neandertaler. When the foregoing facts are carefully

weighed there is no doubt that Tasmanian Man is a primitive

modern race.

Next let us consider the general dental features of present

day Europeans. Again, as in Neandertal Man, Ave find long

and short headed varieties. In the latter the limbs of the den-

tal arches tend to be more divergent and the arches them-

selves shorter in antero-posterior length. We cannot consider

further differences here.

As an example of the modern Eui-opcan dentition* we have

chosen a skull (Fig. 53) in which the dental arch is rather

long and its liml)s not very divergent. In their occlusion the

upper incisoi-s only just overlap the small lower teeth and the

small size of the upper molars and the marked reduction in

the second lower molar I'csult in the practical elimination of

alternate occlusion in the molar region. These two features

are Avorth noting. If Ave refer for a moment to H. aurigna-

censis, Ave shall find that in addition to edge to edge bite of

the incisors the molars alternate so that although the majority

of the croAvn of each upper molar occludes Avith the corre-

sponding loAver yet nearl.y one-third of the croAvn is in occlusion

with the loAver 'molar next behind. The same is true of the

Tasmanian skull. In Anglo-Saxon times almost the entire

population possessed an edge to edge incisor bite. After the

lapse of less than a thousand years ninety-five per cent of

*In order to correlate the zoological cusii terminology used in this book with the

terms commonly used by dentists the following table (Osborn: Evolution of Mammalian
Molar Teeth, 1907) is presented:

Primitive triangle, or trigon.

Primitive heel, or talon.

Upper Molars

Anterior
Anterior
Posterior

palatal

buccal
buccal

Protocone
Paracone
Metacone

Posterior i>alatal Hypocone

jcower Molars

Anterior
Anterior

buccal
lingual

Protoconid
Metaconid

Posterior
Posterior
Posterior

buccal
lingual
mesial

Hypoconid
Entoconid
Hypoconulid

j- Primitive triangle, or trigonid.

1 Primitive heel, or talonid.
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modern Eiiglishiuen, as Keith points out, possess upper incisors

Avhich overlap the lower teeth. Hence in the development of

modern Europeans certain changes of quite marked extent have

occurred even in recent times. A prominent chin and capacious

tongue space are present in this as in all modern human skulls.

The canines are prominent, stump-like, non-projecting teeth

which do not stand out from the almost uniform contour of the

Fig. 53.—Occliisnl view of dentition of modern European (Skull 248, W.R.U.).
of civilization nponj a denlition like that presented iii Fig. 51.

Kffcc

anteiiiohir dental arch. The premolars are small and set rather

within the line of the molar teeth. The second premolar, hav-

ing its posterior moiety very slightly developed, appears small

beside the large and stable first molar. Of the molars the first

is the largest and the progressive reduction in size from before

backwards is well seen. The angle between the antero-posterior

axes of the first and second upper molars is quite apparent

but in the mandible the eruption of the cori'esponding teeth is

less regular. In all three upper molars the metacone is reduced:
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ill the first there is a fair-sized hypocone but this cusp is

reduced in the second and absent in the third. A hypoconulid

occurs in the first and third mandibular mohirs but is absent

from the second. All these teeth exhibit a greater transverse

breadth of the posterior moiety (talonid), are well-rounded in

contour and show the typically human cruciform arrangement

of furrows. The hypoconulid of the first molar is almost in

the axial line but in the more progressive third which pos-

sesses a strikingly lai'ge entoconid and a correspondingly small

hypoconid this cusp lies more on the latei*al side.

It is true that there are marked changes going on in the

jaws of modern Europeans. It is true also that there is great

variation in the size and development of the third molar but it

must be remembered that this tooth is normally small in the

ancestors of modern human stock and therefore increase in

its size is much more noteworthy than reduction. The second

molar is undergoing most obvious retrogression in the human
race, especially in the Europeans. We see this clearly in its

reduction in size and its loss of cusps but it will be still more

evident when we have discussed the anomalies of the human
dentition.

The only other human type Avhich Ave shall consider in this

account is the Negro. Frequently in every-day talk we include

the Negro among ''lower races" of Mankind although there

seems to be no other justification for this than the assumption

that White Man is the most highly evolved human type. If

Ave pause to consider Avhat Ave really mean by the indefinite

term ''highly evolved" Ave shall readily discover that there

is at least doubt concerning the validity of our standard. If

Ave mean that White Man is more adaptable than the Negro,

Ave merely infer that the former has retained to a greater de-

gree the primitive potentiality of adequate response to eii-

jvironmental conditions and since the Negro is less adaptable

he must be more specialized. But specialization may also be un-

derstood by the term "highly evolved." The physical char-

acters o^the Negro shoAv indeed that he is an advanced special-
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ized form, considerably more specialized indeed than the Euro-
pean. The Bushmen and the Pygmies of the Congo forests are

more primitive and specialized than other Negro races. In this

account we shall examine simply the dentition of the American
Negro although he is not typical of the true African race

since the changes which we have already noted as occurring in

quite recent times in Europeans are to be found in him also.

The skull of which Fig. 54 is a photograph is unusuallv

Fig. 54.—Occlusal view of dentition of American Xcgro (Skull 524, W.R.I'.).
In some respects a very specialized dentition modified in recent centuries by civilization.

broad and therefore the length of the dental arch is some-

what obscured by the divergence of the molar series. The

general setting of the teeth in the jaws is very similar to that

of the European except that there is greater spacing of the

teeth of the upper jaw. The overlapping of the upper incisors

and the occlusion of one maxillary molar solely Avith the cor-

responding tooth of the mandible occur here as in many Euro-

peans. In the typical African Negro, hoAvever, the edge to

edge bite of the incisors and the incompletely alternate occlu-
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sion of the molars is found as in Tasmanian and in Aurigna-

cian Man. The mandibular body is not strikingly deep and

the chin is very prominent. The upper incisors are large teeth

and like the lowers have their crowns set vertically. The

canines though stout do not project beyond the occlusal sur-

face of the neighboring teeth nor do they break the uniformity

of the dental arch. There is nothing particularly noteworthy

about the premolars although in some Negroes the second

lower premolar possesses a large posterior moiety like that

shown by H. mousteriensis (Fig. 51). The molars as in the

White race present I'oundcd contoui's. The first maxillary

molar is the largest and exhibits a hypocone: the second Avhich

is not so large and the still smaller third have not this cusp and

in addition show a reduced metacone. In the present case the

antero-posterior axes of the uppei' molai's are en-atic. In the

mandible the fii'st and thii'd molars ai"e subecjual, the second is

smaller. The axis of the first makes the typical human angle

with that of the second. Each presents a hypoconulid Avhich

is axial in the first but progressively more laterally placed

in the second and third. The last tooth shows its advanced

nature not only in its size and in the position of its hypoconulid

but also in the great ti*ansverse bi-eadth of the posterior moiety

of the crown. The complexity of the secondary grooves upon

the crowns of the cheek teeth increasing to a maximum in the

third molar also demonstrate advanced specialization in the

Negro.

We may now summarize the characteristics of the human

dentition in the following manner. The Tasmanian, though

showing some specialized features, presents a greater number of

primitive traits than other modern races. The European in

historic times has undergone marked changes in his jaws and

dentition and now presents an interesting admixture of primi-

tive features mingled with characters indicating very recent

adaptation. The Negro also exhibits marked recent modifica-

tions, but possesses a dentition more specialized in certain re-

spects than that of the European.
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In looking back over this short review of the Primate den-

tition in general the reader cannot fail to be impressed, as

the author has been, b^' the striking similarity shoAvn in their

evolutionary progress by all families no matter at Avhat stage

in ancestral Primate history these families have diverged.

Further he Avill realize how definitely parallel are the lines of

evolution in tooth forms presented even by diverse orders of

Mammals.



CHAPTER VIII

ANOIMALIES OF THE HUMAN DENTITION

Significance of anomalies—Increased number of incisors

—

Impei'fect developmental subdivision of teeth— Para-pre-

molars—Variations of the third mobii*—Accessory molars

—

Instability of the second and thii-d ^Molars—Increase of

cusps—Paramolai's—Retention of deciduous teeth.

In the explanation of vai'iations in luuuljer, position and

form of the human teeth dental sui-geons have before them an

interesting and difficult study and it is much to be regretted

that the fi-equency of occurrence of these anomalies does not

stimulate to investigation, moi'e than has been the case hitherto,

those who are brought constantly into touch with these abnormal-

ities in the coui-se of their daily routine. Too often the valuable

data to be obtained only by the dentist are lost or ii*revocably

destroyed in consecpience of the Avidespread tendency to con-

sider anomalies merely as freaks. Professor Bolk of Amster-

dam has recently given much attention to this subject and has

published highly original and stimulating views Avhich should

encourage more general research along the line of anomalies

of teeth. There is no doubt that certain variations are sim-

ply sports but the fact that some fall into this category is by

no means justification for considering as such all departures

from the normal. We are handicapped at present by lack of

sufficient information regarding the variations in teeth among
other Mammals. That Man is not isolated in this respect is

indicated by many scattered published notes of similar anomalies

occurring in other families and in many orders of Mammals. In

Anthropoids especially deviations from the normal dentition

have been recorded but one learns occasionally of abnormali-

155
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ties appearing in other Anthropoidea and in the Lemurs. The

example of Potamogale already illustrated (Fig. 33) shoAvs

retention of a deciduous tooth. In other Insectivora indeed the

apparent mingling of the milk and permanent dentitions has

presented many perplexing problems. In every large collec-

tion of canine skulls many are to be found in which the last

lower molar has never erupted. In this study it Avill only be

possible to consider briefly some variations in the dentition of

Man.

Generally speaking anomalies of the human dentition, be-

yond retention of certain of the milk teeth, are those of varia-

tion in position, number and conformation of the permanent set.

With variations in position of normal teeth in either denti-

tion we have nothing to do since these are always of patho-

logical origin so far as is known but it is necessary to review

rapidly examples of the other types.

Fig. 55 shows a variation met with perhaps moi'e frequently

in the skulls of Amei-ican a])origines than in those of the

White race. An extra tooth occurs between the upper median

incisors which seem noi'mally foi'iiied in every respect. From

the appearance of these teeth it is obvious that the anomalous

incisor cannot have occurred as the result of division of a

normal incisor, a process known as schizogenesis. With it must

be contrasted the split incisor which is occasimially observed.

Inasmuch as genuine subdivision may result in the production

of an extra tooth between the central and lateral incisors or

between the lateral incisor and the canine, it has been stated

that our normal upper incisors represent numbers 2 and 4 of a

series consisting originally of five teeth such as occurs today

in the Opossum. This interpretation however cannot be

considered seriously in view of the very different modes of

origin of the two t^'pes of supernumerary incisors just men-

tioned. Again it has been suggested that subdivision or diminu-

tive size of the lateral incisor has been brought about by the

occurrence at and the splitting by the junction of the premaxil-

lary and maxillary elements of the upper jaw of the rudiment
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of this tooth. Since schizogenetic division is met with also in

the case of the centi'al incisor it does not seem possible to accept

this explanation as altogether satisfactory. The extra tooth

figured in Fig. 55 may occur in the normal arch as repre-

sented in the present case or upon the palatal aspect of the cen-

tral incisor; it always assumes a stump-form Avith a curious

and typical crown.

Fig. 55.—Extra median incisor in left upper jaw (European skull 503, W.R.U.
The median and lateral incisors are of normal size and formation.

Occasionally a condition of imperfect developmental separa-

tion of two teeth is met Avith in either the milk or the perma-

nent dentition (Fig. 56-^) or the germ of the upper lateral in-

cisor may be altogether absent.

Very rarely has apparent duplication of the permanent ca-

nine been recorded.

Sometimes small tooth masses have been observed in Man,

but more often in Anthropoids on the buccal aspect of the pre-

molars, both betAveen these tAvo teeth and betAveen the second
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FIG. 50.—ANOMALIES OF THE Hr:\rAX DEXTITIOX.

A. Left upper deciduous lateral incisor and canine develop-
mentally fused (from cast by Dr. 'SI. J. Cramer).
The corresponding teeth of the right side were nor-

mally formed.

B. Secondary elongation of third lower molar from develop-
mental increase in size of the talonid and deficiency

in transverse growth (Colored skull 486, W.R.U.).

C. Presence of fourth molar (European skull loaned by Mr.
B. H. Broadl)ent.) This tooth which can be seen still

embedded in the jaw is of typical molar size and
form and occurs only on the left side of the mandible.

D. TJetained upper milk canine and second molar. Deficiency
of metacone in second permanent molar (European
skull .'{17, W.K.U.). The ])ermanent canine and second
premolar can be seen uneruj>ted below the correM}H)nd-

ing deciduo\is teeth in this man of .{.) years. There is

deficiency in growth of tlu^ alveolar ])rocess of the

jaw in the vicinity of these teeth.- Absence of the

metacone is a not infriMpient condition in the second
maxillary molar.

E. Stump-like left U|)per third mohir (Colored skull 52:].

W.R.U.).

F. Paramolar of the cusp tvpe attached to left u])per second
molar (Colored skull '416, W.R.U.).

Cr. Paramolar of the cusp tvpe attached to lower riyht third

molar (Colored skull 388, W.R.U.).

H. Carabelli's tubercle on right n]»per llrst molar (European
skull 392, W.R.U.).

I. Extra cusp between metaconid and entoconid on right

lower first molar (European skull 471, W.R.U.)

.

.T. Retained right lower second deciduous molar (Colored

skull 441, W.K.U.). Note how all the molars are

coated with tartar on this side. The left teeth are

clean. There is no sign of a second premolar.
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premolar and the first molar of the maxilla. Indeed such

anomalies as have already been touched upon are much more
frequent in the upper than in the lower jaw. It is variation

in the molar series Avhich occurs most frequently and has at-

tracted greatest attention.

Anomalies among the molars affect number and appearance.

Extra teeth and extra cusps are in some instances indeed inti-

mately related in oi-igin but since this is not always so one

must carefully avoid generalizations in discussing anomalies.

The variation in size of the last molar and its not infrequent

absence indicate a condition of instability in this region but

the fact that the last molar is smaller than the others and is

often lacking in the normal molar cusp formation does not

in itself indicate degeneration in the modei'n human dentition.

As we have already seen these features occur in fossil ]\Ian:

they are present also even in primitive ^Mammals and they seem

to result from there being no tooth Avith which it may occlude

behind the third molar.

It has been shown pi'eviously that in the specialized Negro

race there is a marked tendency to elongation of the last lower

melar through exaggerated size of the hypoconulid (Fig. 56-^).

The same feature has been noted in the Gorilla and Orang

among Anthropoids and in all the most specialized of the

Old-World iVIonkeys. We are also familiar with its occurrence

in the purely herbivorous Marsupials and shall meet it again

in other orders of IMammals where it is likewise a secondary

adaptation.

It is a curious and as yet unexplained fact that, whereas ex-

treme reduction of the last molar is more frequently observed

in the maxilla, actual absence of this tooth occurs more often

in the mandible. In many people none of the wisdom teeth

erupt at all. On the other hand, a foui'th molar may be found

in either jaw (Pig. 56-C) especially in the Negro and in Melane-

sian races. It is also observed occasionally in the Gorilla and

much more frequently in the Orang in which a fifth tooth has

been noted in rare instances. Accessory molars are very infre-
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qiient ill the Gibbon and in the Old-World ^[onkej^s in which

latter family their rarity may be connected with the tendency

to elongation of the normal third molar. Among American

Monkeys Ateleus, also an advanced form, shows this anomaly

most often and again the very specialized genus Lemur exhibits

it more frequently than the relatively primitive genera of the

Lemuroidea. In other orders the anomaly appears constantly

in the aberrant canine Otocyon, in the very specialized Armadil-

los and toothed Whales, and among Marsupials in the Banded

Anteater. It seems, therefore, to be a secondary progression

occurring more frequently with increasing specialization until

it becomes normal in very aberrant types.*

We have already commented upon the relative instability

of the second and third molars in the human dentition. The

second upper especially in White races tends to lose its hypo-

cone (see Fig. 54). It may lose its metacone also in which

case the not infrequent condition represented hi Fig. 56-I>

results. Again both these cusps may be rudimentary or absent

in the third upper molar Avhich may be reduced indeed to a

simple stump-like tooth (Fig. 56-iJ). Of the loAver molars the

second loses its hypoconulid more frequently than the third

(see Fig. 53) and only the first exhibits this cusp with any

regularity.

Regarding the increase in number of cusps of the molars there

are several types and the causes underlying these differ in them-

selves. One not infrequently finds an accessor}^ cusp on the

second or third molar fused with the paracone in the upper

(Fig. 56-i^) or with the protoconid in the lower tooth (Fig. 56-G)

.

To these we shall return in a moment. There is sometimes a

supernumerary cusp on the mesial side of the molar fused with

the anterior aspect of the protocone in the upper tooth (Cara-

belli's tubercle, Fig. 56-^), or with the eiitoconid of the loAver.

-The former of these is stated by some to represent the cingular

cusp in the corresponding situation in the upper molar of the

*It is probable that the six successive molars of the Elephant really represent three
deciduous and three permanent teeth.
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Lemur (Fig. 36) but if this is so the product iou of the cusp is

the result of parallel evolutiou. According to Bolk the extra

cusp occurring on the palatal side of the upper molar and on

the lingual side of the lower corresponds to a fourth molar and
is genetically different from that on the lateral aspect of the

tooth.

In the lower molar the hypoconulid is found subdivided not

infrequently, a condition analagous to the splitting of the

metacone of the last upper molar seen in the Koala (Fig. 24).

Again the lower molars, as in Fig. 56-/, are apt to present a

sixth cusp on the lingual side of the crown between the meta-

conid and the entoconid. This occurs as a small tubercle al-

most regularly in the Gorilla and is found also in many Eocene

Primates (see page .144).

Returning now to the accessory cusp on the lateral aspect of

the molars it should be noted that sometimes an extra tooth

Avith a simple crown occurs in the interval between the molars

in either the upper or lower jaw and it is impossible to avoid

the conclusion that the accessoi*y cusp really represents this

supernumerary tooth imperfectly separated off from the normal

molar. The extra tooth invariably occurs in the same situation

but in the upper jaAv, if it be imperfectly separated from the

permanent Jiiolai', it is represented usually as a cusp whereas

in the mandi])le it most frequently occurs as an accessory root

between and lateral to the two normal roots. The presence of

this anomaly in its various forms has furnished Bolk with

grounds for a theory that the fii'st molai', in which he avers

such an abnormality is never found, belongs to the milk denti-

tion along with the supei'uumei'ary denticles just described,

which may or may not fuse with the second and third molars,

and that the second and third successional molars with the

occasional fourth belong rightly to the permanent set. Before

this view is accepted, however, it must be subjected to further

critical examination.

Before terminating this very rapid and by no means complete

review of anomalies in the human dentition it is necessary to
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pause for a few moments that we may note the retention of

milk teeth.

Too commonly current is the impression that some defective

eruption of the corresponding successional tooth results from this

retention and that if the offending temporary member be ex-

tracted the permanent tooth Avill come normally into place.

Retention of certain milk teeth is by no means confined to the

human race (see Fig. 33). Indeed among the insectivorous

Hedgehogs it is said, though not proved, to be the rule. It

occurred occasionally in the Xeandertal race (Fig. 51) and

is present in some cases of general disease such as rickets.

Any one of the temporary teeth in either jaw may be re-

tained for many yeai's ])eyond the age at Avhich it is normally

lost, perhaps even throughout life (Fig. 56-D,J). In many
cases a corresponding pei-manent tooth is pi-esent but under-

goes mal-eruption. The most significant condition is met with

in the case of the second milk molar Avhich is retained perhaps

more frequeni:ly than any other milk tooth. It may be nor-

mally formed even as to the curve of its roots and nor-

mally erupted yet the germ of the successional second premolar

may be wholly absent without apparent cause. Except after

a radiogram has been taken to ascertain the presence and situa-

tion of the premolar and the chances of its being induced to

come into normal occlusion no sound second milk molar should

be extracted.

Sometimes the milk tooth fails to ])e in proper occlusion after

the permanent teeth erupt on each side of it but this is by no

means always the case. The retained deciduous tooth may
remain healthy and useful throughout life. Its position with

regard to the successional set varies somewhat but very fre-

quently its occlusal surface reaches the plane of the occlusal

surface of the first permanent molar with which it forms a well

marked line of contact. Its longitudinal axis often forms an

angle with that of the first molar since it naturally retains the

orientation it possessed Avhen occluding with the rest of the

milk deiitition which is set in an arcade of .radius less than

that of the permanent dental arch.
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THE EDENTATES

RETROGRESSION IN EVOLUTION

Oi'if^in and peculiarities of the Edentata—Relation of loss of

teeth to skull form—Extinct Ai'madillos—The zygoma

—

Experimental results of loss of teeth—Interpretation of

changes in the human skull—Old-World Edentates.

The animals included within the order Edentata are un-

doubtedly iiiodei'n representatives of stocks diffei*entiating in

very remote times from genei'al manniialian ancestoi's. It is

dou])tful if all belong in reality to a single oi'der; indeed it is

becoming usual to subdivide them in the follo^ving manner:

the African Aard-varks as possibly related to the veiy early and

primitive I^ngulates; the Oriental Pangolins of unknown an-

cestry; and the American Edentates, the Sloths, Armadillo-;,

and Anteaters, now widely divergent in superficial features but

without doubt of common derivation.

The name of the order is itself particulai'ly unfortunate

since only the Anteaters and Pangolins are entirely toothless

and even in the jaws of these animals vestiges of tooth bands

have been discovered. Nevertheless, all members of the order

lack median incisors and in this restricted sense they are en-

titled to the term Edentata.

As regards milk dentition no indication has yet been dis-

covered in the Sloths. On the other hand, temporar}^ teeth

have been found in the Aard-vark and in the Armadillos.

In general it may be said that although the teeth of the

Edentates vary in number from^ in the Sloths to as many as

100 in one of the Armadillos they always present certain gen-

. 164
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oral cliaraeters. They are devoid of enamel; their cusps are

quickly lost and become replaced by more or less wedge-shaped

surfaces, the result of alternate occlusion ; they possess perma-

nent pulps and are hypsodont in appearance. These features

all indicate the ver}- specialized position of the Edentate

dentition.

The American Edentates are well known in Miocene times

and there are scattered fragments especially of the Armadillos

from yet earlier deposits. Even in the Miocene however the

teeth display the same general characters as they do today and

the loss of the enamel must therefore be of great antiquity,

though even yet a rudiment of the enamel organ persists in

the developing teeth. It is quite probable that the American

Edentates at least originated from the mammalian stock in

Mesozoic times befoi*e the differentiation of Insectivora or the

ancestors of the Carnivora and of the Ungulata ; indeed some

go so far as to suggest for them the formation of a special

subclass.

A glance at the several skulls (Fig. 57) shows at once that

there is not much to be learned in the present study from the

teeth themselves but there are marked differences in the skulls,

in part the result of the dental condition. Naturally the skull

varies considerably in form and proportions according to the

character of the food and the manner of feeding but very

closely associated with these are the type and even the occur-

rence of teeth. The Sloths are vegetarians and have a short

rounded head with a small face. The Armadillos, largely car-

rion feeders, possess a flat low skull with a tapering and more

or less elongated muzzle. The Anteaters, the diet of Avhich is

indicated by their name, exhibit a long narrow almost cylin-

drical skull, the jaws being long and very slender. In the Sloth

the cond3'le of the mandible lies a short distance above the

plane of the teeth; in the Armadillo it may be relatively high;

in the Anteater the mandible is very attenuated and delicate

and possesses only a vestigial condyle raised but slightly above

the mandibular body and the coronoid process is almost non
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existent. In the Santa Cruz deposits of the Miocene of Pata-

gonia hoAvever man\^ species of Armadillo were overAvhelmed

in volcanic ash and these display less uniform characters than

the existing representatives. Stegotherium for example pos-

sessing only few teetli, and these so small that they were no

Fig. 57-A and B.—Lateral aspect of skulls of:
A. Armadillo (Dasypus sexcinctus, 9.314-2).
15. Two-toed Sloth (Choloepus didactvlus, 9.313-2).

more than minute points in the gums, exhi])its a facial skele-

ton and nmndible veiy similar to those of the modern Anteater.

On the other hand Peltephilus, an Armadillo described by

Scott as looking like a tiny Rhinoceros in armor, had a man-
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dihle the two halves of Avhich were fused together at the

symphysis while the condyle was placed at the level of the

teeth thus I'esembling in these respects the Two-toed Sloth.

Comparing the skull of the Armadillo with that of the Sloth

or better with that of the Anteater we are impressed by its

angularity, by the prominent muscular i-idges especially those

of the neck muscles hafting the head on to the trunk, by the

Fi(?. 57-C and D.—Lateral aspects of skulls of:

C. Aard-vark (Orycteropus capensis, 01)erlin College Collection).

D. Anteater (Tamandua tetradactyla, 9.311-1).

Note the slenderness of the mandible in D, and of the edentulous portion in C,
the reduction in ruggedness of the skull and the small size of the temjjoral attach-
ments in the Anteater compared with the skulls of other Edentates.

tapering of the anterior part of the mandi])ular body and by

the slender cylindrical muzzle in front of the first upper teeth.

The stout zygoma of the Armadillo attracts attention since the

two component parts of this arch do not meet in the Sloth and

are even less developed in the Anteater. Variation in form of
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the zygoma is not directly connected with the state of the den-

tition and it must therefore be ignored in our present surve3\

In spite of the relative smoothness of the Sloth's skull care-

ful observation shows that although the occiput slopes upward
and forward and does not display powerful muscular impres-

sions the masticatory muscles are quite well developed. The

area of origin of the bulky temporal muscle is large and

rough. The zygomatic arch for the attachment of the masseter,

in spite of its incompleteness, is powerfully built and the man-

dible shows areas also indicative of large temporal and mas-

seter muscles. But turning to the Anteater Ave find quite a

different state of affairs. The mandible is reduced to a mere

splinter of bone showing the usual inferior dental and mental

foramina since the lower lip must receive its sensory nerves

though the teeth be absent, but in spite of a clearly defined

angle the condyle is rudimentary and the coronoid a mere ves-

tige. The last named feature suggests a poorly developed tem-

poral muscle and on reference to the skull it is seen that the

surface of origin of this muscle is restricted to a tiny postor-

bital area. The masseteric attachments are relatively less

greatly reduced but they are small and the pterygoid attach-

ments almost non-existent. There is a concavity of the palate

and weakness in the facial skeleton together with a rounding of

the occipital area all clearly indicating the effect of absence of

teeth.

The lesson to be learned fi-om the Edentates is then that the

absence of teeth results in weakness of the mandible and facial

skeleton, greatly reduced size of the masticatory muscles and

general smoothness of the skull. We note moreover that these

features may be distinguished independently of the type of

skull.

Some years ago Professor Anthony in Paris compared the

skull of a dog from Avhich six months before he had extracted

all the teeth Avith that of another animal of the same Aveight

from the same litter. The features Avhich avc have just ob-
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served in the skull of the Anteater Professor Anthony noted

in less degree certainly but just as distinctly in the edentulous

dog. There were a weak niandi])le, the rounding of the occiput,

the concavity of the palate, the Aveakness and falling in of the

Fig. 58.—The huniaa iiiamlible at different ages (one-half natural size).

A illustrates the appearance shortly before birth.

]> represents the mandible of a child of four years in whom all the temporary
teeth have appeared.

C shows the mandible of an adult with complete permanent dentition.
D represents the senile mandible after the loss of all teeth.

zygoma, the small areas of muscular attachment and the

smooth and rounded skull.

The features of the old partially or wholly edentulous human
being now become explicable. The rounded weak jaAV, the ap-
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proximation of the nose and chin, the hollowness of the cheeks

and temples from wasting of the muscles, the loss of angularity

in the skull and the thin tapering neck are apparent in life.

Precisely the opposite is noted during adolescence as the milk

dentition becomes replaced by the occluding permanent set.

Certain local features such as the increase in size of the alveolar

portions of the jaAvs are the direct result of the development

of teeth but the permanent dentition must be present in occlu-

sion before the full complement of secondary masticatorv

Fig. 59.—Skull of younp Gorilla superposed iii)on that of an adult animal. (After
Keith.) Note that with the api)eari!nce of the ])ernianent teeth the temporal and
occipital muscles grow so large that additional crests are formed upon the skull for
thtir accommodation and att.ichmcnt.

features appears. In Fig. 58 Ave have reproduced the char-

acteristics of the mandible at different periods of life. To
render more clearly the changes Avhich the skull undergoes

during adolescence refei'ence should be made to Fig. 59 which

represents the skull of an infant Goi-illa superposed upon that

of an adult. This illustration serves to indicate the changes

brought about indirectly through the functional use of the

teeth.

After this digression we return to the discussion of those
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p]dentates still remaining, namely the Old-World members of

the order.

The skull of the Pangolin recalls at once the general features

of the skull of the American Anteater. This curious scaly

Oriental Mammal, also an Anteater in habit, is nevertheless

widely removed from the American form and the relationship

of the two animals is very distant if indeed it exists at all.

No teeth are present although vestiges have been found. The

features consequent upon absence of teeth occur in the Pangolin

as well as in the Annrican Anteater. Thus is presented a case

of parallel evolution of Avhieh the stimulating factor is known.

It is the absence of teeth which has brought about the appar-

ent similarity of the two forms.

It is probable that the Aard-vark (Fig. 57) was originally

derived from a mammalian stock possessing the typical placen-

tal dental formula:

;V r 4' H

but the numl)er of cheek teeth has increased during evolution to

'- although the anterior members of the series like the in-

cisors and canines are quickly lost. The effect of absence of

teeth upon the anterior part of the maxilla and mandible is

clearly seen. The cheek teeth have the form of double. columns

lacking enamel and similar in all general respects to the teeth

of the American Edentates but differing in their histological

pattern. The milk teeth are brachyodont and each possesses

two roots. This curious African Anteater possesses a brain

which Elliot Smith states is ''distinctly comparable with a

primitive Ungulate type '

' and although there may be some dis-

tant relationship, as yet unproven in entirety, with the Ameri-

j?an Edentates, this speculation is all that we can offer at pres-

ent regarding its ancestry.



CHAPTER X

THE CARNIVORES

DIVERGENCE IN EVOLUTION

The unity of the oi-der—Ancestral impoi-taiice of the Do<]:s—The

primitive position of the Civets—The Hyenas—Specialized

position of the Cats—Peculiarities of the Weasels—The

Raccoons and Bears—Specialized and al)errant features oi

the Pinnipedia.

The Fissipedia

The order Carnivora today comprises two great suborders:

the Fissipedia including the Dogs, Cats, Bears, Raccoons, Civets,

Hyenas and AVeasels; and the Pimiipedia under which title

are ranged the Sea-Lions, the Seals and the Walrus. The

ancestry of the Pinnii)edia is very impei'fectly known and Ave

shall therefore refei- to tliem only in the In-iefest manner after

the other more typical suborder has been considered.

Modern Fissipedia are Avidely divergent in habit and in

physical characters and but for their history as elicited from

the rocks it Avould be realized with difficulty that they have

all a common origin. To understand this common origin Ave

must touch upon another suborder of the Carnivora, a group

of animals long extinct and known as the Creodonta. The

recorded history of the Creodonts began in the Paleocene and

they become finall}^ extinct in the Oligocene. They Avere very

varied in character, being carnivorous or omnivorous and some

of them very possibly insectivorous in habit. As a rule the

dentition Avas:

• 172
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l|, Cy-l'I'^f
f-^*'^'^'^-^-

though sometimes a tooth at the premolar-molar junction Avas

lost. The Ci'eodonta, forerunners of the modern Carnivores.

Avere themselves derived from ^[esozoic ancestors the characters

of Avhich are estimated by Dr. Gregory to have been, amonfj;

others, the followino': 'Small, semi-arboreal, insectivorous and

partly carnivorous Placentals Avith a dentnl foi-mnla:

3. 1 . 4. 3

3.1.4.3,

a Avell-developed milk dentition, small ti'itubei'cular upper

molars, simple premolars, small simple canines, incisors of op-

posite sides ari'anged in convergent rather than tfansverse

series. The muzzle Avas broad and heavy, the skull constricted

back of the oi-bits, the brain-case very small, pi'obably sur-

mounted by a long low sagittal crest, the zygomata not large.

Thus the ancestral Cai-nivoi-es Avould ai)])r()ach the ancestral

Insectivores Avitli Avhich they had common foi*e?"unners al-

though the}^ early began to assume predaceous flesh-eating

habits, to increase in size and to become adapted for living

upon the ground.

Of the Creodonta one family, the Miacidae, small animals none

of Avhich attained the size of a fox, is especially significant

since its members possessed so many characters in connnon

Avith the primitive Fissipedia that some authors class them

Avithin this suborder. Perhaps one of their most striking fea-

tures is the constant occurrence of specialization of the last

upper premolar and the first loAver molar for the purpose of

shearing flesh. To these teeth Cuvier long ago gave the name

carnassial: they are often noAV called sectorial but either term

is equalh^ expressive of their function. This specialization of

j^:. is found in the Fissipedia though it is not equally marked

in all families.

Of the Tissipedia the Dogs probably represent the central
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line of development and this famil}^ arose imperceptibly from

ancestral Creodonts during the upper Eocene. Almost as old

though not so clearly defined in origin the Civets also developed

in the upper Eocene. In the Oligocene the Cats appeared with

shortening of the skull, increase in the size of certain teeth,

and reduction in their number and cusps. At this time also

we find the earliest Weasels in which again the skull was

shortened. From the Dogs in the lower Miocene originated the

Raccoons and in the upper Pliocene the Bears, in both cases the

teeth increasing in complexity. Lastly the Hyaenas differen-

tiated in the lower Pliocene, prol)ably from the Civels. It is

therefore most instructive to take up the consideration of these

families with the origin of each in mind. Animals which are

solitary rather than gregarious natui'ally Avill leave fewer fos-

silized traces of their existence and lieiice tlie history of the

Carnivoi'es is not known with the same precision as that of the

Ungulates^: indeed it is only in the Dogs that the ancestry

can be traced back to its inception without a break. In each

family progressive features have appeared with change in

habits and these have occurred along parallel lines as in other

orders. In the chapter on the Primates Ave have devoted con-

siderable space to the study of parallelism in evolution. "We

must therefore be content simjoly to outline the general fea-

tures of the existing Carnivore families.

First then Ave take up the Canidae: the Dogs Wolves and

Foxes. Of these the Dogs and the Wolves have very similar

dentitions although the domesticated Dogs are less purely

flesh-eaters than the Wolves: the Fox dentition is easily dis-

tinguished. Dogs of the middle Pliocene possess skeletons

scarcely distinguishable from those of today and so far back as

the middle Miocene the differences are very small. The fore-

runner of the Canidae in the loAver Miocene does not differ

greatly from the modern Wolf. But the loAver Oligocene an-

cestor shows so many feline features as to render it probable

that here we have the commencing divergence of the Cats from

the Dogs.
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Fjo-. GO illust rates tlie dcMitition of tlio Do":, Canis familiaris.

The superficial resemblance to the marsupial Thylacine (Fig.

20) Avill l)e immediately recognized but there is no real simi-

larity and a second glance shows that the teeth differ consider-

ably in the two animals although elongated jaws and the

carnivoi'ous adaptation are present in both. Primitive fea-

tures are seen in the Dog in the Ioav position of the condyle, in

the termination of the palate near the hinder upper molar and

Fig. oO.—Dentition of Dog (Canis familiaris, 9.7424-43). Note the markedly sec-

torial last upper premolar and first lower molar, the loss of the last upper and the

diminutive size of the last lower molar.

in several dental characters such as the tritubercular formation

only slightly modified in the upper molars. The dental for-

mula is:

3 14 2
l|, Cp P-,M-.totaU2.

and thus lacks onl}' one upper molar of the complete placental

dentition.

The incisors gradually increase from the first to the third
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which is caniniform in the upper jaw. The curved nature of

the upper incisor ci'OAvns enables their tips to point downward;

the lower teeth slope obliquely upward; all have a well-marked

cingulum on the inner aspect and tend toward a trefoil design.

The canines are long but not so typically carnivorous as in the

Cat. The premolars are simple except the last upper tooth

and display the primitive increase in size from before back-

ward. The sectorial fourth upper premolar exhibits what

corresponds to the metacone-metastyle shear of the Insectivore

molar together with a low palatal cusp borne on a separate

root; this tooth shears lateral to the sectorial first lower molar.

Til the maxilla the thii-d molai' is non-existent and the second

reduced. The first is large and shows the three cusps of the tri-

gon with a well-developed palartal cingulum and a small hypo-

cone. The same features on a much smaller scale distinguish

the second molar. The first mandilmlar molar has a pro-

nounced protoconid-paraconid shear with a diminutive cingu-

lar cusp taking the place of the metaconid:'* the talonid is

low and presents two cusps the hypoconid and the entoconid

;

its ti'igonid is thus developed for sectorial purposes. The sec-

ond molar is small with protoconid and metaconid both low

and a basin-shaped talonid: the third is greatly reduced and

simi)lified, even non-existent in many cases.

Passing next to the equally primitive Civets we take as our

example the Indian Rasse, Viverra malaccensis (Fig. 61) the

smallest of the true Civets, an animal which is still ai'boreal

in habit, rapacious, living upon such small animals as it can

catch but also probably upon insects as the sharp cusps of its

molars indicate. The jaws are elongated, the incisors set more

transversely than in the Dog, the condjde is low and the palate

extends only a short distance behind the molars. The dental

formula of the Rasse is:

*In the Carnivora there is a tendency to lose the metaconid. This is especially

ohvious in the sectorial first lower molar.
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l|, CpPj, M|.total40.

Ill the specimen floured U\o left lower incisors and one

pi'eniolar have been lost during life. The incisors are built

upon the same plan as in the Doj^^ and the canines are long,

the premolars increase in size from before backward and the

fourth lower tooth is molariform. The sectorial fourth upper

premolar is also molariform in appearance showing a molar-

like trigon with all three cusps and a metacone-metastyle

shear. The upper molars remain almost typically tritubercu-

Fig. 61.—Dentition of Indian Rasse (\'iverra malaccens's, 9.7422-3). A repre-
sentative of a family as ancient as the Dogs. The third lower molar is eliminated from
this dentition as well as the corresponding upper tooth.

lar but the second is greatly reduced. The sectorial first

lower molar has a large trigonid and a low basin-shaped talonid

each showing the full complement of three cusps. The second

molar is reduced practically to a talonid, the protoconid and

paraconid being absent.

There is great variation in the dentition of the Civets (Viver-

ridae) according to the food habits (see Fig. 99), the Fossa of

Madagascar a purely carnivorous form possessing teeth like
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the Cats and the oriental Binturong having teeth with low,

mound-like cusps. To this subject of dental variation with

food habits in the Carnivora Ave shall return later (see page

270).

The Hyaenas, like the Civets from Avhich they arose, never

penetrated to the Avestern hemisphere. They are carrion feed-

ers Avith the teeth specially modified for the purpose of crush-

ing bones. The rugged strength of the skull is observed at a

glance. Large rough areas accommodate the poAverful masti-

catory and neck muscles associated Avith such stout teeth.

Each cheek tooth possesses a pronounced cingulum to protect

the soft tissues of the gum against lacei-ation from splinters of

cj-ushod bone. The dental formula is:

if, (:pP|,MY.total.S4.

•' PIThe sectoi-ial teelh are a^ usiial ^ and though there are three

varieties of Hyaena these shoAv only minor diffei-ences in their

dentition. Tie uppei* molar is reduced in all but nioi*e in the

Spotted Hyaena than in the. Sti'iped ; the lower molar also is

more specialized in the SpottkT Hyaena, having lost its metaco-

nid and possessing a mere vestige of a talonid. A closely asso-

ciated animal, the Aai'd-Avolf, also a carrion feeder, exhibits a

very degenerate dentition Avhich hoAvever need not detain us.

At the beginning of this chapter it Avas observed that the

Cats differentiated in the Oligocene from ancestors common
to them and to the Dogs. In the Cats (Felidae) Ave find marked

sho7*tening of the jaAvs Avith reduction and great modification

of the teeth. The dental foi-mula is:

8 13 1

I^, Cp P^j.My.total.SO.

The upper anterior premolar is often absent but otherAvise the

dentition is uniform throughout the family practically all of
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which feed solely upon warm-blooded animals. In the Cats,

therefore, the purely carnivorous dentition is seen in its full

perfection.

In the domestic Cat, Felis domesticus (Fig. 62) the incisors

are small and set transversely; the canines are long; the first

upper premolar very small, often absent; the second larger,

the third sectorial. The two lower premolars are comparatively

simple and the second is the larger; the single upper molar ves-

Fig. 62.—Dentition of Cat (Felis domesticus, 9.7421-13). The Cats exhibit the extreme
type of carnivorous dentition.

tigial and the lower sectorial. The last upper (sectorial) pre-

molar shows a molariform appearance with a trigon and a meta-

cone-metastyle shear. The lower molar, also sectorial, has lost

all vestige of cusps save the protoconid and the paraconid which

form a typical carnassial shear.

Jn this family as in the Carnivora as a rule the condyle is low

and the palate terminates near the level of the last molar.

It becomes apparent then that the low position of the condyle

is the most satisfactory for the flesh-eater, and it is only in
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those the diet of which is markedly omnivorous that the con-

dyle rises. In the purely flesh-eating Mammals the glenoid fossa

is a deep transverse groove permitting of no antero-posterior or

lateral movement but this feature may also be distinct in others

of the Carnivora which indulge in a more varied diet.

The ^Eustelidae, called for the sake of simplicity the

Weasels in the earlier part of the chapter, include many and

varied (?enei'a which are very difficult to arrange. There are

Fig. 63.— Dfiitilion of Skunk (.^Icl)luli^ mephitis, y.;4J7-o). Xoli' the iieculiar

form of tlie si.igle ujiper molar. The second right lower molar is missing in this

specimen.

ottei'-like, badger-like and weasel-like forms. In this account

we can take only one and we choose therefore the common Skunk,

IMephitis mophitis (Fig. 63) a member of the second group. Al-

though because of the small size and fragilit}' of the skulls of this

familj^ the records of its history are by no means complete we
know from Oligocene ancestors that considerable changes

have occurred in the skull during the evolution of the Muste-

lidae and that the skull is now much shorter than it was. In

genei'al the skulls of the IMustelinae are most like those of the
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Bears and Raccoons but are readily distin«jfuished from those

of all other Carnivores by the peculiar shape of the single upper

molar. The inner part of this tooth has a greater antero-pos-

terior measurement than the outer part, although this character

is not always very pronounced. In the Skunk, for example,

it is slight.

The Skunk feeds on mice, frogs and eggs, Avoi-ms, i-oots and

berries, but in addition it desti-oys more insects than all our

other ^lammals put together. It is both arboreal and fossorial

in habit. The dental formula is:

l|, rY.p|,M^.total.S4.

The small transversely set incisors and the long canines both

adapted for carnivorous food call for no comment. The pre-

molars increase in size backAvard and are all simple except the

last upper tooth which is sectorial though by no means pro-

nouncedly so. The sharp cusps of the cheek teeth bespeak the

pre-eminence of this animal as an insect-eater. The upper

nu)lar has a Avell developed external cingulum upon which the

usual thi'ee styles can be distinguished; the internal cingulum

rising into a hypocone behind is also very large. The lower

molars resemble (piite closeh' those of the Rasse already de-

scribed but their cusps are not quite so needle-like. The first

molar is not at all strongly sectorial; it possesses trigonid

and talonid both with a full complement of cusps. The second

as in Viverra is greatly reduced and exhibits practically only

the talonid.

The next famih^ to receive attention, the Raccoons or Procy-

onidae, is almost exclusively American, there being only one

representative in the Old World, the Panda of the Himalayas.

As already stated the family arose from the ancestors of the

Dogs in the lower Miocene. One of the principal dental fea-

tures of tjie early differentiation of the Raccoons Avas the

change taking place in the sectorial fourth upper premolar. A
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diminution in the sectorial character of this tootli began to

occur together with the appearance of a postero-internal cusp.

Other features were the corresponding diminution of the shear-

ing edge of the first lower molar and the transformation of

the first upper molar into subquadrate shape. Similar stages

to these are even now to be observed in the comparison of the

Cacomistle (Bassai'is), the Coati (Nasua) and the Raccoon

(Proc3^on) (see Fig. 100) : the first shows a sectorial premolar

Fig. 64.—Dentition of Coati-numdi (Xasua nanca, 9.7425-4). Note the diminution of
sectorial features in the last upper i)remolar and first lower molar.

with a fair sheni' and no postero-intci'ual cusp, and a first up-

per molar narrow antero-posteriorly; the second, diminution of

the premolar shear with a small postero-internal cusp and a sub-

quadrate first upper molar; the third, a greatly transformed

premolar and a subquadrate molar.

As an example of the family we shall take the Coati-mundi,

Nasua narica (Fig. 64) from tropical America. This is a gre-

garious beast, hunting in small troops and feeding upon fruits,

young birds, eggs, lizards and insects. Its dental formula is:
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l|, C7, P7. :^l|. totaUO.
o 1 4 —

The incisors call for no comment but the canines are nar-

row, blade-like and characteristically turned outward. The

four premolars increase in size and complexity from before

backward, the last in each series being quite molariform. On

the fourth upper premolar Avhich has lost its sectorial character

almost completely the small postero-internal cusp previously

mentioned is apparent. The first upper molar is subquadrate

Avith a hypocone of fair size ; the second is smaller and ti'itu-

berculai'. The fii-st mandil)ulai" molar presents a trigonid of

Avhich the metaconid is more prominent than the other two

cusps and a large talonid the breadth of which is greater than

that of the trigouid. The second is similar but has lost its

])ara('()nid and has a better mai'ked hypoconulid upon its

talonid.

The last family of the Fissipedia remaining for consideration

is that of the Bears (Ursidae), Avhich in spite of their present

considerable differences in structure can be traced back to

canine forms of the upper Pliocene. The specimen figured

is the somewhat deformed skull of a young female American

Black Bear, Ursus americanus (Fig. 65). The example Avas

chosen in spite of its defects, because the full quota of upper

premolars is still present on the right side and the cusps of

the cheek teeth are but little Avorn. The food of the Black

Bear consists, according to Dr. Merriam, ''not only of mice and

other small mammals, turtles, frogs and fish, but also ants

and their eggs, bees and their honey, cherries, blackberries,

raspberries, blueberries and various other fruits, vegetables,

and roots." The dental formula is:

In the Bears the three anterior premolars are rudimentary
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and are frequently missing; the second is lost in early adult

life.

In the example figured one of the lower incisors is missing.

The incisors and canines do not differ in any important par-

ticular from those of other Carnivores. Of the premolars the

upper fourth calls for notice since it has lost its sectorial char-

acter and is a much simplified tooth. In the present specimen

the premolars still in place on the right side are
128 4

i 4
and

Kig. 65.—Dentitioii of American Black Bear (I'rsus americanus. 9.742(>-(i). Ob-
seive that almost all trace is lost of sectorial fea'.urcs in the teeth. Compare the molar
crowns with those of the Baboon (Fig. 43).

1 S 4
on the left -

;, ,
. The upper molars arc elongated aiitero-

posteriorly, especially the second, with low, rounded cusps on

their crowns obviously very specialized, and the lower molars

are also greatly transformed for, although the first and second

show clearly their derivation from the typical form possessing

trigonid and talonid each Avith the full complement of cusps,

the third presents a crenated surface with no definite cusps.
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The sectorial character of the first lower molar is almost com-

pletely absent.

In the Beai's as in the other families diff'ei'ent species ex-

hibit various stages of specialization and adaptation but we
liave already sufficiently emphasized this point in discussing

previous groups.

The Pinnipedia

The history of the aciuatic Carnivoi'a is almost a blank page

in paleontology and we know but little of their affinities. It

has been suggested that they are related to the early Creodonts.

Of late the Creodont theory has been displaced ])y one Avhich

would derive them from some form related to the ''Bear

dogs" of the Miocene ])ut this suggested oi-igin again is not

very clearly demonstrated. Certain resemblances Avhich may
imply a relationship to the Walrus have been pointed out by

Dr. Matthew in the Eocene Insectivoi-e Pantolestcs. AVe can

only say at present that there is no doubt that the foi-erunnei-s

of this order were terrestrial IMamiuals with a typical and com-

plete dental formula and furthermoi'c that it does not take

very long, geologically speaking, for a ti'itubercular molar to

retrogress into a simple conical tooth.

Of the Pinnipedia there are three existing families, the Sea-

lions, Walruses and Seals, of which the last mentioned are in

general the most specialized. Nevertheless the Walrus has a

curiously aberrant dentition and in this feature must take the

place furthest fi-om typical Carnivora.

The Sea-lions, least aberrant of the group, are represented in

Fig. 66, Avhich is an illustration of the jaws of the common
Gillespie's Sea-lion, Zalophus californianus. This animal in its

general anatomical characters is the least removed of all the

Pinnipedia from the terrestrial Carnivora. In most members of

the suborder the milk teeth are shed about the time of birth,

but in Zalophus they remain in situ for a few weeks. The food

of this animal consists of fish, molluscs and sea-foAvl. The

dental formula is:
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I^, Cp P|.MY.t()tal84.

The third upper incisor is caniniform, each of the others

shows a Avell-marked notch on the crown somcAvhat similar to

that observed in terrestrial Carnivora. The lower incisors are

slightly procumbent. The canines are stout and slightly com-

pressed, the upper ones vertical, the lowers directed somewhat
outward. The premolars and molar of the maxilla are sec-

ondarily simple teeth each Avith a well-marked cingulum sur-

rounding the base of the crown. Their single cusp probably

Kig. 66.— Lateral view of skull of Gillcsiiic's Sea-lion (,Zaloi>luis californianus, 9.7451-1).

Note the secondary reversion of the check teeth to conical form.

represents the paracone. The mandibular cheek teeth are also

simple but the basal cingulum rises into a small cusp in front

and behind the apex of the tooth Avhich may be the homologue

of the protoconid.

The Seals differ quite considerably according to species in

the number of their incisors and their cheek teeth show var}^-

ing degrees of reduction to a simple or a secondarily tricono-

dont form. The fact that great variation occurs even among

individuals indicates that this family is even now evolving at

a rapid rate.

The Walrus, Odobenus rosmarus, is a gigantic animal living
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on bivalvecl molluscs, shrimps, saiidwormi; and starfishes,

Its functional dental formula is:

In the young, however, the dental formula is:

All the teeth ai*e secondarily simple and retrogressed save

the enormous upper canines which are almost as long in the

female as in the male and ai'c used by the animal in digging

up molluscs from the mud and in clambering over the ice.



CHAPTER XI

THE RODENTS

A STUDY IN THE EVOLUTION OF HERBIVOROUS TYPES

]^)dent sul)()]'dei's—History of the Simplicidentata—Primitive

inodei'ii sqiiiri-el-likc foims—The adaptation of the Rat

to an omnivorous diet—Increasing specialization in the

Porcupines—Extreme herbivorous adaptation in the Pata-

gonian Cavy—Dentition of the Ra])bit—History of the

Duplicidentata—Convergent evolution in Rodents, Mar-

supials and l*rimates.

The Rodents, the skulls of whicli ai'e easily distinguished by

chisel-like incisoi-s and the hiatus between these and the cheek

teetli. ai'c of world-wide disti'ibution, some even having reached

Austi'alia. So numerous and varied are they that it is impos-

sible to describe them adequately within the restricted compass

of this volume. The best we can do is to indicate the general

trend of evolution within the order.

As a group the Rodents are separated into two suborders.

The Rabbits, Hares and Picas which have two pairs of upper

incisors are termed Duplicidentata whei'cas the Simplicidentata

possess only a single pair of upper incisors. The latter sub-

order includes the following sections: Sciuromorpha, squirrel-

like; IMyomorpha, mouse-like; and Hystricomorpha, porcupine-

like Mammals. Of these the Sciuromorpha are the most primi-

tive and the Hystricomorpha the most highly specialized.

Even in the Oligocene the Duplicidentata Avere almost as

greatly differentiated from contemporaiy Sciuromoi'pha as at

the present date. Hence the two suborders must have had

188
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independent histories from at least the Basal Eocene, a great

length of time which has permitted the appearance of many
convergent characters.

In the Basal Eocene Ave find the Rodents had already attained

ohvioiisly ordinal characters as in the case of the Bats, the Eden-

tates, the Cetacea and all the Ungulate orders except the Artio-

dactyla. Therefore we must infer that the point of divergence

of the Rodents from the genei*al mammalian ancestors must lie

well back in Cretaceous times. It is this oi-der which, above all

among Placentals, shows most the influence of the incisor modi-

fication in deteimining the chai'acters of the dentition. We be-

lieve the ancesti'al Rodents were semi-arboi-eal ^VFammals Avith

rather large procumbent incisors as in some modern Insectivores,

canines and anterior pi*emolars reduced and bunodont molars

adapted foi* an omnivorous diet. The Eocene genus l^aramys

displays characters of this nature.

Starting as we have usually done with a less specialized foi'm

we shall desci'ibe the dentition of Arctomys first.

Arctomys monax, the Woodchuck or fji'ound Hog (Fig. 67),

is a ^Farmot of burrowing habit and lives upon gi'ass and

clover. Although fossorial it can and does climb ti'ees both for

pleasure and for protection. Tlie Rodent features of the skull

are recognized at once. Its molar teeth do not greatly differ

fi'om the typical mannnalian form, the hindei* ends of the upper

tooth rows convei'ge but slightly and the palate ends a short

distance back of the last molar, thi-ee features previously

noted as indicating a comparatively slight degree of speciali-

zation. The tooth formula is:

1 '^ 3
IY,C^,PY,m|. total 22.

_The specimen photographed is not a completely adult skull:

the first loAver and the anterior upper cheek teeth belong to

the milk dentition and are replaced in later life by stouter

and moi*e molariform premolars. The incisors are enamel-
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coated only in front and laterally, uncompressed, broad and

powerful, beveled upon their posterior aspect and strongly

curved so that the persistently growing roots are not subject

to injury. This method of protecting tooth roots from pressure

insults is also seen to some extent in the molars but the curva-

ture is much more strongly marked in the cheek teeth of the

Wombat (page 90). The premolars and their milk predeces-

sors have already been mentioned. Although the first milk

^ooth in the upper jaw is very small it is replaced by a much

Fig. 67.—Dentition of Woodchuck (Arctomys monax, 9.3213-1). This is the skull

of a young animal. The first and second upper and the first lower cheek teeth belong
to the deciduous dentition. Observe the characteristic Rodent incisors and glenoid
fossae and also the relatively slight divergence from the primitive mammalian molar
pattern.

larger and inolariforni premolar. At first sight the molar

crowns do not appear to resemble at all closely the typical

mammalian pattern. If hoAvever the first and second upper

molars be examined with care it Avill be seen that they exhibit

a well-marked protocone from which ridges pass laterally to

the paracone and the metacone and that about midway along

the hinder ridge there is a clearly marked metaconule. Al-

ready in the ^larmot the croAvn is complicated hy the occur-
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rence of anterior and posterior cingula or accessory ridges

running laterally, the anterior terminating in a small buccal

parastyle, the posterior fading away as it nears the metacone.

There is no hypocone. In the case of the third molar the meta-

cone region is enlarged so that this tooth is the largest of all,

a character which may l)e primitive since the molars increase

progressively in size fi'om ])efore ])ackward but on the other

hand, may be secondaiy indicating the commencement of the

well recognized herbivorous specialization previously noted

on several occasions. The ci-owns of the lower molars are

rhomboidal with a basin-shaped talonid presenting hypoconid

and entoconid. The autei'ior edge of the tooth shows a small

lateral protoconid and a larger lingual cusp, the homology of

which is obscure for its position indicates that it may repre-

sent the paraconid, the metacpnid or these two cusps fused to-

gether, llei-e, again, the last tooth is the largest.

The rhomboidal character of the* lower molars is explained

by the obliquity of the masticatory movements. Antero-pos-

terior motion of the jaws can only take place when the incisors

alone ai-e used in gnawing. In such movements the incisoi's

by mutual grinding come to bevel eacb other upon the pos-

terior face; the molai-s ai'c not in occlusion. Great elongation

of the glenoid fossa in the antero-posterior direction permits

free gnaAving movement and the lips, sinking deeply their in-

ternal hair covered surfaces into the hiatus between incisors

and cheek teeth, prevent any chips entering the mouth proper.

In spite of the fact that the AVoodchuck is largely a grass

feeder its molar teeth are brachyodont and do not possess per-

manent tooth pulps. These features it shares Avith its Old-

World relations, the food of which consists of roots, leaves

and the seeds of various plants.

In the photograph of the dentition of the common Brown
Rat, Mus norvegicus (Fig. 68) representing the Myomorpha, it

is seen that the tooth formula is:
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I y. C^.p|j,M|.totall6.

This dentition is more specialized than that of the Sciuro-

morpha since the milk teeth never appear and the typical

mannualian pattern of the molars is more obscured. The Rat »

is an omnivorous feeder and its brachyodont and bunodont

molars are tuberculated in a fashion somewhat similar to those

Fig. 68.—Dentition of Brown Rat (Mus norvegicus, 9.3212-2). Note the tuberculated

swine-like features of the cheek teeth.

of the Pig. The parallel rows of cheek teeth, the retention of

a small third molar and the formation of the palate are rela-

tively unspecialized features. The first molar in this animal

on the other hand is considerably enlarged.

We pass next to the Hystricomorpha and take for our ex-

ample Coendou prehensilis, the Tree Porcupine of Brazil (Fig.

69). This arboreal animal feeds upon the leaves, young shoots

and bai'k of the trees in which it lives. The tooth formula is:
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I y, c||,PY,M|.total20.

Both cheek teeth and palate show greater specialization than

in the foregoing representatives of the order. The palate is

narrow and terminates at the level of the interval between the

second and third molars. The incisors are somCAvhat com-

pressed and the pi*einolai' in each jaw is completely molariform.

The complexity of the molai's is not so l)afflin!G: as at first ap-

l-ig. 69.—Dentition of I'.razilian 'I'lc ; I'- :; ;> . i ^ • . ihl >

^
< t ^ i ili-^, 9.3213-2). In

spite of the growing complexity of the crowii pattern in the clieek teeth there are not
yet persistently growing or fully curved roots as in the following exami)le (Fig. 70).

pears to be the case. As in the Kangaroos the two inner cusps

(protocone and hypocone) in the upper molars and the two

outer cusps (protoconid and hypoconid) in the loAver teeth

are connected b}' antero-posterior ridges. In both jaws these

two cusps can thus be distinguished. The upper molars present

anterior and posterior cingula both proceeding laterally, the

former from the protocone, the latter from the hypocone;

separated from these and from each other by deep grooves are

the ridges running to the paracone and the metacone respee-
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tivel.y. In the lower molars the same four cusps seen in Arc-

tomys can again be identified. All the cheek teeth are sub-

equal in size and though they are brachyodont and do not

possess permanent pulps they begin to show that curvature of

root and obliquity of occlusal surface so pronounced in the

type next to be considered and indicating Nature's method of

protecting the growing root fi-om injury.

As representing the most advanced type of Rodent denti-

tion among the Simplicidentata, we have chosen Dolichotis

Fig. 70.—Dentition of Patagonian Cavy (Dolichotis patachonica, 9.3213-6). This
extreme type of placental Rodent should l)e compared with the* similarly extreme Mar-
supial Phascolomys (Wombat, Fig. 2ii).

patachonica, the Patagonian Cavy or Mai-a (Fig. 70). In habits

and general appearance this animal resembles the Hare but its

legs ai-e longer and its ears are shorter and broader. It is essen-

tially a grass feeder but Avill also eat roots and stems of such

plants as grow near its burrow. Very marked specialization

is seen in the greath' restricted palate, the abutting against one

another of the upper cheek teeth rows in front, and in the

double columnai' cheek teeth. These are hypsodont, possess per--
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maiieiit pulps and are curved, the concavity of the uppers as

usual bein": dii-ected outward and that of the lowers inward.

Otherwise the description already given of the Wombat's

cheek teeth will suffice for these (page 91) except that the

single premolar is completely molariforni and does not resem-

ble merely half a molar as in the Wombat Avhile the upper

molai's increase in size from before backward.

We now take up the study of the teeth of the Duplicidentata

])ut shall examine only a single representative, namely the

Fi.?. 71.— Dentition of Northern Cottontail (Lepus floridanus transitionalis, 9.322-1).

In this very specialized form the distance between the rows of mandibular teeth is

less than that between the maxillary tooth rows. Hence in the Rabbit as in

Ruminants, mastication takes place on one side of the mouth only at one time.

Northern Cotton-tail, Lepus floridanus transitionalis (Fig.

71) a grazing animal which is by no means averse to roots,

stems and bark also. The dental formula is:

'^ 3 3
IY,C^.P^.M-|. total 28.

The large anterior upper incisors show a well-marked groove

on their labial surface. Behind each of these teeth is the dimin-

utive posterior incisor. The cheek teeth are all molariform in
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both upper and lower jaws and the third molar in each case is

the smallest. Both premolars and molars are hypsodont and

resemble the corresponding teeth of Dolichotis but the columns

are much more closely pressed together so that the antero-poste-

rior diameter of each tooth is much less than the transverse. The

teeth all have permanent pulps, exhibit enamel on the anterior

face only and show the curve characteristic of an advanced

Rodent dentition. In one respect the TJabbit has progressed far

beyond any of the Simplicidentata foi' in all Kodent types so

far considered the occlusion of uppei' and lowei* cheek teeth

of one side necessarily involved occlusion upon the other also:

it is not so in the Kabbit in which the distance between the two

rows of mandibular cheek teeth is less than that between the

rows of teeth in the upper jaw. This condition is also observed

in the Ruminants. In the Rabbit, mastication can proceed upon

one side only of the mouth at a time; upper and lower cheek

teeth are not in occlusion U])()n both sides at once.

Upon ti'acing back the cheek teeth of the Hares in paleon-

tological histoi-y it has been found that the enamel was not al-

ways confined to the antei'ior aspect of the tooth, that the deep

notches on the iiitei-nal and external faces are also secondary,

that the single root with its permanent i)ulp was ])]'eceded in

geological times by a three-rooted type and that the whole tooth

Avas formei'ly less hypsodont. Already in the Oligocene the ex-

tent of the enamel was becoming reduced and the two lateral

roots gi'owing moi'e I'udimentary whei'cas the internal attained

a proportionately greater size and ini])()rtance. The ti'ituber-

cular form of the upper molar has become obscured in the

course of time and the complexity of the crown increased by

the addition of a large cingulum which composes the inner part

of the tooth. Tlie cheek teeth of the milk dentition still exhibit

vestiges of a trituberculai' crown and this makes it the more

probable that the permanent teeth were of a similar appearance.

In spite of the present peculiar pattei'u therefore we may feel

confident that befoi'e the ancient separation of Rodents into
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the two great suborders the ancestors of the Duplicidentata

possessed cheek t^eth not differing greatly from those exhib-

ited today in Arctoniys and other sciurid forms.

In thus revicAving rapidly the vai'ious foi'ms of teeth met with

in modern Rodents we note that there are different degrees of

specialization, the most pronounced differing considerably from

the typical mammalian pattern but the less pronounced ap-

pi'oxiinating fairly Avell to the general type. It is also known

that the general type Avas still more approximated in the

Eocene Paramys. Some authors believe on both paleontological

and embryological grounds, however, that the Rodent dentition

in its ancestry does not approximate but rather differs more

pronouncedly than it does today fi*om the tritubercular tuber-

culo-sectorial type. There undoubtedly are difficulties i:i the

way of accepting the typical mammalian molar foi-m as ances

tral to that of the Rodent but these are gradually disappearing

as Ave obtain uiore knowledge of early members of the order.

Since the history of the Rodents must extend back even into

Cretaceous times there has been ample opportunity for modi-

fication of tooth forms.

Another significant fact upon Avhich emphasis has been laid

from time to time in foregoing chapters, a fact Avhich Avill not

therefore be labored at the present, is the striking similarity of

dentition called forth by similarity of environment and habit in

advanced Rodents, in certain ^Marsupials notably the Wombat,
and in the Primate Aye-aye ( see pp. 90, 115). It is worth while

remembering that the tAvo land areas, not penetrated to any

great extent by Rodents of Avhich order South America is at

the present time the headquarters, are Australia and Mada-
gascar and that it is in these tAvo regions that the Wombat
and the Aye-aye respectively haA'e developed through couA^er-

gent evolution.

In noting the several adaptations of the Rodents to a com-

pletely herbivorous diet Ave have touched upon certain features

Avhich Ave shall find reproduced in the Ungulate orders. These
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are the increasing complexity of molar pattern, the molariform

character of the premolars, the hypsodont evolution in the

cheek teeth with their persistently growing roots and the rela-

tive narrowing of the mandible associated with mastication

upon one side only at once. It Avas the study of these features

which so strongly impressed Huxley and led him to declare that

anyone who knew the modifications which appear in the Insec-

tivore and Rodent dentitions knew also the range of modifica-

tion of teeth in all other mannualian orders.



CHAPTER XII

THE ARTIODACTYL UNGULATES

Ungulates in general—Differences between Artiodactyls and

Perissodactyls—The Pigs and Hippopotamus—Camels and

Llamas—Divisions of the Pecora—Deer and Giraffes

—

The hollow-horned Pecora—Paleontological history of the

Artiodactyls.

THE UNGULATES IN GENERAL

Hoofed animals or I^ngulates are a numerous and xevy varied

throng of ^Mammals fi'om among which can be separated the

even-toed Ai'tiodactyls and the odd-toed Perissodactyls but

there still remain among modei'n types the Elephants and the

Hyrax, the former I'epresenting the remnant of a once numer-

ous group, the latter a quaint and zoologicalh^ isolated form.

Broadly speaking the distinction of Artiodactyls and Perisso-

dactyls as even-toed and odd-toed Ungulates respectively is

doubtless good enough but foi* scientific pui'poses a more pre-

cise definition would be: that whereas, the axis of the foot in

the Perissodactyls passes through the third digit, in the Artio-

dactyls it runs between the third and fourth which together

form the irreducible minimum.

But it is not merely in the feet alone that these two groups

differ from each other. The skeleton and soft parts of the Perisso-

dactyl show significant differences from the corresponding

structures in the Artiodactyl and what is more striking the

several parts of the body are wonderfully alike within each of

these orders although belonging to animals very various in

external form. There is not space nor would it be profitable

in the present connection to discuss these differences in detail.

199
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Suffice it to say that so far as teeth are concei'iied the premolars j

and molars in the Artiodaetyls are never alike as a series and

only rarely does the last premolar ever ])eeome molariforra. In

the Perissodactyls, on the contrary, all the premolars except

the first are molariform in size and in appearance. Further,

throughout the entire history of the two orders so far as it is

known at present these differences have existed. In the most

ancient examples of the Artiodaetyls the premolars are simple,

the foui'th ])einii' at most l)icuspid; the uppei' molars are trituber-

cular and the lowei's very like typical tul)erculo-sectorial teeth,

whereas the oldest Perissodactyls already show a molariform

appearance in the posterior premolars, quadritubercular upper

molars and lowei's with conimencing lophs.

ARTIODACTYLA, THE EVEN-TOED UNGULATES

Included within the order Artiodactyla are such diverse ani-

mals as Piji's and Hippopotami; Camels and Ijlanias; Deer and

(iiraffes; Antelopes, Sheep, Oxen and (Joats; an a<>![>:i'ei?ation

sti'an^i^e and vai-ied en()u<ih yet in sti'ucture showin*? remark-

able unity and clearly defined distinctions from members of all

other orders.

Among these creatures we find two types of molai*, the buno-

dont and .the selenodont, together with varied degrees of hyp-

sodonty. It is often said that of the two types the bunodont is

the more pi-imitive and that from it the selenodont differenti-

ated, but however this may be, the latter typo dates back to

the dawn of Artiodactyl history. In other orders we have

already seen the foi*mation of the selenodont type through the

utilization of styles l)ut it will be recalled that this develop-

ment Avas ti'ue of the uppei* molars only. The production of

the crescents of the lower molars was rather directly fi'om the

drawing out of the edges of primitive cusps possessing the

shape of a three sided pyramid. It is probable that the Artio-

dactyl crescents were formed in a similar manner for the most

ancient members of this order and of the Perissodactvla also
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exhibit molars, the protocone and protoeonid of Avhieh are not

round but already somewhat ereseentic in shape.

SUIDAE

First among the Artiodactyla we take the Pigs and the

nearly related Hippopotami. The former family includes the

Swine of the Old World and the American Peccaries together

with a vast number of other forms now extinct. The original

placental formula:

l|,CY.p|.M|.total44.

is found in some species of this family although frequently the

more anterior premolars tend to be lost.

AVe must pass over the Peccaries Avhich are close relations of

the true Swine, more primitive in some respects and more ad-

vanced in others but with simpler molars and non-everted

canines.

The example chosen to represent the Suidae namely the

Red River Hog, Potamochoerus porcus of West Africa (Fig.

72) shows molar teeth in some respects simpler than those of

the common domestic Pig, for they are less tuberculated and

the last lower molar is not so elongated. This animal lives in

moist forests and on river banks and like other members of

the family feeds upon roots and carrion. The dental for-

mula is:

3 13 3
l|. CY.P3.M|.total40.

The median upper incisors separated at their bases and ap-

proximating at their tips, and the procumbent lower incisors

recall the arrangement already noted in Marsupials and to a

less extent in Insectivores. The canines have persistently grow-

ing roots, are tusk-like and very specialized. Both upper and

lower tusks project laterally and are triangular in section.
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The enamel on the distal aspect of the upper canine is ar-

ranged in three ridges ; the distal aspect of the lower canine is

dcA^oid of enamel. The rows of cheek teeth are almost parallel

and the palate terminates behind the last molar. The pre-

molars in both jaws increase in size and complexity from the

simple first to the molariform last. A molariform crown even

for the last premolar is by no means common among the Arti-

odactyla. The most anterior lower premolar (P2 of the primi-

Fig. 11.— Dentition of Red River Hog (Potamochoerus, porcus, 9.731-1). This ani-

mal posses.ses a dentition more jirimitive in certain respects than that of the domestic
Pig. The rounded cusps and accessory cuspules on the molars and the elongation of
the last molar indicate the root diet. Compare the dentition of the Baboon (Fig. 43).

tive placental dentition) is lost relatively early in life. The

molars are brachyodont, bunodont and quadricuspid in form,

the paraconid of the lower teeth being absent. But the Avell-

rounded appearance of the cusps like the multitude of addi-

tional cuspules is secondary in character and related to the

type of food eaten. So also is the marked elongation of the

last molar in each jaw, the extension of the talon and the tal-
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oiiid, as ill the Kangaroos and more especially in the Baboon,

indicating a herbivorous diet.

We can only glance briefly at the Hippopotamus which again

])()ssesses molars the bunodont cusps of which are obscured as

ill the Pig by many secondary cuspules tending to convert

them into lophs. The crown of each molar presents therefore

n double trifoliate appearance. Such crowns are excellently

adapted for masticating the roots of succulent water weeds

torn out by the tusks of the animal. The dental formula is:

The incisors and tlie canines, the latter supported on

special bosses of bone, are all tusk-like in appearance and

possess persistently growing roots to compensate for the

marked attrition to which they are subjected in uprooting the

vegetation upon Avhich the animal feeds. As in the Fig the

median upper incisors approximate at their tips and the lower

teeth are procumbent. Again, as in the Pig, the canines are

trihedral. The premolars, of which the first is lost early are

all simpler in form than the molars. All the cheek teeth are

subject to great wear from the large amount of sand and grit

among the food. The first molar Avhich erupts considerably

before the others shows this wear strikingly. The structure of

the molar crowns has already been noted together with the

numerous secondary cingules and cuspules. The last lower

molar possesses a backwardly extended talonid. The rows of

cheek teeth are approximately parallel and the palate termi-

nates just behind the third molar.

The elevated position of the ear-holes and orbits and the

dorsal situation of the nostrils in the Hippopotamus indicate

an aquatic habit, the animal floating entirely submerged save

for its ears, eyes and nose.
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TYLOPODA

Passiiij? next to the CanieLs and Llamas we find that the his-

tory of these animals is fairly well known. Theii* ancestors

divei'ge from those of the Pecora (Dcei', Antelopes, etc.) abont

the middle Eocene and hence the many points of similarity

such as the selenodont and hypsodont teeth found in both these

ji^roups must obviously be examples of pai'allel evolution rather

than heritages from a common forerunner.

The histoi'y of the Camels and Llamas moreovei' shows that

the development of this i»:i'oup occurred almost wholly in North

America, the Camels for some reason at the present unknoAvn

ultimately migratin*? to Asia and the Llamas to South America.

The Pecora, on the other hand, are a typically OldAVorld group.

DiffeiTiices between the Camels and Llamas are lai-gely super-

ficial, dc])eiulin<>' ui)on chai'acter of hair, length of ears, general

build and the i)i'esence in the one groui) '^'^^^ absence in the

other of humi)s, masses of fat Avhich ai'C naturally uni'cpre-

sented in the skeleton. Apai't froifi size, certain riiinor dis-

tinctions and the absence of the two antei'ior uppei' premolai's,

. the skeleton and {eeth of the Llama ai-e closely similar to those

of the Camel.

In both animals the skull ai)i)c;irs triangular through the

abi-upt nai-rowing of the facial region. The orbits are sur- |

rounded' by bonv rings and the neck is sti'ikingly long as in j

the Giraffe. The dental foianula in the Camel (Fig. 73) is:
;:

i

lOM.,.|.p4,M|.„„al:u. i

!

The fii-st and secoml ui)per incisors are lost very early but

the third, the canine and the first premolar are long and sharp

teeth capable of giving a very serious bite. The lower incisors
\

are procumbent, lai'ge, spatula-shaped and overlapping; the

lower canine vei'tical and standing apart from the incisors.

The secoiul premolai- is missing and the thii'd and foui-th each

somewhat resemble the half of a molar; the third premolar like the

i
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first and second incisors is lost early. Tho molars are selenodont

l)iit not markedly hypsodont. Eaeli is (|iiadi*ieuspid. In the

upper molai's the thi-ee pi'imary cusps and the hypocone are

all present ; in the lowei's the paraconid is unrepresented but

the othei* foui' cusps of the pi-imitive tul)ei'culo-sectorial tooth

Fig. 7c>.—l^entition of Camel (Camelus sp., 9.7355-1). Here are seen reduclion of
the upper incisor series, commencing hypsodonty of the cheek teeth, narrowing of the
mandible and elongation of the last lower molar which occur in more pronounced
form in Deer and Oxen.

exist. The obliquity of setting of the upper molars in the jaw
so that the antero-lateral corner of the one projects beyond the

postero-lateral corner of the tooth in front is a feature shared

in common with the Pecoi'a and chai'aeteristic of the ruminant
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habit. The last loAver molar has a talonid extended some-

what by the addition of an extra cusp but this cusp is smaller

than is the case usually among the Pecora. In addition to the

overlapping upper molars, the extension of the last lower molar

and the general hypsodont character of the teeth there is an-

other feature in which the dentition of the Camel resembles

that of the Pecora. This is the relative narrowness of the

mandible compared with the bi-eadth of the palate. In conse-

quence the upper and lower cheek teeth of one side only can

enter into contact at one time: on the opposite side the up])pr

cheek teeth project so far beyond those of the lower jaw that

there can be no occlusion. Thus the Camel like the Deer and

the Cow masticates fii-st upon one ,side of the mouth and then

upon the other.

PECORA

The Pecora or^ t.i;jLie Kliuiinants, all of them browsing or

grazing animals of,0]^rWofld>rigin, are the most specialized

and varied of the*Artio(lac>yla. All ai-e alike in the absence of

ui)pei' incisors and, with the excei)ti()n of some Deer, of the

upper canines also. The lo\\er cMiiines are always incisiform;

the number of ])reiii()lars three in each jaw and the molars

invariably selenodont. The usual four cusjjs are present on

the crown of each upper and each lower molar as in the Camel.

The paraconid alone is lost. The last lower molar presents an

additional cusp on the talonid, relatively larger than that pres-

ent in the Camel, thus exhibiting, as previously observed, a

typical herbivorous specialization. But this additional cusp is

not invariable in the Pecora: it is absent in Salt's Antelope one

species of the genus Neotragus, and is rudimentary in other

species of this genus and in the Gnus.

The Pecora ai'e subdivided into the solid-hoi-ned type oi*

Cervicornia comprising the Deer and Giraffes, and the holloAVr

horned or Cavicornia including Antelopes, Sheep, Goats, Oxen

and Buffaloes. The latter gi'oup is of comparatively recent
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origin, the earliest fossil remains dating back no fui'ther than

the Miocene.

As an example of the Cervicornia Ave take the black-tailed

Virginia deer, Odocoileus hemioniis (Fig. 74), a genus Avhich

has changed very little since Pliocene times. The skull is that

of a young doe but shoAvs by the relative Avearing of the teeth

hoAv much later than the first the third molar* erupted. The

deiital formula is:

l|.rY,P^,M;^.t<.tal82.

Of the loAver incisoi-s, Avhich Avith the incisifoj-m canines* ai'c

Fig. 74.—Dentition of Black-tailed \irgin:a Deer (Odocoileus hemionus, 9.7351-7).
In this example of Ruminant dentition can be observed in more pronounced degree the
features already noted in the Camel. The specimen is a young one and still retains in
front of the permanent molars the three milk molars which precede the premolars. The
lower permanent canines are lost.

procumbent, the median pair is much the largest. No trace of

the upper canines exists. There is a considerable interval be-

tAveen the incisors and the cheek teeth, the maxillary series of

*The canines are lost in the specimen figured.
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which possesses broader croAvns than the mandibular. The
three preniohirs increase in complexity fi'om before backward

but not even the last becomes trul.v molariform:* each of the

upper premolars resembles half a molar. The cheek teeth are

plainly selenodont but the valleys between the cusps are only

partially filled with cement. The teeth cannot be called truly

hypsodont and indeed the fii'st molar at least in all Cervidae is

o])vionsly l)rachyodont. The upper molars show the typical

ruminant o])li(|uity of setting. A small olol)ulai' style occurs

in the transverse fni'i'ow on the inner side of the first upper

iMg. 75.— Lateral view of skull of iVIusk Deer (Moschus nioschifenis, 9.7.?5l-15). Note
the elongated upper canines and the short crowned cheek teetii.

molar and the outer side of each.loAver molar. An extra cusp

is pi'csent upon the talonid of the last lower molai', producing

eloiiiiation of this crown as already noted above. Mastication

takes phice on one side only at a time, a feature common to all

the Ruminants.

Before passing to the Cavicornia it is worth Avhile glancing

for a moment at the skull of the ]\rusk Deer (Fig. 75), an ani-

mal more primitive in many respects than the true Deer and one

*ln the specimen figured the premolars have not yet erupted; their place is oc-

cupied by the deciduous molars.
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which has proo'ressed along' lines of its own. Note the brachyo-

dontinolars and the enormous size of the upper canines Avhich

are especially tusk-like in the male though present in both

sexes. The elongation in the male may be associated Avith ab-

sence of hoi'us. The chief diet of the animal consists of young-

twigs and buds in the birch forests of the Himalayas above the

zone of pines.

Of hollow-horned Kuminants, though the numbei' of species

is very extensive, space Avill permit us only one example,

namely, the domestic Coav, Bos taurus (Fig. 76). The skull

illustrated is that of a young animal between two and three

years of age. The dental formula of the Cow like that of all

Pecora is:

l|,CY,p|,M|.t()tal.S2.

In the specimen figured the milk canines and the prede-

cessors of the upper and lower thii'd prevnolars together with

that of the second left upper premolai' ai*e still in situ. In gen-

eral the dentitions of the Cow and of the Sheep are very

much alike but in the former the incisois are less firmly im-

bedded and the cheek teeth have a Avell marked accessory style

not i)i'esent in the latter. ^Fost of the remarks already made
regarding the dentition of the Deer may be applied Avith equal

justice to that of the Cow. Regai'ding the al)sence of upper

incisors and canines it may be mentioned that embiyological

investigation shoAvs that in the Coav as in the Deer the upper

canines Avere the last teeth to be lost. The valleys betAveen

the cusps on the croAvns of the bovine cheek teeth have a

greater amount of cement than those of the Deer. The last

loAver molar presents a Avell marked extra cusp on the talonid.

The style present in the deep furroAv notching the palatal

aspect of the upper molars shoAvs A-ery Avell the pronounced

amount of Avear in these hypsodont teeth. In the specimen fig-

ured the style on the first molar, Avhich erupted long before

the others, is already considerably Avorn. In the second molar
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where there is much less attrition, the style is seen emerginf^

beyond the bony palate and the tooth is not yet Avorn to the

level of its apex. In the third molar Avhich has only just

erupted the style is still imbedded in the maxilla.

The origin and divergences of this extensive order are

Fg. 76.— Dentition of domestic Cow (Hos taurus, 9.735 4-9). Note the small lower

deciduous canine (lost on the right side), the third deciduous molars (removed on one

side to show the eru|)ting premolar beneath) and the second upper left deciduous
molar.

interesting though largely obscure. We have already noted

that the Camels and Llamas separated from the main stock at

least as far back as the middle Eocene. Somewhat later, in the

middle Oligocene, the Cervicornia and Cavicornia diverged

from each other. From the former the Giraffe originated and

became very widely disti'ibuted in the Miocene. In this epoch
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also the first Cavicornia appeared but the^^ formed no exten-

sive ^roup until the Pliocene Avhen the number of species

greatly increased with Asia as a center of radiation.

As regards origin we have previously seen that even in the

earliest examples the Artiodactyla ai'e quite clearly distin-

guished from the Perissodactyla, that resemblances between

these two orders are the result of parallel or convergent evolu-

tion and that any heritages which they may possess in com-

mon are merely those derived from a protungulate stock.

Some authors have suggested a genetic relationship between

the primitive Artiodactyls and the Insectivoi'es and Primates

but sucli siiiiilarities as occur are merely superficial and prob-

ably do not point to phylogeiietic connections. Far moi'e likely

is it that the Artiodactyla are originally related to unknown
Basal Eocene Creodonta which, however wide the diffei'ence

between modei-n Ai'tiodactyls and this extinct and usually

cai'nivorous suboi'der, foreshadowed many of the featui'es

found in the primitive Ai'tiodactyla. In a previous chapter we
have noted that the fissipede (*ai*ni\>ores of today pi'obably

arose from a family of Creodoilts known as the ^liacidae. The

Artiodactyl Ungulates have no connection Avith this family but

with another Creodont group, the Mesonychidae which were

animals developed for great speed, possessing broad blunt claws

and probably already vegetarian in habit.



CHAPTER XIII

THE PERISSODAOTYL UXOULATES

Great divergence ^vithin the order—Histoiy of the Tapirs

—

The Rhinoceroses—Paleontolooieal I'ecord of the Horse

—

Features of the ecjuine dentition—Ancesti'al relationships

of the order.

Perissodaetyla tlie zooloo;ical term for the odd-toed Ungulates

must not be taken to mean literally that representatives inva-

ria])ly possess an odd nund)er of toes, the Tapirs for example

liavino- foui- toes on llie foi-efeet. Rathei', as previously pointed

out, the term must be consti'ued as indicating' that the axis of

each foot is foi-med l)y the thii'd di^^-it. Included Avithin this

oi'dei' are the modern Tapirs, Rhinoceroses and Horses but in

ancient times it comprised also many other families, some of

them quite grotesque in appearance. Diffei'cnt as the three

modern representatives are from each othei* today their lower

Eocene foi'c-rnmiers are clearly of common stock. Starting from

unknown but connnon d'ctaceous ancestors, the Perissodactyls

developed into a gi'cat multitude of vai'ied foi-ms of which the

existing rei)resentatives are a mei'c handful.

Of modei'ii foi-ms the Tapii's have changed least ; they re-

main almost as they Avere in Pliocene times. Indeed we must

compare the modern Avith the Oligocene Tapirs if Ave desire to

see any marked differences in skeletal sti'ucture. From refer-

ence to these early foi'ms Ave note that the main dental change

Avhich has occuri'cd in developmental progression Avith increase

ni size of the animal is approximation to the molar pattern

of at first only the hindmost premolar but ultimately and at

the present day of all except the first, together Avith induction

in size of the uppei* canine and consequent enlai'gement of the

212
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third upper incisor. All the cheek teeth are low crowned for

the Tapir is a foi'est animal browsing upon shoots, buds and

leaves. Its dental formula is:

l|, CpP^, M|.t()tal42.

The skull figured is that of a young specimen of the so-

called Indian Tapii", Tapir indicus (Fig. 77) wliicli, however, is

found not in India pi-oper but in the ^lalay Peninsula, Suma-

Pig. 77.—Dentition of Asiatic Tapir (Tapir indicus, 9.721-1). This is a young
animal in which the permanent dentition is just beginning to replace the milk teeth.
The only representatives of the permanent set erupted are the first and second incisors
and the first molars. All the other teeth are deciduous. This figure should be e.xam-
ined in connection with the Premolar Analogy Theory (see pp. 61, 103). Note that the
elongation of the crowns of all the milk molars and of the first permanent molars lies

in the cusps rather than in the tooth bodies.

tra and Borneo. In consequence of its youth the third upper

incisor is only just erupting, the upper canine and second and
third molars of both jaws are still unerupted, and the lower
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third milk incisors, canines and all the milk molars are still

in place.

One of the most interesting and significant features of the

Tapir dentition is the occurrence, according to the late Dr.

Ameg'hino, of at least one functional premilk tooth in the A

premolar region. To this we shall refer later in the chapter [\

upon the deciduous dentition. The low-crowned molars of '\

both jaAvs show^ the formation of transverse crests or lophs
|

through the union of anterior and posterior pairs of cusps,
.;

a conformation of occlusal surface evolving in browsing
\

species of many mammalian ordei's. The elongated or hypso-
]

dont character of the loph associated with the brachyodont
j

bodies of the cheek teeth is very noticeable; it recalls the i

similar arrangement in the Kangaroos. The four cusps pre-

sented by each of the upper teeth are those of the trigon
j

with the addition of the hypocone and in the lower teeth the

pi'oto-, meta-, hypo-, and ento-conids, the pai'aconid as usual I

being lost. Well-marked anterior and posterior cingula are
j

to be seen on all molars. There is also a poorly marked ex-
|

ternal ridge or ectoloph connecting paracone and metacone of '

the upper molars.
j

The Rhinoceroses foi-m one of the largest and most compli- !

cated groups of ^Fammals pi'ovided one include all extinct i

species. No less than seven phyla flourished at various times .;

and of these three exist today. In addition there were two J

other series allied to the Rhinoceroses in the Eocene and Oli-
|

gocene periods, one a lightly built cursoi'ial form, the other

heavy and aquatic.
jj

So fai' as teeth are concerned the modern type was reached \

in the Pliocene. All Rhinoceroses have low-crowned browsing

cheek teeth except the White or Square-lipped Rhinoceros of
j

Africa, a grazing variety with fairly hj^psodont molars which l

has lost all its incisors and canines above and below. The
j

dental formula is: i
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l|(or^),C^,P^,M|.total34 (28).

The broad upper incisor with its oblique chisel-shaped

edge shears against the lower lateral tusk-like incisor. The

premolars except the first are similar in appearance to the

molars though somewhat smaller. The upper inolai's show

obliquely placed lophs, not transverse as in the Tapirs, and

the ectoloph coiniecting the paracone and metacone is well

marked. Each lower molar exhibits a double crescent.

The Hoi'ses, by which tei-m w-e include also Asses, Zebras

and Quaggas, possess a dentition as complicated as that of

any existing ^Fannnals and perhaps the best way to elucidate

the complexity of appearance in the teeth is to follow rapidly

the stages in evolution of the dentition from the first appear-

ance of the ancestral foi'crunner.

In the little Eohippus or Dawn hoi'se of Eocene times, an

animal scarcely larger than a cat, we find that the incisors and

canines are simple teeth and the premolai's smaller and sim-

pler than the molars Avhich show no evidence of the involved

pattern which they ai"e later to assume. The upper molars

possess the three cusps of the ti-igon Avith the addition of a

hypocone and the first beginning of an ectoloph Avhile the

transverse ridges Avhich appear later in phylogeny are fore-

shadowed by the presence of a small cuspule between each pair

of cusps. The lower molars also are primitive teeth and, the

paraconid being lost, display tAvo pairs of cusps united by Ioav

transverse ridges.

In the later Eocene the last premolar only had taken on

the molar pattern and the incisors Avere still simple cutting

teeth. Before the end of this period the third premolar in

addition had become molariform.

_ LoAver Oligocene Horses shoAv all the premolars molariform

in appearance except the first; the upper incisors but not the

loAver exhibit a Ioav enamel ridge behind the cutting edge, the

first stage in the formation of Avhat is noAv called the ''mark."
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The molars were still brachyodont. It iniist be remembered
that in the Eocene the climate of Europe and North America

was moist and subti'opical and only during later ages did the

elevation of the land and the consequently colder climate re-

sult in the formation of grassy plains. In the Miocene the

forested SAvamp had given place in many districts to grassy

plains and it is therefore in this pei-iod that we look for the

development of high-crowned grazing molars instead of the

brachyodont browsing cheek teeth universal among ]\Iannnals

in earlier ages. In the middle Miocene we first find Horses

possessing high-crowned teeth with coverings of cement such

as are found in the Horses of today, but the milk dentition,

lagging in progress behind the permanent teeth, still exhibits

lj]-achyodont molars. For some time during the Pliocene

])rowsing Hoi'ses existed side by side with the more advanced

grazing ty])e ])ut gradually became extinct and gave place to

the latter more adapted foi-m in which, however, the molars

though distinctly foreshadowing the pattei*n exhibited by

modern Horses, had by no means reached the present degree

of hypsodonty.

The modern Horse (Fig. 78) possesses teeth which are ex-

tremely high crowned and have roots growing continuously

until the animal is (piite old. The dental formula is:

l|,CY.P|-M|.total44.

In consequence of the length of the teeth . the orbit has

been pushed back beyond the tooth sockets and this results in

a very elongated facial region. The first premolar, the

*'w()lf" tooth, of each jaw is vei*y small and functionless

being lost early and the upper canines occur only in the

male. The incisors are all stout teeth, the lowers somewhat

procumbent, and meet in an edge to edge bite which, admi-

rable for cropping grass, results in great and continuous wear-

ing of the crown. In surveying the evolution of the equine
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dentition it was stated that in the lower Oligocene the incisors

began to exhibit a low" enamel ridge behind the cutting edge;

The development of this has resulted in the formation of a deep

enamel ridge behind the cutting edge. The development of this

has produced a deep enamel-lined pit, the ''mark," on the

Fig. 78.—Dentition of Zebra (Equus burchelli, 9.725-1). This old male shows
marked wearing of all the teeth. The upper canines are characteristic of the male.
For the elucidation of the cusp pattern of the molars consult the text.

cm)wn of the tooth, present in modern Horses in lower and

upper incisors alike. As the tooth wears doAvn this tube-like

formation, since it never involves the entire croAvn, becomes

less deep and in the old animal (see Fig. 78) only the last
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remnant remains on the upper first and second incisors; upon
all others there is a dark stain, the dental ''star," an area of

secondary dentine formed just in front of the line of the

''mark."

Turning next to the cheek teeth, we note that all the func-

tional premolars*' are completely molariform in appearance,

and the talonid of the last lower molar is elongated as usual in

herbiA'orous forms. But the crowns of all the cheek teeth show

an exceedingly complicated pattern. The teeth are hypsodont

as would be anticipated but shoAv extreme specialization of the

occlusal surface. The crenated enamel ridges Avhich in their

highly complex ari'angement can be seen even in worn teeth to

be derived from the more primitive pattei-n of the teeth in

Kohippus l)y the addition of styles, lophs and cingula which,

if measured in all their closely packed infoldings, represent a

length of about sixteen inches, that is four times the circum-

ference of the tooth itself. Thus does Xatui-e provide a surface

upon which slight ledges of enamel, projecting beyond the den-

tine of the lophs themselves and the cement which occupies the

spaces between the lophs, form roughenings always sharp and

ready for the mastication of the relatively tough and hard

grass stems upon which the animal feeds. It may seem a long

way from the comparatively simple teeth of Eohippus to the

intensely specialized teeth of the modern Horse with their

maze-like pattern but we know from fossils practically every

stage Avhich intervened between them, and can assert pos

lively that the complicated grinder of the modern Horse de-

veloped gradually in eas.y stages and by a slight modification

at a time during the vast geological period which has inter-

vened between the Eocene and the present day.

It is w^orth while then to pause a moment and look back into

the paleontological history, not of the Horses alone, but of the

Tapirs and Rhinoceroses also. We have already noted the fact

that the Perissodactyla and Artiodactyla traced back to their

earliest known ancestors still shoA\' such marked differences that

The "wolf teeth of the specimen figured were lost many years before death.
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it is impossible to conceive their divergence from any common
stock later than the very dawn of mammalian life. We have

seen moreover that the Artiodactyla originated probably from

a carnivorous stock, the creodont Mesonychidae. As Ave fol-

low back the Horses, Rhinoceroses and Tapirs we find their

Basal Eocene forerunners obviously related to each other and

I
in addition we note close relationship between their ancestors

and those of the Proboscidea and of Hyrax representing the

two other Ungulate orders Avhich Ave have still to discuss, and

also Avith the ancestors of the Sirenia. It is probable then that

all the orders just enumerated, with the exception of the Artio-

dactyla, trace their ancestiy back to a group of Cretaceous

Protungulata, clawed ^Lammais related to the Creodont-Insec-

tivore stock, forest dwellei's and posj^ibly partly arboreal Avhich

in consequence of their mode of life escaped destruction by the

then existing Dinosaurs and the known Cretaceous Mammals
dwelling near the SAvamps or on the plains.



CHAPTER XIV

THE ELEPHANTS AND SEA COWS

Distribution of the Elephants—diaracters of the Elephant

dentition—Evohition of the Elephant—Features of the

Sii'enian dentition— ()i'i<::in and relationships of the !

Siren ia. 1

PROBOSCIDEA

Five species of Elephant exist today, foui' of them in Africa

and a sin«>le one in Asia hut though ihe vai'ieties and rani^-e
^

of this animal are now jrreatly restricted, it was distributed in
^

former times over the wliole world except Austi*alia, even pene- *'

tratinjj: into South America and was in consequence adapted |

for QYvvy kind of climate from subarctic to ti'()])ical. The |

Elephant gives sti"ikin<r conformation of a <>'eneral principle in i;

mammalian structure, namely, that teeth ami skull are much
|

more progressive than the skeleton in <>enei-al: Elephants of j

middle Miocene times are scarcely distinguishable in skeletal ij

features fi'om those of the present day although vei-y marked

changes have occui-red in the dentition and skull.

To look at the example of young Indian Elephant figured

(Elephas maximus, Fig. 79) one would Avonder from Avhat

sort of ancestral foi-m its teeth have been derived, for they are

among the most specialized of all teeth, consisting as they do

of a number of ti'ansvei'se plates of dentine coated on both sides '(

with enamel and held together by cementum. Further in mode i

of eruption the Elephant molars differ from those of all other
\

Mammals in that the successional tooth does not displace its
j

predecessor vertically but erupts obli(|uely from behind and
\

above in the maxilla, behind and below in the mandible. \

21:0 :
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Fig. 79.—Dentition of Indian Elephant (Elephas maximus, 9.6144). This skull is

thaT of a young female and shows the third molar in place in the jaws. The second
molar is being pushed out of the maxilla.

The tusk- is not a canine but a second upper incisor greatly

elongated and procuml)ent, having only its tip enamel-covered
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but its entire length coated with cement. There is a milk pred-

ecessor of this tooth but all other incisors, the canines and pre-

molars both temporary and permanent are non-existent. There

are three milk molars and three permanent molars in all but

only one tooth is erupted at a time. Each succeeding tooth as

it erupts pushes forward the worn remnant of the one in front

causing it to be loosened and finally shed. In the specimen

figured the third molar (corresponding to the first permanent

tooth) is erupting and the insignificant roots of the second are

])eing resoi'])ed as the tooth becomes displaced. From the ap-

pearance of the teeth the Ele])baiit is ()])viously a puj'e vegetable

feeder, the Asiatic si)eeies livin«»' upon gi'asses, the African

upon succulent boughs and foliage. The nuni])ei' of plates in

the six successive molars of the Indian Elephant is: 4, 8, 12

12, 16, 24 to 27.

In the African Elephant the molars possess fewer plates,

each less compi-essed but with occlusal edges mammillated

when first erui)ted as in ils Asiatic relative. To understand

the mode of evolution of tbe uiolai's it is necessai-y to refer to

the extinct ^Fastodon in A\liich we find not a very complicated

hypsodont molai- but a relatively simple brachyodont tooth in

which the individual cusps have become united into transverse

lophs. Intermediate in form between the molars of Mastodon

and those of Elephas are the teeth of another extinct form

Stegodon common in the upper Pliocene of India.

Earlier than Mastodon was a form living in Miocene times

Tetrabelodon by name in which the molars were swine-like and

though elongated showed cusps with commencing loph forma-

tion. At this stage the vertical succession normal for Mammals
was still present.

Other and less advanced species have been found in the

Oligocene and in the Upper Eocene of Egypt. In these (Paleo-

mastodon and Moeritherium) the molars are simpler, less elon-

gated and with the usual vertical replacement. In Moeritherium

which existed from the Upper Eocene into the Oligocene the

upper molars are fairl}^ typical trituberculate teeth with the
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addition of a hypocone and the lower molars present the usual

tubereulo-sectoi-ial structure with loss of the paraconid and.

elongation of the talonid. In each series the thii-d molar has a

pronounced postei'ior hasal cinouluni and it is from the con-

stant growth and extension of this that the elongation of the

tooth so pronounced in later races is bi'ought about.

The Elephant molars are then no exception to the general

method whereby adaptation of the tooth to an extreme broAvs-

ing 01' gi'azing chai-actei* is brought about. Indeed the molar

does not strikingly diffei- from that of the llodent C^apybai-a

and the same method of evolution of molai's has ali'eady been

studied in less pronounced form in the Pig, ]>car, Baboon and

Kangaroo.

SIRENIA

Closely related to the Proboscidea are the marine browsing

Mammals, the Manatee of Florida and the Dugong of the Indian

Ocean. These strange ci*eatures also knoAvn as Sea-cows feed

upon seaweed, eel-grass and a(|uatic plants.

The skull of the Dugong like that of the Elephant is markedly

specialized and although the molars when first erupted show an

occlusal surface of masked selenodont appearance this surface

Koon wears aAvay and the teeth remain as simple hypsodont col-

umns Avith permanently growing roots. In the upper jaAv the

incisors, apart from certain vestigial rudiments buried under

a horny casing, are reduced to two long tusk-like teeth which in

the female do not project beyond the g\nn (see Fig. 80) but in the

male resemble Rodent incisors in that they possess persistently

grooving roots and have no enamel upon their posterior surfaces.

In the mandible there are four or five rudimentary antemolar

teeth on each side imbedded in the sloping surface of the symphy-

sis which are functionless and are covered by a horny plate

opposing the obliquely placed premaxillary part of the palate.

Of the cheek teeth there are altogether five or six on each side

with persistently growing roots all devoid of enamel and all

cylindrical except the last which is elongated and grooved on
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its inner and outer aspects. The anterior cheek teeth are lost

as the posterior ones come into place so that only two molars

remain on each side in older specimens.

It is obvious then that the Dugong has undergone reduction

in number and functional capacity of the antemolar teeth. The

^Fanatee on the other hand is a terminal form illustrating tooth

differentiation of a quite different character: in it we see actual

inci'ease in the numl)er of molars as we have already noted in

Fig. 80.—Dentilion of Dugong (llalicoie australis?, Oberlin College Collection).

In this skull of an adult female note the i educed dentition, the simplified hypsodont I

cheek teeth and the site of rudimentary anterior teeth on the symphysis.

certain other highly specialized ^Mammals, the Armadillos and

certain Otacea for example. Thei*e is no doubt that such

increase in number of molars may and does occur in mam-

malian oi'ders though of the causes Avhich l)i'ing it about we

are completely ignoi*ant.

In spite of the fact that the modern Sirenians are so very

specialized we know enough of their ancestral histoi'y to state
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that the forerunner of these animals was a terresti'ial Mammal
not very different from the Egj^'ptian Eocene Ungulate Moeri-

therium the relationship of which to the ancestor of the Ele-

phants has already been pointed out. We infer that this

(lligocene predecessor early assumed an aquatic existence and

that some members migrated from the Mediterranean to the

Atlantic basin finally evolving into the ^Nfanatees Avhile others

entered the Indian Ocean to give origin to the Dugong. AVhy

tooth reduction occui-red finally in the latter and tooth in-

crease in the former we do not know.

The number of genei'a of Sirenia, so far as Ave have evidence,

was nevei' very large but fi"om such fossil forms as are known it

is accepted that the primitive Ungulate ancestor of the order

was a terrestrial, five toed, short legged animal Avith the usual

primitive dental formula, brachyodont bunodont molars, hinder

premolars molai'ifoi m, antei-ioi- ones simple, small canines

and a tendency to the tusk-lilvc elongation of one uppei* and

one lower incisor on each side.



CHAPTER XV

THE HYRACES

Features of the Hyrax dentition—Similarity of its cheek teeth

to those of Eocene Perissodactyls—Relationships of Hyrax
—Resemblances to Perissodactyla and to Proboscidea—

A

Mammal retaining primitive features is not necessarily out

of harmony Avith its environment.

These curious little animals (Fig. 81) from Africa and Asia

Minor are somewhat of a zoological puzzle. They are of brows-

ing habits feeding upon the leaves and young shoots of ti'ces

and bushes. The dental foi'inuln is:

''' 4 'A

I^.C^t;.! ..M^. total .sn.

The large median upper incisors ai'c ti'iangular in section in

the male, oval in the female, elongated and at first sight rodent-

like in appearance. Like those" of the Rodent they possess also

persistently growing roots but the enamel is not confined to the

anterioi' sui'face. The second upper incisors are tiny and very

early lost. They are represented in the figured specimen

merely by remnants of their alveoli. The loAver incisors are

leather procumbent, have persistentl}^ growing roots and present

a comb-like appearance from elongation of the three tubercles

Avhich cap the crown. They occlude behind the upper incisors.

After a short interval come the premolars all of Avhich are

molariform and increase in size from before backward

whereas the molars present a decrease from before backwards.

Comparison with Eohippus brings out a striking resemblance

betAveen the brachyodont* cheek teeth of Hyi'ax and those of

226
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Eocene Perissodactyls. The upper molai's present two obliquely

placed lophs connecting protocone and paracone, metacone and

hypocone respectively. In addition to these there is an ecto-

loph gathering up the two outer cones and the three primitive

styles. Well-marked cingula are also present fore and

aft. The last upper molar has no hypocone but instead

the metacone has subdivided to pi'oduce a pseudohypocone in

Fig. 81.—Dentition of llyrax (Procavia brucei var. somalica, 9.62-1). The example
is an adult male. Note the rodent-like upper incisors. The characters oi the cheek
teeth at once preclude any relationship with Artiodactyl Ungulates.

the same manner as we have noted in herbivorous Marsupials

(see page 85). A curious and interesting feature of the upper

molars is their oblique setting in the maxilla so that a hinder

*The cheek teeth of the species figured are brachyodont, but from this it must
not be inferred that the cheek teeth of all species of Hyrax are low-crowned. Pro-
gression to the hypsodont type has occurred in quite marked degree within the order
and some species of Hyrax representing a more advanced form possess quite high-

crowned cheek teeth. Further a hypsodont species is usually found living alongside
a brachyodont species in the same locality just as in Miocene and lower Pliocene
times species of Horses with high-crowned cheek teeth lived alongside less specialized

brachyodont browsing forms.
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tooth overlaps the one in front laterally as in the ruminant

Artiodaetyla. The lower cheek teeth present anterior and

posterior crescents concave lingually but since the paraconid

itself is a])sent the ridi^e passing forward and iuAvard from the

protoconid fades away at the anterior margin of the tooth. The

hinder ridge of the antei'ioi' crescent passes from protoconid to

the curiously I'eduplicated metaconid. The two ridges of the

posterior crescent run from the hypoconid Avhich foi'ms the

apex to the metaconid and entoconid respectively.

One peculiar and primitive feature of the skull is the exten-

sion of the malar into the glenoid fossa as in jMarsupials. In

spite of this Hyrax is obviously an Ungulate and its closest

relationships might be suspected to lie with the Ai'tiodaetyls

but this conception is immediately conti-adicled by many ana-

tomical features. Thei'C is one of these which may be mentioned

since emphasis has nli'cady been laid ui)()n the essential and

lu'imitivc diffei'cnccs belween Ihe ])i'em()lars of Ai'tiodactyla

nnd those of Perissodactyla. The i)rem()lars are already very

advanced in ty])e and molarifonn in Eocene representatives of

the order Ilyracoidea. It may also be noted in passing that

these eai'ly forms show an cnlai-ged, pointed and ti'iangulai"

U])])ei' median incisoi- as in the existing Ilyi'aces.

In many other featui'cs Ilyrax resembles the I'cmote Peris-

sodactyla ; in the reduplicated metaconid of the lower molai's

for example, a chai-acter exhibited also ])y the Eocene !^[egalo-

hyrax. Xevei'theless the resemblances of this animal to the

Proboscidea in parts of the skeleton other than the teeth, con-

siderably outweigh the significance of the Perissodactyl-like

molars and ])remolars.

In short, as Dr. Gregory says, ''the existence of so many
'cross resemblances' between the Proboscidea and Perissodac-

tyla by way of Hyi'ax seems more consistent Avith the hj^poth-

esis that all these now very divergent orders have been de-

rived from a common protungulate stock, than with the hypoth-

esis that all the resemblances are due to convergent evolution."

Fascinating though the Ilvi-ax may be in its anatomical fea-
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tures and zo()lo«»i('al i-clationsliip A\e iiiiist not occupy more

space over the animal. But it is well to point out that although

like the Tapir it may with some justice l)e nicknamed a ^'livino-

fossil" because it bears in its body so many primitive features

unchanged oi- only very slightly modified during its long ances-

try, yet it is ])y no means an antiquated aninuil in the sense that

it is out of touch with its envii'omnent. The Tapir indeed is

naturally stupid and unintei-esting: that may be because we
have little interest in the lines along which the Tapir's intelli-

gence moves. The llyrax on the other hand is intensely active,

easily tamed and leai-ns with rapidity, having a natural bent

as it were for investigation and exi)erimentation. Perhaps the

most chai'ming pai't of Di-. (Iialmei's ^Mitchell's delightful book

The Childhood of Animals is that whei-ein he tells of the

activities and leai-ning powers of his pet llyrax. One of the

basal necessities of life for every animal is that it should be

able to ada]i1 itself to its enx'ironinent.



CHAPTER XVI

THE BATS

General position of the order—^Megaehiroptei-a and Micro-

chiroptei-a—Yespertilio fusciis—Impoi-taiiee of the incisor

specialization—^lolars of the Frnit Bats.

The Chiroptera oi* Bats possess a veiy h)ng' history having

been highly specialized even in Eocene times. Their anatomy

however reveals the probability that they originated from prim-

itive arboreal Insectivores perhaps of the Ci'ctaceons, perhaps

of the Basal Eocene. Their dental foi-mnla is derived by re-

duction from the primitive Placental type. There are two

groups of Bats, the ^Xregachiroptera or Fruit Bats and the

]\ric]"ochii'()ptei'a oi* insectivorous P>ats, the latter being

the moi'e specialized in their genecal anatomy. But just as

the Walrus though generally less specialized than the Seals

yet has a dentition more aberrant, so also the Fruit Bats gen-

erally less removed than the insectivorous Bats from typical

Insectivores, present a dentition in which it is much more dif-

ficult to trace homologies. The link connecting the Fruit Bats

with the Insectivores proper is the so-called Flying Lemur,

Galeopithecus.

For the pui'posc of this volume it will be sufficient to glance

at the dentition of one of the Microchiroptera, the more special-

ized group. We have therefore figured the skull of the common

BroAvn Bat, Yespertilio fuscus (Fig. 82). The number of in-

cisors and cheek teeth differs greatly among the Bats but in

V. fuscus the formula is:

l|, Ct,1' I

M 4. total 32.
3 1 o
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Tlie upper median incisors are separated by a wide gap and

the lateral ones are pointed teeth. The lower incisors are small,

semi-procumbent and their crowns are each surmounted by three

•globular tubercles. The canines both upper and lower are long

,iiid sharp. The distal three cheek teeth in both jaws are molari-

lorm and ])ut little removed from the general Insectivore type.

I^ach upper member, except the last, presents a trigon with

the three typical cusps and three styles and in addition a low

hypocone. The protocone being reduced, the other cusps of the

M I I i i

Fig. 82.—Dentition of P.rown Bat (\'espertilio fuscus, 9^4-1). Note the typical Insecti-

vore molars and the very specialized incisors.

trigon and the styles give a prominent W-appearance to the

occlusal surface. The last molar has its posterior moiety muti-

lated. On each of the three last lower cheek teeth is a typical

trigonid ^^•ith three cusps and a large talonid with hypoconid

and entoconid. All the cusps are long, sharp and needle-like

as usual in insectivorous teeth and the more anterior post-

canines simple and conical. The premolar-molar series resem-

bles that of the Mole very closely in the characters of the

individual teeth.

In the above description it is Avorthy of note that the molars

are not so specialized as the incisors. In discussing the denti-
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tioii of the various orders of ^Mammals it is almost impossible,

because of their greater complexity of form, to avoid seeming

to lay especial emphasis upon the molars. The student is there-

fore apt to gain the impression that adaptations of these teeth

are the most if not the only important changes to be observed

in the dentition. If he will pause for a moment to consider the

infinite variation in mammalian incisors and to think of the

very different modifications required for seizing or gathering

according to the particular food habit of the animal, the reader

Avill readily realize the enormous importance, as emphasized

by Bensley, of incisor modifications in determining the

morphological characters of the entire dentition. Perhaps this

significance of the incisors is most plainly seen in the Marsu-

l)ials among modei-n ^Fammals. AVe have been able to ti'eat

of the Mansupials at greater length than othei- orders because

of the large numbei' of representative stages in evolution of

teeth still in existence. Such instances as the Horses and the

Rodents A\ill howevei- ])rescnt tliemsclves at once as mai'ked

examples of adaptation of ii\cisors in association with great

modification in the dentition as a whole.

- Finally lest any reader, observing the peculiai- molars of the

Fruit Bats, should wondcj* how these can fit in with the view

put forward at the beginning of this chapter it must be stated

that there is evidence- to show tiiat, though greatly specialized,

these have undoubtedly been derived from the typical mam-

nmlian tritubercular tuberculo-sectoi'ial type.



CHAPTEK XVII

THE WHALES AND PORPOISES

Whalebone Whales and toothed W^hales—Evolution of the den-

tition in the toothed Whales—Ancestry of the Whales

—

Dentition of the Poi'poise.

Of the Cetaeea there ai'e two sul)()rders, one the ^Fystaeoeeti

or whalebone Whales, very highly specialized and possessing

instead of teeth large masses of whalebone hanging from the

roof of the month: the other the Odontoceti or toothed Whales

having simple peg-like teeth sometimes in great numbei*.

Whereas the foi-mer group feeds upon small shi'imp-like crusta-

ceans and swimming molluscs the latter is carnivorous in habit.

With the Mystacoceti we shall not deal in this volume although

minute vestigial two- and three-rooted teeth have been de-

scribed as existing in whalebone AVhales prior to birth, but

shall devote our attention solely to the toothed Whales with

which are associated the Porpoises and Dolphins.

These animals though possessing teeth are in many respects

even more specialized and aberrant than the Mystacoceti and

it is probable that the two are parallel groups possessing a

common ancestor but diverging from each other during their

phylogenetic history. The simple peg-like tooth armament or

to speak in scientific terms, the haplodont, homodont dentition

of the Odontoceti is not primitive as might at first appear

but is derived secondarily from the more typical tritubercular

tuberculo-sectorial form. This secondary simplification is an

adaptation to aquatic carnivorous feeding and is seen in a less

advanced stage in the Sea-lions and Seals. In the toothed

Whales a:^ well as in the Pinnipedia there is very great varia-

233
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tioii in the form of the teeth which is itself evidence of the

comparatively recent differentiation of the dentition. But this

does not mean that the Odontoceti and the Pinnipedia are

related. It simply indicates that similar habits call forth a sim-

ilar adaptation though in varying degree. In other words the

similar secondary simplification of the teeth in these two sub-

orders is one of convergent evolution. We have seen that the

Pinnipedia are probably related to the Miocene ''Bear dogs"

but although the Odontoceti are also carnivorous they are cer-

tainly not related to any known carnivorous Mammals.

Fig. 83.—Dentition of common Porpoise (Phocaena communis, 9.53-1). Note the great

number of similar cylindrical teeth and the extreme specialization of skull and jaws.

There may have been typical Odontocetes in the Oligocene

but it is quite possible that the Whales are of more recent

oi'igin. There is nothing in their anatomy to suggest great

antiquity as for example in the cases of the Edentata and the

Eodentia. The derivation of all the Whales, toothed and tooth-

less, seems to be from Insectivore-Creodont stock but the

earliest examples at present known are certain fossils from

the middle Eocene of Egypt, Protocetus and Mesocetus by

name, primitive creatures which, Avhile perhaps not represent-

ing the direct ancestral stock, are at least collateral to it.
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The example which Ave hnve chosen to represent the toothed

Whales is the common Porpoise, Phocaena communis, the diet

of which consists exclusively of fish. Inspection of Fig. 83

shows that the jaws are long and relatively weak and that

the teeth are small, similar, very numerous, with spade-like

crowns and constricted necks. The enamel organs are not

much developed and the teeth consist of a special type of den-

tine with a coating of cement. Some Odontocetes possess very

few teeth and some^ like the Dolphin, more than twice as many
as the Porpoise figured.

The great number of similar cylindrical teeth of the toothed

Whales is only approached in certain Armadillos in which the

teeth lack enamel entirely and are the result of a much more

ancient specialization. It is in the toothed Whales that Ave see

secondary increase of cheek teeth at its maximum.



CHAPTER XVllI

THE MONOTREMES

Extreme anticiuity and specialization of both existing fami- ^

lies—The Spiny Anteater—Food habits and dentition of ^

the Duck-billed Platypus—No evidence of close relation-

shi]) l)et\\een existin.i^ ^lonoti'emes and ]\[ultitubei'cnlata.

Since one of the exist iii«i' ^ronotrenics, the Spiny Anteater

of Australia and New (Juinea is entirely toothless like the

l)hiccntal Anteatei's and J*an<>()lins, and since the other, the

Duck-billed Platypus of Australia and Tasmania has teeth

A\ Inch ai-e niei-ely ti-ansitoiy, this oi'der is not of i»:reat signifi-

cance for oui' iiniiiediatc i)ur])()se.

]\Iany archaic and i-eptilian features are retained in the

anatomy of these animals but nothinji: is known of their actual

fossil history A\hich must therefoi-e be inferred from the study

of modern foi-ms alone. The chai'actei's of the shoulder i?ii*dle

indicate that Monotremes originated from vei'y early ^Fam-

mals not far ])eyond the reptilian stage aiul certainly before

the diverging mai-supio-placental forei'unners had begun to

adopt an ai'boreal existence. Dui-ing the lengthy period since

their origin, very marked peculiarities have appeared in both
.

animals Avhich must therefore be considered separately from

even the primitive marsupio-placental stock. Certain bodily

features however occur in both Spiny Anteater and Duck-

bill which in addition to the geogi'aphical disti-ibution of the

animals indicate a common if very remote ancestry for the

^lonotremes and ^Farsupials. Beyond this a\ c cannot proceed
.

until further evidence is available.

Ignoring then the edentulous Spiny Anteater the skull and
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aws of whicli sliow tlie same modifications consequent upon
entii'c loss of teetli as do tliose of llie Anteaters already dis-

cussed, Ave tui-n oui- attention to llie transient dentition of

Ornithorhyncluis.

This fossoi'ial semi-a(|uatic animal ])()ssesses i)eculiai* jaws
rmed in the adult not with teeth hut witli hoi-ny thickenin»>s

of the epithelium. Foi- crushin*^- the sliells of fresh-Avater nu)l-

liiscs upon Avhich the animal feeds teeth would he ])oor and
l)i-itt]e insti'uments. On the otlier hand the nutci-ackej'-like

f. ^^\/^;!t; ^V"''"'' °^ l^ick-biHed Platy))us (Ornithorhynclius anatimis. enlarged,
alter Uldheld Thomas). 1. left u|)per teeth. 2. I.eft lower teeth. The third tooth
IS not represented; the hrst is very aberrant but in the .second may be traced indications
ot an originally tritubercular tuberculo-sectorial type.

jaws with their horny coverin<i- are excellently adapted for

grinding such food. Notwithstanding the fact that there aro
no teeth in the adult, actual teeth corresponding to the perma-
nent dentition of other :\Iammals and even vestiges of a decidu-
ous dentition have been discovered. The ''permanent" teeth are
thr^e on each side of each jaw, twelve in all and after great
attrition fi'om Avhich they are worn to the thickness of paper
they are shed when the animal is about tAvo-thirds groAvn.
The two anterior teeth are lai-ge but the thii'd very small
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and all are o])viously elieek teeth. Fig. 84 reveals the fact that

although little can be made out concerning the first tooth the

second presents in masked form the general characters of the

tritubercular tuberculo-sectorial type. (The third is not shown.)

The upper tooth possesses a trigon the large protocone of

which is connected by ridges with paracone and metacone and

in addition there is a well-developed hypocone. The outer

border of this tooth like the inner margin of the corresponding

lower molar is complicated by numerous small secondary tuber-

cles. The second lower molar pi'csents a paraconid and an ele-

vated protoconid though the metaconid and the entoconid are

obscure. The heel on the other hand, shows a large hypoconid.

The teeth are much broader than high and their vestigial roots

penetrate the underlying growing horny layer to reach the

bone in Avhich however they are not deei)ly imbedded.

Misled by the tuberculate appearance of the teeth, some

authors have likened them to those of the Triassic Multituber-

culate ]\rarsu])ial ^lici'olestes. Tlie similarity in appearaiice

])etween these two is mei-ely superficial. The tooth structure in

Oriiithorhynchus is pi'ofoundly different fi-om that in ]\[icro-

lestes. On tlie groiuul tliat the ^lonotremes i-epresent the low-

est phase of mammalian life otliei' writers have sought to find

in the teeth of Ornithoi'hynchus indications of Avhat must have

])een the dentition of the eai'ly ^lammals. This is plainly a false

trail for an animal so aberrant and specialized with an ances-

tral history reaching back to the very dawn of mammalian life,

and especially of such peculiar feeding habits as Ornithorhyn-

chus could not be expected to retain teeth at all appi'oximating

in appearance the typical ancestral mammalian form. There

is then no great difficulty in accepting for the teeth of this

animal a ti'itubercular tu])ercul()-sectorial origin.



CHAPTER XIX

THE DECIDUOTTS DENTITION

Spooializod C'liaractor of tlio iiionoi^liyodont doiititioii in ^fam-

mals—The deciduous teeth do not represent in miniature

tlie pei'inanent teeth

—

^lilk Dentition of IModern Man—
The Pfedmost mandible—Milk dentition of Anthi-opoids

—

Deciduous dentition of Old-World and American !^^onkeys

—Mingled ancestral and adaptive features of the decidu-

ous dentition—The milk dentition in orders other than

Primates—The ^Fni'supial dentition—Foramina of the

tooth crypts.

There is no doubt that ^Fanimals were originally derived

from Reptiles possessino' a polyphyodont dentition, one in which

there occurred many successional series of teeth. Replacement

of teeth is knoAvn to have occurred in Cynodonts and in Juras-

sic Mammalia. It is therefore natural that the less specialized

of modern ^lammals at least should exhibit two series, the

tempoi'ary, deciduous, lacteal or milk set and the replacing,

successional, or permanent set. When Ave find ^lammals which

]iossess only one finictional series of teeth such for example as

the Seals,* Sloths, toothed Whales and many Rodents, we must

regard the featui'e as evidence of gi'eat specialization. This

interpretation is borne out by the fact that it is usually in those

mendjers of any order more advanced in other respects which

exhibit the so-called monophyodont character. Consequently

A\^ consider that Mammals which have retained a complete

milk dentition consisting of incisors, canines and milk molars,

^The milk clentition of the Seals is shed before birth.

289
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the last being the predecessors of the premolars, are the less

specialized and exhibit what is truly an ancestral feature.

In many respects the milk dentition differs from the perma-

nent set in the characters of its constituent teeth, not so greatly

pei'haps in the incisors, but more in the canines and most of

all in the milk molars, often called milk premolars, the last of

Avhich at least is of a patte]'n much more closely resembling the

mohu' teeth of the successional set than the premolars. From
this fact t^\•o widely different interpretations have been drawn,

one that the milk series represents the ancestral characters of

the dentition such as were possessed also by the permanent set

in earlier forei-unners, the othei- that the milk teeth are special-

ized for the peculiar needs of the young animal. Both of these

views present elements of ti'uth and we shall Ihei'efoi-e ex-

amine them with some attention.

It can scarcely be said that the diet of young ]\rannnals, once

they are beyond the .stage of suckling, (l^iffcrs materially from

that of theii" parents so that the 'pai'ticular needs' of the imma-

ture animal ai'c not directly connected with the type of food.

It is hoAvever common knowledge that the facial skeleton of

the young animal, in contradistinction to that of the

adult, is relatively small in i)roportion to the size of the

skull as a whole, and this for reasons beyond the scope of our

present inquiry. In the childhood of all ^Fannnalia the jaws

are comparatively short and the teeth themselves are absolute-

ly, though not necessarily, I'elatively smaller than in the adult.

Indeed it can be demonsti-ated readily in any series of animals

with a well-develoi)ed milk dentition, let us say the Anthi'opoid

Apes, avoiding as fai* as possible i-acial discrepancies, that the

incisors tend to be relatively smaller and the molars relatively

larger in the milk dentition than in the permanent. Sex dis-

tinctions in the canines again are not so pronounced in the milk

dentition and the teeth themselves are small. The same diver-

gences can be observed equally Avell in ^lan and for them there

must be some adequate explanation. In another section (page

268) Ave note that within limits those teeth nearest to the at-
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tachment areas of the masticatory muscles and to the fulcrum,

that is to say to the temporo-maudibular articulation, are the

t^eth ill the best situation for exerting pressure and are molari-

form whereas those teeth furthest removed from muscle at-

tachments and joint are best placed for swift movement and

cutting or piercing action and are simple chisel-like (incisors)

or conical (canines) in shape. Intermediate in position are the

premolars which are also intermediate in function.* In the

milk dentition the relative shorliiess of the jaws is associated

with fewer teeth: those forms of teeth naturally ai'e found

which are most essential to the animal's existence. Hence the

milk postcanines in Man and the Anthropoids reproduce the

more fundamental features of the cheelv teeth as a series in the

permanent dentition.

This sugi^estion calls at once for study of the milk teeth that

we may find out what are the moi'e essential features of the

human and Anthi'opoi^ dentitions. It bi'ings home to us the

fact that neither of the terms milk molars and nulk pi'cmolars

accurately defines the charactei's of the deciduous postcanine

teeth.

The milk dentition . of ]\Ian, of all Anthropoids and Old-

World Apes is:

2 1 2
1 — , c— , m —

. total 20.

We shall take as our fii'st example the milk dentition of the

European (Figs. 85, 86).

Apart from smallness of size the deciduous teeth possess

enamel of a different hue from that of the permanent teeth.

The neck is relatively better marked, the crown being more

globular and in the case of the molars the roots more diver-

gent than in the successional teeth. As to the incisors Avhich

are quite vertically situated in the jaws the relationship in size

*This interpretation must not be expected to fit all facts. For eocample in the very
specialized Horse the premolars are all completely niolariform in appearance though
their relation to muscular attachments and joint is not closer than in Mammals with
less complex premolars.
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between central and lateral teeth, both in maxilla and mandible,

is about the~55ame as in the second dentition.

The first obvious difference is seen in the canine which is

globular as already stated, has a very convex outer aspect and

projects if anything- slightly more beyond the occlusal surface

of the rest of the teeth than in the adult dentition. The first

postcanine in both jaws is a peculiai' tooth. Though somewhat

Fig. 8.=5.—Deciduous dentition of modern European (0.95, W.K.U.). Note that

except in the case of the incisors the teetli do not represent in miniature the teeth

of the adult dentition (Fig. .S3).

molarifoi'ui it does not j^reseiit the definite molar characters of

the second and is ])lainly s])ecialized for the pui'pose of acting

as a link between the simple incisors and canines in front and

the complex grinder behind. The upper tooth presents outer

and innei' cusps as in the permanent premolars but its outer

cusp is very broad and elongated antero-posterioi'ly by con-

nected styles so that the crown is triangular in shape. The

crown of the lower tooth possesses anterior and posterior moie-

ties, the latter shaped and presenting cusps like the talonid of
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a molar. The anterior moiety is much narrower, being beveled

at the expense of its labial portion and shows two cusps in the

sites of the pi-otoeonid and metaconid tojiether with a ledo^e

in front which pi'obably may repi'esent the paraconid or at

least a in'otoconid-pai'aconid shear. The two cusps on the

Fig. 86.— Right lateral asi)ect of child's skull sculptured to show roots of tem-
porary teeth and crowns of developing permanent Jeeth. (After Dewey-Thompson.)
Note the constricted necks of all teeth and the curved roots of the molars between
which the replacing teeth are developing.

tatonid are probably homolog-ous with the hypoconid and en-

toconid of the permanent molars. The second postcanine tooth

is much more like a permanent molar, is indeed often said to

duplicate the first pei'manent molar in miniature but this is
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not exactly true. In both jaws the second milk molar has an

occlusal surface relatively narroAv compared with the crown

because of the marked beveling of the latter upon its outer

side. The maxillary tooth is neither so rhomboidal nor so

obliquely set in the jaw as the corresponding first permanent

molar. It possesses a very large protocone and relatively

small paracolic and metacone, the oblique ridge between'the

latter and the fii-st mentioned being pi*esent as in the permanent

molai's. The hypocone is small though distinct. The crown of

the lower tooth is relatively very long, the lateral grooves be-

tween the cusps are deep and the cusps well separated: the

talonid is broader than the trigonid. The protoconid and hypo-

conid are small and the metaconid veiy lai'ge so that the cross

furroAvs so typical of the pei-manent molars do not exist. The

entoconid is of niodei-ate si/e and the hypoconulid not axial but

latei'al in position.

If now the featui*es just described be compared with those

of the permanenl molars already interpreted in Chapter VII,

it will be seen at once that they foi-m a curious mixture of

ancestral and s])ecialized chai'actei's. Whei-eas the featui'es of

the second u])per milk molar and the an-angement of cusps

(except the hypoconulid) of the lower second may well be

considered primitive, the reduction in size of the occlusal sur-

face from that of the crown proper and i]\e latei-al position of

the hypoconulid cannot be so regarded. Hence the dispropor-

tionate length of the occlusal surface of the second loAver molar

is secondary in origin. The interpretation of the first premolar

is not so simple and must be deferred for the moment.

When we turn to the milk dentition of the modern Negro

Ave find that the description given above for the temporary

teeth of the European holds fairly Avell and there is no need for

special de^scription.

In Paleolithic types Ave have not many examples of milk

teeth, but from the accompanying figure of the mandible

of a child about seven years old discovered in an upper Paleo-
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lithic ])urial site at Pfedmost in Moravia (Fig. 87), Ave learn

that the lower first milk molar was less molariform and the

second possessed an occlusal surface approaching more nearly

in breadth the crown itself while the hypoconulid Avas more

axial in position than is the case today. We cannot say that

the Pfedmost mandible is of unmixed strain. Though probably

of primitive Homo sapiens stock there may be in it some ad-

mixture of Neandertaloid blood. However this may be the

inaudible indicates to us the increasingly specialized condition

of the modern milk dentition.

Fig. 87.—Mandibular dentition of Paleolithic European from Predniost. (After

Walkhoff.) A less specialized milk dentition than that of today. The teeth present

are the tirsti and second deciduous molars and the first permanent molar.

We must now examine the deciduous teeth of the Anthropoids

(Figs. 88-91) and note if we can obtain from these some indica-

tion of what our milk dentition used to be. In doing this it

is essential that we should bear in mind the early divergence

of the human and Anthropoid lines. Whereas our own ances-

tors early became cursorial and predaceous and therefore de-

veloped a tendency rather toAvard a carnivorous and later a

grain diet, the Anthropoids, especially the Orang, progressed

toward a completely frugivorous diet.

As in the case of Man we will pass over the incisors with the

simple statement that in the Anthropoids also Ave find these
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teeth more vertically placed than in the adult, obviously a

surviving* ancestral character. The canines more triangular

in the Chimpanzee and Gibbon than in ourselves are more
pointed in the Goi'illa and the Orang. The first upper milk

molar is bicuspid and plainly triangular in the Gibbon and
Gorilla but shows a tendency to antero-posterior extension of

the palatal cusp in the other two great Anthropoids. The first

lower milk molar presents a large pointed cusp with a tiny

subsidiary one on its lingual aspect and a low and ill-developed

I'^ig. 88.—Deciduous dentition of Chimpanzee (Pan -i it.

heel behind in the Gil)])()ii, Gorilla and Oraug but in the Chiin-

pan/ee this tooth approximates the human form, resembles in-

deed the Predmost type somewhat for the inner cusp is lai-g:M'

and the heel is well developed and presents two cusps as in

ourselves (Fig. 88). The second upper molar is a typical tritu-

bercular tooth with a hypocone in all Anthropoids but in the

Chimpanzee and Orang the cusps are low and even indefinite

and secondary crenations appear as in Man. The second lower

molar in the Gibbon presents primitive Anthropoid characters.
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Its occlusal surface is long and as broad as the crown. The
metaeonid and hypoconid are large and the hypoconulid axial

in position. The same description holds for the Goi'illa in

which the metaeonid is very lai-ge. In the Chimpanzee the oc-

clusal surface becomes restricted transvei'sely and the hypo-

conulid migi-ates somewhat laterally, so that it is not unlike

the second lowci- molar of the Predmost mandible. In the

Orang the pinched-in condition of the occlusal surface is very

Fig. 89.— Deciduous dentition of Gorilla (Gorilla sp., 9.88-12).

pronounced though the hypoconulid remains more axially

situated than in man. The molars resemble quite considerably

the lower first milk molar of the human dentition, a case of

convergent evolution in which the terminal appearance has

been brought about in very different manner in the two cases.

The forms of the two upper milk molars and the lower second

are comparatively easily understood. With regard to the

loAver first molar it seems that in the Anthropoids with tusk-
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like canines this tooth somewhat resembles in function the lower

canine since it also forms a shear Avith the npper canine. In [

the Chimpanzee on the other hand and still more in IMan the

canines ai'e reduced and the first lower milk molar possesses ;

an ever increasing tendency to become molariform.

From this brief review and from what we know of the his- ^

tory of the human milk dentition we may conclude that con-

siderable specialization has occurred in the human milk molai's

Fig. 90.—Deciduous dentition of Orang ( I'ongo pygmaeus, Hojipius; 9.88-7).

especially in the first, adapting them to the needs of the or-

ganism, and further that analogous specialization can be ob-

served in differing degrees in the Anthropoid Apes according

to their requirements, the specialization affecting the several

teeth in varying measure. But in spite of the superposed

adaptive features, quite pronounced though they may be,

certain primitive and ancestral characters are not entirely

overshadowed.
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As was stated at the ])e^inning of this chapter two vieAvs are

held regarding the milk dentition, first that it represents fea-

tures possessed also in ancestral forms by the permanent set

and secondly that it displays specializations for the require-

ments of the young animal. We now see that these views are

not mutually contradictory but each is true so far as it goes.

The term ''milk molar" as appears from the foregoing de-

scription is no iiioi-e adequate than the name ''milk premolar"

Fig. 91.— Deciduous dentition of Gibbon (Hylobates concolor, Ilarlan; 9.88-4). The
first molars, central incisors and right lower lateral incisor of the permanent set have
erupted and may readily be distinguished by their white color.

to express in a word the characters of the deciduous cheek

teeth. We have noted in earlier chapters that in the perma-

nent dentition the premolars cannot always be distinguished

clearly from the molars by their appearance. Nor can we de-

fine the premolars as possessing forerunners while the molars

do not, for in most instances there is no tooth preceding the

first premolar of the permanent set (see Fig. 93). According to
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M. F. Woodward this condition is brought about by the pres-
|

ence of a large canine Avhich, occupying so much space in the
|

jaw, results in a deformed permanent first premolar and leaves
j

no room for a corresponding milk tooth. This view seems to J

be borne out by the cases of the Hyrax and the Tapir (see Fig.
,j

77) in both of Avhich the first pi-emolar possesses a predecessor, sj

In the former animal the canine is vestigial and never becomes (]

a functional tooth, in the latter it is reduced and separated by

a considei'able distance from the premolar series.

As for ci'uption of the deciduous teeth it is well known
that the lower central incisoi*s ai*e the fii'st to come into place

in the jaw. When one recalls that in the act of sucking the

matei'iial nipple is compi*essed between tongue and palate, th?

lower jaw serving mei*ely to steady the tongue, it becomes

evident that these teeth can erupt without causing irritation

or damage to the delicate skin of the nipple and so enable the

mother to continue suckling hei* infant for a longer time than

Avould be possible othei-wise. . It is also clear that as the young

animal grows and the jaws lengthen thei-e will be unoccupied

space behind the second milk molar. This provides a site for

the developing fii-st molar Avhich is thus the earliest of the

pei'manent teeth to come into position.

The deciduous dentition of both Old- and Xcw-World ^Fon-

keys affords confirmation of the conclusion attained above that

the milk teeth do not i-esemble in miniature any of the perma-

nent set.

In some Old-World Monkeys, l*ithecus i-hesus for example

{Fi^. 92), the diffei-entiation of the first milk postcanine in

both jaws has proceeded to a much more molariform stage

than in the Anthropoids generally. The upper tooth is quad-

ricuspid from the appearance of a hypocone and although the

trigonid of the lower tooth is relatively nan-ow the talonid is

comparatively better developed than even in Man. The second

milk postcanine is moi-e completely a replica of the first perma-

nent molar than in the Anthropoids or in ourselves, a condi-
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tioii to be expected from the more molariform eoiiditioii of the

lirst milk molar.

Passing to the Xew-AVorld ^lonkeys we find a somewhat dif-

ferent state of affairs. These animals possess three permanent

])remolars and thi'ee milk molars but the first successional tooth

lo erupt, as in the various Old-AVorld families, is the first molar.

In the Sapajou Monkey (Cebus) Avhich Ave may take as an ex-

Fig. 92.—Deciduous dentition of Ucngal Macacjue (Pitliecus rhesus, Audebert;
9.823-11). In this animal the milk teeth have approached more closely in feature to
the permanent teeth than in Man or Anthropoids.

ample the milk incisors and canines, though small, do not show
such striking divergences from the patterns of the correspond-

ing permanent teeth as do the postcanines. There being one

more postcanine than in the Old-AVorld families the essential

functions of shearing and crushing can be more distributed.

Consequently Avhile the last milk tooth is purely molariform

the first is equally definitely sectorial and of simple premolari-

forni pattern, the tooth which is intermediate in position being
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also intermediate in appearance. The loAver first postcanine i

exhibits merely a cingulum, no heel ; the second has a crown i

approximating in appearance but by no means reproducing vl

the features of its successional premolar ; the molariform third i

is longer and narrower Avith a relatively larger trigonid and I

smaller talonid than the first permanent molar. Analogous {

differences exist in the upper teeth. The first has only a Ioav
|

cingular cusp on the palatal side of the apex; in the second , i

which is elongated transversely this palatal cusp has increased
j

in size and prominence ; in the thii'd it forms a rounded pro- i

tocone, the main cusp (paracolic) is rephiced by a reduplicated j

one (paracolic and metacoiie) and tlicrc is developed a small
j

hypocone. AVe note then that close resemblances between milk i

teeth and their successors are accidental in nature and more to j

be Avondered at than striking diffei'ences.* !'

When we turn our attention to other animals, \vc again con- 'i

stantly find evidence of mingled ancestral and adaptive fea- ,;

tures in the milk dentition. In the Aye-aye for example the t|

milk teeth are imicli less specialized than the permanent set

and clearly indicate by their more primitive features the leimi-

roid character of the animal. In its milk dentition the Horse

])()ssesses slioi-ter crowned teeth with chai-acters simpler than

those of their complex, hyi)sodont, ])ermanent successors. In

the milk dentition of the Dog (Fig. 03) there are three postca-

nines of Avhich the first upper and first and second loAver are
fj

simple premolariform teeth, the second upper and the third i!

loAver sectorial and the third upper molariform, thus reproduc-

ing in miniature the essential features of the adult dentition

as a whole.

In carnivorous animals generally the milk teeth play their

part and are shed early. In the Seal they are shed before birth.

In some animals, the Edentates, for example, the milk denti-

tion is quite vestigial but such teeth as there are shoAv much

less specialization than their permanent successors. The milk '

*The gradual increase in complexity of the milk molars backwards representing as it

were stages in development culminating in the pattern of the first permanent molar is

very striking in the New-World Monkeys. The reader is referred in this connection
to statements made on pp. 62, 103 regarding the Premolar Analogy Theory.
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dentition is heterodont, whereas the permanent teeth are homo-

dont. In the toothed Whales the milk teeth are entirely vesti-

uial. Herbivorous feeders on the other hand retain at least

some of their milk teeth until the.y are sufficiently adult them-

selves to give birth to young and this is proba])h^ an adapta-

tion to save the permanent teeth in vieAv of the extreme attri-

tion to which, in consequence of the nature of the food, the

dentition of these animals is subjected.

Fig. 93.--Deciduous dentition of Dog (Canis familiaris, 9.7424-47). The milk denti-

tion as a whole reproduces the features of the permanent dentition as a whole. The
large simple tooth erupting" immediately behind each canine is the first premolar of tlie

permanent set, a tooth which in most animals does not possess a predecessor (but see
Tapir, Fig, 71).

According to some authors there are evidences of as many
as five dentitions among Mammalia, one before the milk teeth,

one after the permanent set and another antecedent to the

premilk series. This last rests, it must be admitted, upon very

slender evidence. Dr. Ameghino is responsible for the state-

ment that in a long extinct Ungulate, Nesodon, there were de-

veloped three successive dentitions of which the second and

third correspond with the modern milk and permanent series

respectively. The same author asserted that at least one func-
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tioiial premilk premolar occurs in the Tapir. Althouo>h this

seems to be a uniquely survivino- feature of the ancient mam-
malian dentition it is of scarcely sufficient impoi-tance in the

present connection for treatment at lenoth.

Earlier in this chapter the statement has been made that

usually it is the more advanced species of an order Avhich have

lost their milk dentition. This is not invariably the case. The

Rat for example, by no means the advanced of Rodents, possesses
[

so far as we Ivnow at pi-esent not even a vestige of temporary

teeth. On the other hand the two vei-y specialized ^Farsupials,

]\ryi'mec()bius, the Banded Anteatei' and Phascolomys, the Wom-
bat, both possess cleai' evidence of a definite milk dentition

whereas in the less aberrant ^NLarsiipials the milk dentition is

still moi'c vestigial since only a single lacteal tooth persists.

This brings us to the consideration of iSFarsupial teeth in

general. We have noted previously some of the many curious

specialized and aberi-ant featui'cs of this order and in conse-

quence it is not surprising to Icai-n that only one tooth is re-

placed in these animals. During the discussion of the marsupial

dentition this has already ])een noted and refei'cnce should be

Inade to ('ha])tei' IV for details. That one tooth only should be

replaced is no new featui*e of the dentition since the .Jui'assic

^Fai'supial, Ti-iconodon, shows the same phenomenon. A vei'y

striking feature of the case is the fact that in the modei'n

^fai'supials as in Triconodon it is the same tooth, the forei'un-

ner of the last premolar, which is replaced in all species.

Whereas in most othei' tooth changes in Mammals the suc-

ceeding tooth develops rather behind the tooth Avhich it re-

places, in this instance the suceessional tooth develops some-

what in front of its predecessor.

Opinion at fii'st favoi'ed the view that the functional dentition

of the ^farsupials in genei'al repi'csented the permanent set.

Later views inclined toward homology with the milk dentition.

Recently however the former conclusion in modified form is

becoming more genei*ally accepted and the evidence grows

clearer that the ^Fai'supials of today are specialized in their
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dentition to the extent that thei'e is, with the exception of the

two animals a])ove mentioned, no fnnetional remnant of the

milk teeth unless it be this replaced tooth. The question which

immediately presents itself is the true nature of the so-called

deciduous tooth replaced by the last premolar. Tims has up-

held that it is really the first of the permanent molars which

becomes projected above the last premolar in consequence of a

pi'otyressively relative shoi'tenino^ of the palate in relation to

its ])i"eadth as the animal <xv(nys, oldei*. He maintains that a

similar explanation holds in the case of the Doo- and the fJuinea-

pio- ill which animals the last permanent pi-emolar also is very

unlike its foi'erunnei' somewhat in front of which it develops.

Tims claims that his in,u:eniously pi-esented theory covers the

case of certain Insectivoi'cs in which, however, the successional

tooth does resend)le its forerunner. It is stated that the replac-

ino- tooth in !\rarsupials is not embryonically coiniected with

either of the teeth between which it develops and which it suc-

ceeds. On this account it cannot be the homoloo:ue of either.

Even aftei' I'eading carefully Di'. Tims' statements and con-

siderino- the evidence he pi-esents I cannot see that his con-

ception clears the situation and while his view may be correct

it is not entirely satisfyiiija: at present. There is nothinor un-

usual in a successional tooth bein<i: of different appearance from

its actual predecessor. Examples of this have been cited from

many mammalian orders. We have already noted the special

adaptations exhibited in the milk molai's both of ^Fan and of

the Anthropoids. AVe have observed moreover that the milk

incisors and canines are comparatively small teeth, their suc-

cessors relatively laro-e. The developing permanent successors

of these teeth must then lie rather lateral and posterior to

their predecessors in the jaAv. It is only Avhen Ave come to the

premolar region that Ave find the actually smaller teeth Avhich

tal^e up less room in the jaAv succeeding the larger milk

molars. A change in relative position between the deciduous

teeth and their successors is therefore to be expected in this

area. The successional premolar in the ^larsupials is not
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cramped for space in the jaw but it is a very large and special-

ized tooth modified for sectorial purposes and as such may be

expected to cause some disturbance in the dentition as it erupts

in such animals as the Kangaroos. The question of relation-

ship in appearance and position of the last permanent premolar

to its predecessor and the special difficulties regarding tooth

replacement in the Marsupials must therefore be left siih judice.

One last feature of the temporary dentition must be men-

tioned. The milk teeth always lie to the outer or labial side of

their suecessoi-s even in the case of the molars, although the

developing permanent premolars pi'oject between the divergent

roots of their predecessors. If the student examine the care-

fully cleaned jaws of any young ^lammal (see for example the

infant Chimpanzee, Fig. 88), he will note foramina in the bone

upon the lingual or palatal aspect of the milk teeth, one imme-

diately behind or intei'nal to each tooth, those related to the

iiicisors and canines being lai'ge, those near the milk molars

small and ovei'hung by the corresi)()nding tooth. These are the

openings in the bone through A\hich passed the dental rudi-

ments of the pei'iuanent teeth and at the ])ottom of each hole

is the crypt containing the coi'i'esponding successional tooth.

Since these foramina are of necessity absolutely invariable

their presence indicates Avith certainty that the erupted tooth

adjacent to each belongs to the deciduous series. The absence

of the foi'amen gives e(iual assurance that the corresponding

tooth is of a membei* of the ])ermanent set.



CHAPTER XX

THE ROOTS OF TEETH

Evolutionary importance of the roots—Paleotelic and caeno-

telic Characters—Features of the root in mammal ia;n teeth

—

Nature's methods of combating attrition—Inferences from

the deep-seated position of the canine root in Man—The

roots of teeth in Man and Anthropoids—Specialized roots of

teeth in the Aye-aye—Roots of teeth in Neandertal Man.

During his perusal of the foregoing chapters the reader must

have been impressed by the fact that practically the entire dis-

cussion has related to modifications of the cusps and crowns of

teeth. He will have observed the wide range of adaptation of

the cheek teeth to changes in habit and the profound bearing

upon the Avhole dejitition of the form of the incisors but he is

justified in asking why roots have received such scant mention.

It will of course be quite evident that the exposed crowns

from their very position must command attention whereas the

roots buried in the jaws are less accessible. Nevertheless it

is equally apparent that study of the roots must have its im-

portance in adequate consideration of the dentition as a whole.

It might even be argued that the roots are at least as impor-

tant as the crowns because of the fact that being imbedded in

the jaws they are 'less influenced than the crowns by modifica-

tions of environment. That they are not entirely unaffected by

environmental changes is sufficiently indicated however by

the frequent transformation in many orders of the brachyodont

into the hypsodont type of tooth.

In this connection the student should understand the dif-

ference bet^veen paleotelic and caenotelic characters. These terms

257
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were coined by Gregory to take the place of the words morpJio-

logical and adaptive respectively. A paleotelic or morphological

feature is primitive and unaffected or but slightly modified by

external conditions. Examples are the auditory ossicles, the

foramina of th€ skull, certain features of the base of the skull,

the carpal and tarsal bones and the urogenital system in gen-

eral. In all of these there is but restricted variation except in

certain special types. On the other hand some features such as

the facial skeleton, the fingers and toes, the color of the skin

and the character of the hair vary through a considerable range

in consequence of their exposure to environmental conditions.

Such characters are caenotelic and not primitive, but greatly

modified. Should, however, a paleotelic feature become ex-

posed to environmental influence as in the case of the auditory

ossicles in aquatic Mammalia it becomes greatly modified and

thus caenotelic in nature. Now upon this basis the crowns of

the teeth, being as a rule much more influenced by external

conditions than the roots are likely to show greater changes.

In other words their paleotelic characters are more likely to

become obscured. Infinite are the variations of cuspidation

-but strikingly few and slight are the modifications of the roots

of teeth.

No biological ''Law" is really an explanation. It is in es-

sence a description of sequences. We are not explaining w^hy

changes occur in structure ^^•hen we state more or less vaguely

that they occur in part at least in response to environmental

influence: we are but correlating facts. When we state that

certain changes in structure appear apparently as the result

of modification in external conditions we are giving an instance

of what may be termed the Law of Environmental Influence.

Returning then to the subject of teeth it may be stated that the

paleotelic characters of the croAvns have become largely ob-

scured Avhereas those of the roots show greater tendency to

persist. For this reason the tooth crown has received consid-

erable attention in this volume and the root but little.

One feature wherein the mammalian dentition differs from
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that of Reptiles is the possession of teeth with more than one

root. It is not true of all mammalian teeth and is more char-

acteristic of the molars than of the antemolar series. In the

Cynodonts we find the reptilian character of a single root even

in the flat quadrate molars of Sesamodon and the very mammal-

like molars of Diademodon. The cheek teeth of Protodonta

show incomplete separation of the root into two fangs (Fig.

13). In all known Triconodonta and Ti'ituberculata on the

other hand the premolars and molars present at least two

roots. In the upper teeth these support the para- and metacones

respectively but in some genera, Dryolestes for example, the

upper molars differ from the premolars in possessing three

roots, a large medial one beneath the protocone and tAvo smaller

lateral ones supporting the outer cusps of the crown. In most

primitive Mammals likewise, whether they are of marsupial or

placental stock, the premolars and molars are two-rooted al-

though the protocone and its supporting internal root in the

upper molars may be absent. We are justified then in con-

sidering the two-rooted brachyodont type as the primitive mam-
malian form. Further, it is by no means uncommon to find an

actual bifanged appearance in the canine. This condition oc-

curs in Talpa the Mole, and in Erinaceus the Hedgehog, both

being animals which from their lowly ordinal position are likely

to retain unchanged the primitive features of the tooth roots.

On reference to Fig. 94 it will be noted that evidence of separa-

tion of the root into two exists even in the incisors of certain

primitive animals.* Grooving of the root of a tooth must then

be taken as indicating a geologically older bifanged condition.

We have observed previously that there are various ways

whereby the teeth become elongated to compensate for marked

attrition, the result of a herbivorous diet. There is the elonga-

tion of the cusps so Avell seen in all lophodont Marsupials

especially in the grazing Kangaroos, and the elongation of the

body of the tooth so plainly marked in the Bandicoot Thala-

*The Flying Lemur Galeopithecus has two roots in the outermost (third) incisor
as well as in the canine.
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comys. In both of these types the roots are fully completed
in the adult teeth and do not grow persistently as in the case

of the Horse which represents a much more advanced stage.

Again attrition is compensated for in a totally different man-

ner by forcing up of the stump of the worn tooth so that the

last possible wear can be obtained even after the crown is

practically nonexistent. This condition also is well illustrated

in the Horse. All three methods are manifested in conjunction

though in differing degrees by many Mammals.

While progression toward complete hypsodonty is usually

associated with increase in complexity of crown pattern this

is not invariably the case. Among the extinct Ungulates pe-

culiar to South America there lived during the Pleistocene a

stoutly built semi-aquatic lumbering animal named Toxodon.

Fig. 94.—Upper teeth of J.erboa Pouched Mouse (Antechinomys laniger, after
.Gregory). As in all primitive Mammals the canines, premolars and molars possess
two large externa! roots.

Further back and separated from Toxodon by a vast geological

period there existed in the Miocene a smaller and lighter beast

Nesodon which we have already mentioned because of a pecu-

liarity in its dentition (page 253). It is probable that Nesodon

is actually the ancestor or at any rate very closely related to

the ancestor of Toxodon. The molars of both animals were

hypsodont but the curious fact is that the crowns in Nesodon

were decidedly more complex than those of its descendant

Toxodon. We must then be always upon the Avatch for excep-

tions to general rules which we find it necessary to formulate.

In a typical specialized hypsodont Ungulate the cusps are ob-

served to be long but a more striking feature is the loss of

distinction between crown and root. The neck of the tooth

does not exist. Further the root, if one may term it such, is
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obviously sintjle but not pi'imitively so: rather it represents the

fused roots of the pi'imitive tooth uncompleted at the apex.

In the Horse it is only in old age that the divergent root tips

appeal". Completely hypsodont teeth possess I'oots of persistent

growth and such have already been observed in advanced

forms of incisors and molars alike.

It is especially striking that in the Horse Avhich is an example

of extreme hypsodonty the milk dentition even today is less

high-crowned, thus confirming the vieAv just put forward that

the brachyodont type with two or moi-e roots is primitive.

From lack of space it is impossilde to deal adequately with

the tooth roots in all orders but a little attention to the appear-

ances found in the higher Apes and in ^lan will not be mis-

placed.

The fii'st feature which sti'ikes the obsei'ver in comparing

the teeth of an Anthi'opoid with those of ^Fan is the fact that

each of the upper premolars possesses three roots like the

molars. Three roots are occasionally found in the human
upper premolars ; in fact I am inclined to believe that this

condition is not so rare as is said to be the case. The bifid or

three-pointed tip and the grooving of the root are indications

of a former separation into more than one fang. Both in

Anthropoids and in ^lan grooving of the root of the canine

and of the incisors occui's, in the foi'mer more frequently than

in the latter. These features and in addition the clearly marked

separate roots of non-pei'sistent gi'owth so characteristic of all

Primate teeth with one exception are certain evidence of the

retention of fairly primitive root features in this order.

The skiagram of a jaw in Avhich the permanent teeth are

still developing focuses attention upon the situation of the

canine rudiment. This lies much more remote from the gum
t^an any of the other rudiments (see Fig. 86). In the great

Anthropoids we have already noted that date of eruption of

the canine varies Avith sex. In the female Chimpanzee it

erupts before the third molar but in the male it is the last

tooth to come into place. In both cases the canine erupts
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relatively much later than in Man in Avhom, hoAvever, it lies

just as deeply imbedded as in the Anthropoids. No sexual

distinction in time of eruption of the canine has been noted in

the human dentition yet the deeply seated position of the

rudiment of this tooth is a sure indication that it was formerly

powei'ful and long-rooted as in the Anthropoids toda.y.

In l)oth Anthropoids and ^lan the root tips of the second

and thii'd mandibular molars lie near the inferior dental canal

atlolesceiilFig. 95.—Skiagram of jaws of Chimjjaiizee ( I'an sp., 9.881()). In this „

female the canine has erupted before the third molar. Note the very close relation
l)ctween the developing roots of the third molar and the inferior dental canal which
opens out (unlike the condition in Man, Fig. 96) into a large space at the level of the
second molar. In the adult Anthropoid the root tips of the third molar even over-
shoot the inferior dental canal.

but in the former they often overshoot the canal itself, a con-

dition not found in ^lan in whom fi-om the tendency, very

obvious in modern Europeans, toAvard shortness of root the root

tips are further removed from the canal than they are in An-

thropoids (Figs. 95, 96). The precise distance naturally varies

Avith the individual. In the Heidelberg mandible there is a very
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close relationship between the root tips and the canal as one

would expect fiom the primitive nature of this jaw. The rela-

tive shoi'tness of the roots in human teeth is the precise opposite

of the condition found in the Orang for the extreme length of

the tooth roots of which no adequate explanation has yet been

offered. If uoav we examine a skiagram of the jaws of the

Aye-aye we note once again shortness of the roots especially

Fig. 96.—Skiagram of jaws of Negro (Skull 524, W.R.U.). The molar roots are
relatively long in this case and approximate the inferior dental canal almost as in the
Anthropoid. This is not so in all human mandibles.

in the second and third molars when we compare these with the

teeth of other nearly related Lemurs (Fig. 97). We note

further that associated with the shortness of roots is the lack

of a well-defined neck. In Heidelberg Man there is also a prac-

tical absence of the tooth neck. The Aye-aye is a marked ex-

ception to the retention in Primates of a relatively primitive

type of too,th. It is a significant exception because the features

of its cheek teeth assist us to realize Avhat is happening in the
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ease of the human dentition. AVe must therefore consider the

matter in a little more detail.

Not only do the cheek teeth of the Aye-aye possess relatively

short roots fused in part of their extent, but this fusion, least

mai'ked in the first molar, involves pi'ooressively nioi'e of the

I'oots in the second and most in the thii'd. This is natural

since, as we have frecpiently observed, it is the first molar
which is the most stable. Again the pulp chamber of all three

Vig. 97.—Skiagram of jaws of Aye-aye ( Dauhentonia madagascariens's, 9.815-1).
Note the short roots fused in part of their length especially in the third molar, and
the large pulp chamber the outline of which sinks l)enea'h the level of the alveolar
horder of the jaw.

molars but more especially of the third is relatively long and

tends to sink beneath the level of the alveolar boi'der of the

jaw.* This is a marked distinction from the appearance pre-

*It is true that the pulp chamber diminishes in size with age through the appear-
ance of secondary dentine, and that in consequence the skiagram of the jaws of a young
animal will show a larger pulp chamber in the third molar than in the first, because
the latter erupted long before the former. Any fallacy in interpretation of Fig. 97
upon this score is precluded by the fact that the specimen is an old one. The inter-

pretation given is further indicated correct by the ])r()gressive fusion of the roots
backward in the molar series.
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sented by all other Lemurs including the Indrisinae which are

the nearest relatives of the Aye-aye. In other Lemurs as in the

Anthropoids and in most types of Man the pulp chamber is

shallow and clearly defined and its outline lies entirely without

the alveolar border. Long narrow root canals alone appear

in the tooth below the level of the bone surface. In those in-

stances of modern ^Fan in which the molar roots are short and

exhibit a tendency to fusion we find, as in the Aye-aye a less

clearly defined outline for the pulp chamber which is long and

extends beneath the alveolar boi-der. ^lany Xeandertal teeth,

it is true, exhibit features differing little if at all from those

Fig. 98.—Teeth of Jersey Neandertal Man (after Keith and Knowles). Upper
row: upper teeth: 1. third molar, 2. first right molar, 3. second left premolar, 4. second
left molar, 5. third left molar. Lower row: lower teeth: 1. third right molar (crown),
2. second right molar, 3. second right incisor, 4. left canine, 5. first left premolar, 6.

second left premolar, 7. second left molar. This is a form of Man with extremely
specialized tooth roots. Note the short fused molar roots, the absence of neck and the
great attrition of the crown.

which are characteristic of most modern dentitions but some

skulls (Fig. 98) present features of very different type. Not

only are the molar roots short and fused into a solid mass but

the neck of the tooth is lacking, the crown merging with the

stump-like root, and the pulp chamber is large, long, imper-

fectly outlined and extends far beloAv the alveolar border.

Even the root canals are capacious and form simply loculi of

the elongated pulp chamber. This thoroughly distinctive ap-

pearance, indications of which are met with in some modern
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skulls, is comparable Avith the similar condition displayed by
the molars of the Aye-aye. It has been defined by Keith as

the taurodont type, because it considerably resembles the hypso-

dont chai-acter of the Ox molars in contradistinction to the

cynodont appearance presented by the vast majority of modern
human molars A\hich are more primitive in feature and in

skiagrams display characters of the pulp chamber and roots

somewhat similar to those of the Dog. The specialized char-

acters found so much more frequently in Xeandertal than in

modern molars are so striking and so unlike the typical human
dentition that they create an impression fast becoming a con-

viction in the minds of many anatomists that Xeandertal Man
cannot have been an ancestor of our own line l)ut was rather

a specialized and now extinct offshoot of the human race.

We believe that the food of Xeandertal Man was not purely

carnivorous but included tough vegetables and grain. In addi-

tion these ancient people Avere probably not averse to the

chewing of hides a habit indulged in today by the Eskimos in

whom be it noted the taurodont foi-m of molar tends to appear

more frequently perhai)s than in an} other modern race. The

specialized diet of the Aye-aye lias been discussed in Chapter VI.

It is impossible to avoid the impression that the teeth of Xean-

dertal Man and those of the Aye-aye represent degrees of the

same modification brought about under the influence of (Jietary

habit. The reader must remember of course that not all Xean-

dertalers exhibited this peculiarity. This fact, the relatively

infrequent occuri-ence of the condition in modern Man and the

total absence of the modification in Anthropoids leads us to

believe that tHe taurodont form of molar is a progressive feature

of the Primate dentition. In this character therefore Xeander-

tal Man had progressed far beyond the stage which we our-

selves have attained, had in fact reached a position approached

among Primates only by the very aberrant Lemur Daubentonia.



CHAPTER XXI

THE EVOLUTION OF TYPES

Biological interpretations and laws—External and internal

factors inducing variation—Examples of pronounced diver-

gence within a single family—Theories of modifications in

dentition—^Migration of teeth in the jaw—Variations and

mutations once more—Ci-eative Evolution.

Having now completed our brief survey of mammalian teeth,

Ave turn our attention to certain features of the dentition as a

whole Avhich, though deepl}' interesting, are until now imper-

fectly understood. It has already been emphatically declared

that a truly satisfying explanation of phenomena is not given

by a statement of sequences nor does one answer the question

Jioic by making an adecpiate reply to the question why. In all

so-called biological interpretations and in all l)iological laAvs one

must be on one's guard against confusing these two simple inter-

rogatives how and ivhy. We have seen that differences in life

habits, especially ditferences in diet, are associated Avith changes

in tooth form and Ave infer that the former at least in part

called forth the latter. But if this be a true statement of fact

it does not throAv auA^ light on hoAV the changes are brought

about. One may Avonder if the alterations in tooth form are

compelled by some dominating force of Avhich Ave are ignorant

or if perhaps they are mere chance variations pounced upon

and utilized by natural selection.

Every dental student knoAvs that individual A^ariations occur

in all the teeth yet the complete dentition of any individual,

broadly speaking, is true to type. We have observed that the

dentition may differ considerably from species to species.

2C7
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Some for example have brachyodoiit molars, others hypsodont,

yet each species thou«h livmg side by side with the other breeds

true.

We have noted the fact that different genera Avithin a single

family show strikingly how completely dissimilar one dentition

may be from another. We have also seen that traced back to

their. simplest or earliest representatives the dentitions of most

if not all mammalian orders indicate derivation from a com-

mon forei'unner. In mentioning one external factor which

assists in bringing about modifications in the dentition, namely

diet, we have merely opened the question of the oi'igin of modifi-

cations. We have made no suggestion of a possible force in-

herent within the organism tending to bring about alterations.

To the problem, unsolved as yet, of how changes are produced

we have devoted no attention whatever. One cannot leave the

subject of teeth without at least glancing at these enigmas of

how and why. Many problems of modern biology have found

or will find their solution in expei'imental investigation, a field

closed to us in the study of teeth. So far as dentition is con-

cei'ned Ave can but observe the imperfect record of Nature's

experiments cai'i'ied on over vast pei'iods of geological time.

Early in our incjuiry it Avas noted that the confoi'mation and

articulation of the ja^^s underwent great modification in the

ti'ansition from Keptile to ^Fammal and at the same time the

homodont dentition gave place to the heterodont. It has been

suggested that the cheek teeth being close to the joint and to

areas of direct muscular pull are best situated for crushing or

shearing Avhereas the incisors and canines, further removed,

operate through a larger arc Avith greater velocity and are

hence in a position to execute cutting and piercing functions.

It is true that in manj^ animals the transition betAveen the sim-

ple cutting incisiform and the larger crushing molariform

t.A'pe is gradual and progressiA'e through canine and premolars

but in the Horse and the Hyrax, to mention only tAvo examples,

the transition is abrupt. It cannot be doubted that such sud-

den transition is secondarA' in view of its non-occurrence in an-
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cestral forms, nevertheless the abrupt change must have be-

come stei-eotyped very eai-ly since Ave find it present in the

Cynodonts.* The relation of teeth to jaws, to musculature and

to the temporo-mandibulai" joint must ])e regarded as one fac-

tor only of those responsible for bringing about existing modi-

fications of the several tooth forms. The very fact that Ave see

in all orders of ^Eammals a definite tendency on the part of the

dentition to evolve along one or another of certain Avell-defined

lines itself suggests an internal heritable factor.

The teeth of the modern Tapir are practically indistinguish-

able from those of its Pliocene forerunner yet Ave cannot say

Avhy this animal has undergone no change during so A'ast a

period in which other animals, the Horse and the Whales for

example, have developed striking dental modifications.

We have dealt fairly comprehensively Avith the A'aried forms

of teeth represented today in the single order Marsupialia and

have noted that some members retain quite primitive forms

of teeth although in others the dentition is highly specialized.

Emphasis has been laid upon food habits as a factor responsible

for these differences but food ha])its alone have not produced

the change. Had avc taken any series, the Bandicoot family

for example, and studied the varying forms of teeth exhibited

by these animals AA'hose food habits differ little if at all, Ave

should still have noted progressive modifications Avhich in the

Bandicoots culminate in the most specialized form Thalacomys.

Instead of dilating upon this theme at Avearisome length in

the chapter on the Marsupials a further consideration of these

progressive changes of less degree has been postponed until the

student should be better acquainted Avith the end results, as it

Avere, of Nature's experiments. AVe are noAV in a position to

appreciate the importance of these gradually progressive

changes. We might lay out in order of succession a series of

examples of any family or even genus taken from different

geological epochs and, comparing them, note the ever changing

*The abrupt change from simple incisiform to crushing molariforni teeth is to be
found even in certain fishes.
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forms of the teeth. We should observe that the change has

always been in some definite direction toward final forms Avhich

are approximately the same as the latest example of series

drawn from other orders. Starting with the insectivorous-

omnivorous type the lines of progression are toward the long

or short jawed pure Carnivore or in another direction through

the omnivorous form, either to one of several varieties of pure

herbivorous feeder (I^ngulate) or to the highly specialized

gnawing type (advanced Eodent). The student will have

recognized that the fundamental ])lan of progressive evolution

in teeth is common to all mammalian orders.

We are studying in this volume the dentition of modern

IMannuals, not of fossil foi-ms and hence we do not propose

to cai'i'y out the suggestion put forward in the preceding para-

graph, but shall examine existing members of the order Carni-

vora in which we may observe the self-same facts. Why some

genera have retained primitive tooth forms and others, closely

related, have not, we are scarcely in position to state. We can

only say that external conditions call forth a response on the

part of the organism ANliich is always along one of several

clearly defined diiTctions.

Instances cannot be multiplied on account of lack of space:

we will give only two examples, one from the Civets, the other

from the Raccoons, illustrating progression in form of teeth

within a single family.

Fig. 99 contains photographs of the skulls of four Viverridae;

namely the Rasse, African Civet, Fossa and Binturong. The

formula of all is

1 |, C
J,

P |, M I (Fossa ^). total 40 (.S4).

Apparent exceptions to this formula are produced in the

Fossa since the first premolar of each jaw in this animal is

shed in early life, and again in the Binturong in which the man-

dibular first premolar is lost in youth. The habits of all these
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aniiiifds except the Kasse are little known though the Bintu-

7'oiig differs from the others in being more thoroughly omniv-

orous, even including fruit in its dietary. The differences in

palate and in tooth form are very striking. The Rasse and the

African Civet are long jawed; the other two, in each of which

the first premolar is shed in early life, are short jawed. The

insectivoi'ous chai'actei- of the teeth of the Rasse is indicated

by their sharp cusps; the carnivorous tendency by the carnas-

sial foi'ui of ^. . The carnassial development is gi*eatest in

the Fossa, the jaws and teeth of which closely resemble those of

the Cats. In th^ African Civet on the other hand the teeth

and jaws simulate those of the Dog. We shall not stay to dis-

cuss these resem])lances in detail: they are sufficiently obvious

upon careful examination of the photographs and are approxi-

mate recapitulations in another family of the general method of

tooth differentiation found in the true Cats and true Dogs. It

is perfectly plain also that the dentition of the Binturong orig-

inated from a Rasse-like form, now considerably modified: the

crowns are small and the cusps greatly reduced, a typical retro-

grade character which may be seen also in the dentition of the

Kinkajou (Fig. 100).

The other example chosen (Fig. 100) does not show diver-

gent modifications as have been noted in the feline- and canine-

like Yiverridae just presented. It illustrates the evolution of

a single form of dentition, that of the Raccoon, showing as

nearly as possible the stages met with in ancestral fossil Rac-

coons, i-eproduced in existing and closely related animals. It

presents further the evolution of a retrogressive type, the

Kinkajou, comparable with the Binturong. Lastly it exempli-

fies a very strange development, the formation of a pure herbiv-

orous dentition from one originally carnivorous. This is all

the more impressive when we recall the fact that modern Arti-

odactyla are descended in all probability from carnivorous

forms, the Creodont family ]\Iesonychidae. The simplest type
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Kig. 99-A. Dentition modifications in the Xivtrridae. Indian Rasse (N'ivena
nialaccensis, 9.7422-3).

Fig. 99-B.—Dentition modifications in the X'iverridae. African Civet (Viveira )

afiicana. 97422-2).
jFor cxplanat'on see text.
'
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Fig. 99-C.— Dentition modifications in the Viveiridae. Fossa (Cryptoprocta ferox,
9.7422-4).

Fig. 99-D.—Dentition modifications in the X'iverridae. Binturong (Arctictls bin-
turong, 9.7422-5').

For explanation see text.
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Fig. 100-A.—Dentition niDiiit'ications in the riocyonidac. Caci*niistle (l>asaris astiita.

9.7425-7).

Fig. 100-R.—Dentition modilications in the Procyonidae. Kaccoon (Procyon can-
j

vorus, 9.7425-3).
For explanation see text. Ti

niundi (Nasua narica, Fig. 64).

crivorus, 9.7425-3).
, ^ . , , • • c u n *

For explanation see text. In series between A and P. is the dentition of the Coati-
,
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Fig. lOO-C—Den
villus, 9.7425-6).

Kinkajou (I'otos caudivol-

Fig. 100-D.
9.7425-5).

on moditications in the Procyonidae. Panda (Aelurus fnlgens,
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of dentition is seen in the Caeomistle, a more progressive form

in the Coati (Fig. 64) and the fully developed condition in the

Raccoon. Some details regarding the dental features of these

animals have ali'eady heen given in the ehaptei' upon the Car-

nivora (page 182). The formula for each is:

I^, ry.P^.M^. total 40.

From this foi'mula the dentition of the Kinkajou and the

Panda are also dei-ived but the foi'mer has lost the first pre-

molar in each jaAv and the latter has lost its maxillary first pre-

molar and sheds the corresponding mandibular tooth in early

life. The diet of these animals is inci'easingly omnivorous in

the order Caeomistle, Coati, Raccoon. The diet of the Kinka-

jou includes flesh but consists largely of eggs and fi'uit and the

teeth of this animal though clearly derived fi*om a Cacomistle-

like foi'm are quite retrogi'cssive ; the carnassial teeth, well

marked in the Caeomistle, are no longer specialized. The diet

of the Panda is composed of fruits, eggs, acoi-ns, i*oots and the

young shoots of bamboos. The animal Avill not touch flesh.

The photograph of the Panda should be examined with the

greatest care for the student can easily identify therein the

various cusps and styles and can observe the transformation

of an insectivorous-carnivorous type of dentition into a purely

herbivoi'ous brachyodont type tending towai'd the selenodont

form. The initial foi'mation of the crescents, concave laterally

in the maxilla and convex latcinlly in the mandible can be

studied exceedingly well.

The foregoing are among the most instructive examples of

tooth variation to be found in modern Mammals. In the photo-

graphs it will be seen that considering the marked differences

in the teeth the condyles and glenoid fossae are remarkably sim-

ilar. It would seem as though changes in the form of teeth long

antedate sti-uctural modifications of masticatory significance

in the jaws. However this may be it directs our attention to
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the various attempts made to explain Jiow changes in dentition

have been brought a])out. Ryder, Cope and Osborn have suc-

cessively attacked this problem but the real significance of an

internal factoi' in the organism itself daAvned only upon the last

mentioned.

Ryder's view Avas that modifications in type of mastication

result in changes in tooth foi'iu. Tie pointed out that there are

different degrees of lateral movement in mastication in Ungu-

lates; none at all in the Pig, slight movement only in the

Wart Hog, movement progressively greater in the Tapir, Deer,

Camel and Ox in this order. Ryder also pointed out that in

Ruminants the food is masticated on the side of the mouth on

which the loAver molars cross the uppers from within outAvard

(ental form), whereas in Horses and Rhinoceroses it is upon the

side on which the lowers cross the uppers from without iuAvard

(ectal form). In the Rodentia the movement of the mandible

on the upper jaw is antero-postei'ior (proal foi'm). Ryder be-

lieved that the selenodont forms of Ungulate teeth are mechan-

ically produced as the result of the direction and extent of

excursion of the mandible in mastication.

Cope elaborated Ryder's interpretation and deduced certain

mechanical causes as operating to bring about dental modifica-

tions. The operation of these supposed mechanical causes with

their resultant effect upon the organism, Cope termed Kineto-

genesis. We have already seen that modifications of tooth

forms are apt to precede changes in the type of the temporo-

mandibular articulation so that we cannot accept Ryder's

interpretation. We shall see immediately that it is not possible

to agree Avith Cope's theory of Kinetogenesis either.

In considering Cope's theory Osborn 's attention Avas draAvn

to the fact that those areas of tooth croAvns most subject to

Avear are precisely those AA'hich in subsequent geological types

develop ncAV cusps. Upon a purely mechanical basis this can

only mean an increasing resistance leading to actual groAA^th of

tissue, the exact opposite of Cope's vieAv according to Avhich

there is diminished resistance leading to plastic moulding of the
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occlusal surface. At present one cannot conceive of the in-

heritance of an acquired* character: that an individual should

transmit to its progeny dental features Avhich it exhibits as the

result of wear is utterly at variance with all known principles

of heredity. The tooth, it must be remembered, is pre-formed

in the jaw and its enamel-covered crown cannot grow or

change actively in response to conditions of occlusion. Again

the tooth is not firmly fixed in the bone: it is capable of con-

sidera])le change in position. That teeth do move is obvious

fi'om the wearing which occurs upon the proximal and distal

aspects of the molai's. The exceedingly loose manner in which

tlie incisors of the Cow are imbedded in the mandible has pre-

viously been noted. The alteration in level of a tooth in con-

sequence of damage to or loss of its opponents is Avell known.

The raising and loosening of a molar, the occlusal face of

which is worn down or carious is especially manifest immediately

after it is crowned by the dentist. At this time the tooth can

])e ''wobbled" between the fingers l)ut in the course of a few

weeks dui-ing A\hich the patient will notice the resilience of

.the tooth in its bed of softer tissue l)efore the bony socket

again gi'asps its roots closely, becomes firmly imbedded once

again.

The change in position of teeth in the jaws in some animals

is very well marked. AVe have already stated that replace-

ment of teeth in all ^lammals except the Proboscidea is verti-

cal ;
in these animals alone it is oblique. We must now modify

this statement somewhat. As a molar of the Elephant erupts,

it moves foi'ward in the jaw and hence changes its position

with respect to the bone. It is not immovably fixed in the jaw

as if it were imbedded in a matrix of Portland cement. When
we come to examine more minutel.y the jaws of ^lammals in

which replacement is vertical we find many instances of the

same forwai'd movement of teeth even resulting in the shed-

*The term is a poor one. Archdall Reid pointed out some years ago that all

characters can be said to be the result of interaction between internal potentiality and
external stimulus. Nevertheless the precise sense in which the term is used in the
present instance is sufficiently explained by the latter part of the sentence.
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dino' of the most anterior meinl)ei's of the series. In Hyrax

there is to l)e observed the beoinning- of this forward move-

ment. At fii'st the anterior cheek teeth ai*e more crowded to-

gether so that the total extent of occlusal surface of the entire

series becomes less as the animal groAvs older. Finally the

crushed and Avorn anterior teeth are shed to give I'oom for the

more recently ei'upted permanent ones. The same process on

a moi'e pi'onounced scale •?>; seen in the Kangaroo, the ^fanatee

and other ^Mammals. The Wart Hog is a conspicuous example.

When the pei*manent teeth fii'st ei'upt the dentition is almost

the same as that of the Tig, certain im])()rtant teeth being ab-

sent. The formula is:

The third molar equals in antero-postei'ior length the entire

series of cheek teeth in front of it. As they become worn

down, all these antei'ioi' teeth are shed one by one, the last

molai' alone occu])ying theii- place and the foi-mula becoming:

T^. Cy, My. total 1().

We have ali'eady seen that molars undergo striking dif-

ferences in appearance in advance of equally extensive changes

in the temporo-manclibnlar joint. Further Ave have noted

that similar parallel or ("om-ergent types of tooth form develop

independently in many orders. On all these grounds, there-

fore, Ave must reject not on\y the hypothesis that teeth are

modified in response to changes in the mode of mastication

but also the Avhole mechanical theory of Kinetogenesis as ap-

plied to tooth forms. We cannot resist the conclusion that

modifications in dentition are in part the expression of herit-

able constitutional factors concerning Avhich Ave knoAV nothing

as yet.

Now this brings us once more to the difference betAveen
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a variation and a mutation, definitions of both of which have

been given upon page 31. Each individual of every genera-

tion in all species shows innumerable mutations throughout

its bod3\ Some of these are without significance upon the life

of the organism; some are distinctly detrimental and under

the operation of the Law of Natural Selection will result ulti-

mately in the extinction of the type; others again bring the

individual more closely into harmony Avith its environment

and this in turn i-esults in the dominance of the type, perhaps

ultimately to the exclusion of other types, as for example in

the paleontological histoiy of the Horse. But, it may be ob-

jected, the evolution of hypsodonty in the Hyrax has not re-

sulted so far in extinction of the brachyodont species al-

though hypsodont forms have been present ever since the

Miocene. This we cannot explain. Hypsodont and brachyo-

dont species of Hyi-ax exist togethei* under what are appar-

ently the same conditions in the same locality. We must

admit that there are conti'olling the modification of tooth forms

factors of Avhich Ave are uttei'ly ignorant.

AVe now find oui'selves in the domain of philosophy arguing

against the mechanical intei'pretation of things. One of the

tenets of Bergson's doctrine of Creative Evolution is that there

is a constant pi-ogression in life, the evolution of new features.

Nowhere in the body is this doctrine more sti'ikingly exempli-

fied than in the teeth Avhich are among the most progressive of

bodily structures and nowhere is the inadequacy of a mere

mechanistic interpretation more obviously unsatisfactory. To

quote Darbishire reflecting Bergson's metaphor: **A rolling

stone gathers no moss. That is because a stone is a lifeless

thing. But a living thing Avhose life is made up of its experi-

ence is like a snowball which is I'olled in the snow; it increases,

as it is rolled, Avith the snow that it gathers, until it is big

enough to make a snoAv-man of. * * * When Ave look at

life Ave are in the presence of the continual ci'eation of the

absolutely ncAv." It is not to l)e expected that a single muta-

tion appeai'ing in a single individual is ever going to be able to
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change the form of the whole race but the same or closely simi-

lar mutations appcarin<^ at the same time in a host of individ-

uals, it may be of various species Avithin a genus, can and cer-

tainly do result in the origination of a new type less or equally

or more in harmony Avith the ever changing environment.

If mutations occur at random Ave are faced Avith the

problem of hoAv the type in Avhich they occur can persist. We
must admit that in order to insure persistence all the mutations

occurring in a single type must be linked or complementary.

A modification occurring in the dentition unaccompanied by

suitable changes in skull, in musculature, in the Avhole organ-

ism, cannot become dominant. Thus Ave find in time complete

specific and later generic differences profound in nature and

far-reaching in influence, the beginnings of the formation of

ncAv families, ncAv orders, ncAv classes. As Bergson puts it

there must be postulated an original impetus Avhich is inherited.

''This impetus, sustained right along the lines of evolution

among Avhicli it gets divided, is the fundamental cause of

variations, at least of those that are regularly passed on [muta-

tions], that accumulate and create ncAV species. In general,

Avhen species haA'e begun to diverge from a common stock,

they accentuate their divergence as they progress in their evolu-

tion. Yet, in certain definite points, they may evolve iden-

tically ; in fact they must do so if the hypothesis of a common
impetus be accepted."
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history of,
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Cetacea, 233
Change, power of in tooth, 53
Chimpanzee, 131
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Climate, relation of to dispersal,
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relation of to elevation, 2(5

relation of to evolution, 28
Coati-mundi, 182, 276
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dentition of, 174
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165
American ancestry of, 165
milk dentition of, 164
subdivision of, 164
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ancestry of, 222
varieties of, 220
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Eutheria, definition of, i)5
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creative, 280
divergence in, 93

parallelism in, 94, 118, 169
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F

Features, human specific, 23

Felis, 179
Fishes, teeth of, ."'>;{

Fissij)edia, 172
Food habits insufiiciont to account

for varying tooth forms,

96, 269*

Foramina, Dental, 256
Fossa, 178

Fossil deposits, 27

Foxes, 174
Frog, teeth of, 37

(xaloopithecus, 2'50

Generalized, definition of, 30

Gibbon, 127
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Gibbon, milk tooth of, L'K'.

Gibraltar skull. 140

Giraffe, 2(.)()

Glacial periods. 28
Glaciers, action of, 27
Glenoid fossa, formation of, 44
Glenoid fossa, relation of, to don

tition, 276
Gorilla, 121)

Gorilla, milk teeth of, 24<)

Grazing iiabit, effect of upon tooth

89
Ground-hog, 18i)

Guereza Monkeys, 125
Gymnura, Lesser, 1>8

H

Hapalidae, 117
Heidell)erg Man. l.".(j

Hippopotamus, 20.".

Hog, Rod River, 201

Homo aui ignacensis, 141
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Homo mousterionsis, 142

Homed Toa<l, 4(J

Horse, 215
ancestry of, 215
Dawn, 215

Howior. 118
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ilyaenas, 178
Hylobates, 127
Hylomys suilla dorsal is, KS
Hypocone, 60
Hypoconoid, 59
Hypoconulid, 59
Hypsodonty, SS, 214, 259
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in elephant, 222
elongation of cusjts in, 88
elongation of tooth body in, 78

Hyrax, 226
Hyrax, ancestry of, 228
Hystricomorpha, 192
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Iguana, teeth of, ."58

Incisors, changes of, in Primates.
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Incisors, importance of in (denti-
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Incisors, number of, in Mammals,
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Inseetivoros, central ])osition of, 95
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adaptation in, 97
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in, 99
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of, 96
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86Kangaroo.
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Tree, 88
Kinetogenesis,
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Land masses, histoiy of, 24
Langurs, 125
Lasiopyga niona, 122
Lemurs, 109
'iOmur calta, 112
Lemur, Flying, 230
Lemurs, history of, 116
Lemur, Mouse, 111
Lemur, Ring-tailed, 1 12

Lemur, .Specter-, 110
Lemur, Woolly, 117>

Lepus tloridanus, 195
Lichanotus laniger, 11.".

Limbs, evolution of, 46
Llama, 204

M
Macropus bennetti, 86
Mammals, age of, commencement

of, 41
most primitive habits of, 68
primitive characters of, 68

Man, Aurignacian, 141

effects of loss of teeth in, 169

European, teeth of. 149
Heidelberg. 136
milk teeth in, 241
Xeandertal, 140, 142

oriiiin of. 136
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Man—Cont 'd.

position of in Primate series, lOG
Manatee, 224
Mandible, maninialian, features of,

42

Mandible, reptilian, features of. 42
''Mark," 217
Marmosets, 117
Marsupials, antiquity of, G2

definition of, 64
differentiating features of, C8
life habits of, 67
milk dentition of, 67, i)2, 254
origin of, 67

Mastication in Rodents, 277
Mastication in Ungulates, 277
Mastodon, 222
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Menacodon, oG
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Metacone, migration of, 7S
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Metacomde, 60
Metatheria, definition of, ()o

Miacidae, 17."»

Microcebus murinus. 111
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Microconodon, 5.')
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Milk dentition, 2:50
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254

Moeritherium, 222

Molars, eruption of in Elephants,

220
formation of in Artiodactyls, 200

milk, 242
of Cynodonts, 51
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Mole, Cape Golden, 102

Mole, European, 07

Mole, Marsupial, 01
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Monkeys, New-World, 117

Monkeys, New-World, milk teeth
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Monkeys, Old -World, 120
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ancestry of, 238
Morphological characters, 258
Moschus moschiferus, 208
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jaws, 51
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Mus norvegicus, 101
Mustelidae, 180
Mutations, 31, 181
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Nasua narica, 182
Neandertal teeth, Features of, 142
Negro dentition, 151
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253
Notoryctes, 91, 97, 103
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Occlusion of teeth in Cvuodonts,
51

Odobeiuis rosmaius, 186
Odocoileus iiemionus, 207
Odontoceti, 233
Oligocene Primates, 120, 125
Orang, Deciduors teeth of, 245
Oiang-outan, 132

Orbit in Mamnuils, 44
Oinithorhvnchus, 2."!6

Palate, 44
Paleomastodon, 222
Paleopropithecus, 116
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Paleotelic characters,

Pan, 131
Panda, 181, 276
Pangolin, 169
Papio hamadryas, 123
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Paraoone, 57
Paracon id, 57
Paiapithecus fraasi, 120

Pecoia, 206
Peltephilus, 166
Peramus, 59
Permian epoch, Relation of to

mammalian history, 42

Perissodactvls, ancestry of, 218 ^

definition of, 199

relation of Kyrax to, 22S

Petaurus breviceps, 79

Phalano-er, 82

Phascolarctos cinereus, Sn

Phascologale flavipes, 70

Phascolomys ursinus, 90

Phocaena communis, dentition of,

235
Phivnosoma, 4(5

Pius, 201

Pike teeth of. 33

Pinnipedia, 185

Pithecus rhesus, milk dentition of,

251
Placental, definition of, 65

Platvpus Duck-billed, dentition of,

236
Platyrrhinae. 117
piexodont Theory, 69

Polyprotodonts, 68, 81

Poiioo, 132

Porcupine Tree, 192

Porpoise, 235

Postorbital bone and process, 44.

47, 51

Potamochoerus ]>orcus, 201

Potamogale velox. 104

Potorous didactvlus, 86

Predmost mandible, 245

Premilk dentition, 214, 253

Premolar Analogfv Theory, 61. 103

213

Premola's. changes of, in Pri-

mates, 109

Primates, adaptive variations in, 107

dental formula of, 107, 116
Eocene, 108

_ relative position of to Man, 106
Primitive, definition of, 80
Primitive Polvbunv Theory, 55
Proboscidea, 220
Proboscidea,' relation of Hvrax to,

228

Procyon. 182, 271
Proeyonidae, prooression in tooth

forms of, 271
Piogressive Simplification Theorv,

69
Propliopithecus, 125
Proteodidelpliys, 69

Protocetus, 234
Protodildonta, 53

Piototheria, 64
Pseudo-hypocone, 85, 88, 93, 114, 127

Quadrate bone. Fate of, 43

R

Raccoon, 182, 271

Raccoon, Crab-eating, 274

Rasse, 176
Rat, 191
Reptiles, Manuual-like, 45

Reptiles, teetli of, 37

Rhinoceros, 214
Rivers, action of, 25

Rodent dentition, 115, 188

Rodents, ancestry of, 188

divisions of, 188

Root, incipient division of in Tri-

assic, 53

Roots of toeth, 145, 257
in Anthropoids, 145, 261

in Daubentonia, 263

in modern Man 145, 261

in Xeandertal Man, 146, 265

number of in Mammals, 259

relation of to environment, 257

relation of to hypsodonty 260

relation of to inferior dental

canal, 262

Ruminant-like modifications in

Rabbit, 196

Ruminants, 206

S

Sapajou Monkev, milk teeth of,

252
Sarcophilus ursinus, 72

Sea-lion, 185
Seals, 186
Seas, significance of, 26

Sciuromopha, 189

Sectorial tooth, 173
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Septomaxillary, 49
Sesamodon, 50
Shark, teeth of, 83
She«p, 210
Shelf, Continental, 25
Shrew, Tree, 100
Shrew, West African Watei,
Simplicidentata, ISS
Sirenia, 221)

Sirenia, ancestry of, 224
Skull, aquatic adaptation of,

Skull, etfects of loss of teeth on
Skunk, ISO
Sloth, 1()4

Spalacotherium, 50
Specialized, definition of, '.]()

Species formation, lt4, 281

Spider-monkey, White-lxdlied,

Squirrel, Flyin<i, Marsupiiil, 70

Squirrels, l'S8

''Star," 21S
Stegodon, 222
Ste<40theiium, 1(5(1

Suidae, 201

104

20n

lis

Talon, ()0

Talonid, 59
Talpa europea.

Tapir, 218
Tapir, successiv

97

lentitions of, 214,

of. lOSTarsi idae, history

Tarsi {)es, 91
Tarsius borneanus, 110
Tasmanian Devil, 72

Tasmanian Race, 147
Tasmanian Wolf, 74
Taurodontism, 140, 14fi

Teeth, attachment of, 30
canine, evolution of 3(5

chanj>;e in position of in jaw, 278
effects of loss of, on skull, 1(58

evolution of function of, 37

hinged, 35
origin of, 33

palatine, 35
pharyngeal, 34
progression in, 2(59

replacement of, by horny eplrlie-

lium, 40, 237
subdivision of, 38
suecessional, 33

Vomerine, 34

Tetrabelodon, 222,

Thalacomys, migration of metacone
in, 78

Thalacomys minor, 76
Theria, definition of, 65
Therocephalia, characters of, 45

period of, 45
Thylacinus cyn()cej>halus, 74
Triangle, reversed, theory of, 57
Triassic ancestors of Mammals, 46
Triassic, Mammals of, 53
Trichosurus vulpecula, 82
Triconodon, 55
Triconodonts, oo
Trigon, 57
Trigonid, 57
Trituberculates, 5S
Trituberculate tvpe, dominance of,

92
Trituberculy, theoiy of, 57
Tupaia, 100
Tupaia, relation of, to Pri unites, 101

Tupaia taim, 101

Tylopoda, 204

U

Ursidae, 183

Vesperlilio fuscus, 230
Viverra, 176, 270
Viverridae, Progression

fornus of, 270
tooth

Wallabv, Bennett's,

Wallace's Line, 26
Walrus, 186

86

Wart Ho«, ro

Wedge Theory, 62

Whales, ancestrv of

Whales, Toothed, 23

Whales, Whalebone,
Wisdom tooth

''Wolf" tootli, :

Wolves, 174
Wond)at, 90
Wood-chuck, 189

234

233
])osition

216

of, 151

Zalambdodonts,
Zalophus, 185

Z

96

16 R
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